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The News of Belfast.

alternated between teaching and
taking short courses of study in various universities, viz.: Berlin, Chicago, Harvard and
the Sorbonne in Paris. He taught High schools !
in Gloucester, Lynn and Chelsea, Mass., the 1
Penn Charter school in Philadelphia, the Gilbert Free High School in Winsted, Conn., ami
finally became a professor in the Boston UniDr. Clarke was a born teacher.
He
versity.
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suffering, aged

meeting of King Solomon’s Coun.d last Tuesday evening for work,

will be

wounded

at

C. work

are

Portland, Nov. 25th, tlie Pythian
d sent an automobile load of prod a ton i»f coal to ‘'Uncle" Nathaniel
and his wife.
Mrs. Dyer is the oldest
f the Pythian Sisterhood, it is ha«d, in
and the venerable couple have been
years

service of the BenevoProtective Order of Elks, to be held
UbJv by all the lodges of ih»» order
on Sunday evei ing, December ?th,
?erveu by Rockiand lodge at the
ual memorial

theater with

an

interesting

and

musical and

literary program. The
will be delivered by Hon.
Newbert of Augusta, a j rominent

address

■>f the order.

Rebekah Lodge of VVinterport held a
fair ir. the Odd Fellows banquet
ursday afternoon and evening, Nov.
ne hall was
tastefully decorated and
ul

fancy articles,

attractive
served to
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aprons,
A
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and

etc., prebountiful

crowd and
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good home-made

sold. The affair was well patronsubstantial sum realized.
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called hi6 little family around
him and prayed for God to care for them. He
leaves a wife and son, a brother and sister, and
a large number of relatives and
friends to
mourn their loss.
He was buried from his late
home. Words of comfort were spoken by Rev.
he

D. Brackett and with the
his breast he
in

arms

starry flag he loved so
was borne by his forto

-6th after
a

ago and

a

week’s illne.--. 8hi

was

seri

ously

in-

railway
never

accident in Boston some time
fully recovered from :t. Mrs.
born in Dixmont in 1858, the

Mitchell was
daughter of the late Jacob <> And Ri.vanna
Getchell Cook. The family lived in Jackson
for a time, and then came to Belfast, Mr. Cook
conducting a meat market here for several
In 1882 he was elected register of
yearn.
deeds for Waldo county and assumed the office
J.*n. 1,1883 and held it for 12 years.
During
all that time the deceased was his assistant
and then formed a large acquaintance in the
city and county, including many who will learn
of her

death

with regret.
May 9, 1875. she
Fred L. Mitchell and about 19 years
ago they moved to Boston, which was their
home until about three years ago, when Mr.
Mitchell returned to Belfast, Mrs. Mitchell remaining in Dorchester with her daughter and
coming to Belfast in the summers. She spent
two months here last summer. On one of her
visits she presented her father’s portrait which
hangs in the office of the Waldo Registry of
Deeds. Mrs. Mitcheli is survived by her husband; by two daughters. Mrs. John H O’Connor
of Dorchester, Ma*., and Mrs. Ralph M.
Shepard of Ashmont, Mass., and by one brother,
M.
Cook
of
George
Brighton, Mass. Mrs. E.
M. Hall, Mrs. W. L. West and Mrs. Hattie Godmarried

Rebekth Lodge, Unity, nas adopted frey, all of this
city, are cousins. Prayer was
wing resolutions of respect:
jffered at her late home with her daughter in
our Heavenly Father in His divine
Dorchester and the remains were brought to
has seen fit to again enter our
lodge i Belfast, arriving on the Saturday
•ve from our midst our esteemed sisnight train,
and were taken to the CoQmbs
[fi e Webb; therefore, be it
undertaking
•e'
ed. That we as members of Favori rooms, where the funeral was held at 2 p. m.
o deeply deplore the loss of our deSunday, Rev. David L. Wilson of the Congre1
ister, whose removal from our midst
gational church. There were many beautiful
fc&' ed a vacancy that cannot be filled.
floral tributes, from the relatives and friends,
ed. That while we mourn the loss of
er we will extend to her
femily our rhe interment was in Grove cemetery.
flUe: egards and heartfelt
sympathy in this
affliction.
Mr. Dennis G. Mudgettof Albion died sud•-et us bow in meek submission,
denly at his home Sunday afternoon, Nov. 23d.
Neath the heavy iron rod,
He had been in his usual health and went to
By the loving hand of God
;he barn about 4 o’clock to attend to hie chores.
= we strive to
pierce the curtain
Not returning to the house as u&ual the
family
Veiling Him, the holy One,
vent to look him up and found him dead. He was
t us whisper in our
sorrow.
Not my will but His be done.'
prosperous farmer and a highly respected
our charter be
draped foi; nan, prominent in town affairs, and was inter^ daved,s That
i
of
our
memory
sister; that a ested in all that pertained to the good of the
these resolutions be sent to the fam-pread upon our records and a copy immunity. He was a member of the school
P:
the Belfast Journal for publication
committee for several years and for 13 years a
Ida P. Libby,
nember of the board of selectmen,
( Committee
serving
Mary Mosher, 1
on
nany years as chairman.
He was a charter
Addie Norton, ( Resolutions.
nember of Albion Grange No. 181, and alv'ays
nteresied in the work of the order.
Not a “White Slave” Case.
He was
:he oldest chronological member of Central
liOis Piper of Fairfield, about whom
■’
Lodge, F. & A. M., of China. He was born, in
as been so much
printed in the papers Dixmont in
1841,the son of the late Henry and
aat two weeks, was not drugged and
M
_.1__
Neither was she the victim of
/'i
avers or anybody else.
The U. S. offi>t age his parents moved to Albion, which had
investigated the case soon gathered since been his home. He is
survived by his
"-nough to learn that Miss Piper had in- j
;he story she had given out in regard vife, formerly Miss Helen .Mitchell; by their
f'r
kidnapping. It was proven that Miss laughter, Mrs. Eva Kenniston of Milo and her
^

j

ad drawn her pay as a school teacher
then secured tickets for herself and
paying for both herself, logo to Boston.

wo

children,

and

by

three brothers and two

sisters: Decatur 01 Fortuna, Calif.; Webster
made the trip, stayed there a week and
>f Auburn, Calif.; Henry L., of Brookiine,
decided they had better return home. This 1
Mass.; Mrs. Paul A. English of Los Angeles,
d by different
routes, for Miss Piper
3alif and Mrs. George E. Johnson of Belfast.
steamer to Portland and Keene took
I* Reamer to Gardiner. In view of these Mis was the first death in a family of six.
; ^ stances the government had no reason rhe funeral was held at his late home WednesI'-oceed further in the matter and so far as
lay afternoon and was conducted by Central
Concerned the case is closed.
Liodge, F. & A. M., of China.
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the PORTLAND ELECTION.
yil$. Dem., Elected by 9
Plurality. City
Council Republican.
the
of the returns Mayor Curtis of
inland was re-elected Dec. 1st
by a plurof nine
v»tes, but the Republicans will
*n,j a re-examination of
the ballots and
le
*
orlland Press intimates that there were
on the part of the
Democrats that
be brought to the attention
of the courts.
Republicans carried five of the nine
8 m
the city, and will have a
majority of
u
0n joint
ballot in the city council.
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Mary, widow of the late John Randall Simnont, died at her home with her daughter,
Ifrs. Walter J. Upham, 61 Belmont avenno,
Nov. 29th, aged 75 years. She was a native of
Jld Town and with her husband and family
lad lived in Searsmont and Belfast many
rears, but after the death of Mr. Simmons
vent to Massachusetts to live with her daugher, coming to Belfast to spend her last days.
She had been ill for a shor* time, threatened
vith pneumonia, but was thought to be out of

langer

when heart disease developed. Every
respected and loved Mrs. Simmons and the
I fttle grandchildren will miss her cafe and deme
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Bon-Bon

Bazar

kajt

gregational
s*le in the

very successful
church vestry Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons. The vestries were decorated with
pine,
and

the

a

tables

basket

attiactively arranged. The
charge of Miss Amy E. Stod-

booth, in
iard assisted by Mrs Herbert L. See kins and
Mrs. William F. Schoppe. was banked with

pine and red berries, and the table covered
with a Mexican blanket. Tl# attractive bask-

made, and it is already planning

for

a

larger
variety

in

charge

and

Wednesday making

gifts, anil what could be

inexpensive
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days in jail.
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60

to
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He

fine of

Thomaston. Monday, Nov.
14 th, a man became unconscious on Main
ktreet, and was taken into the Old Corner
Drug Store and a physician sent for. On regaining consciouBi^gs he gave his name as
lerre Harding and claimed to have come from
New Brunswick. George Lawry, formerly of
Searsmont, who rooms at the Stewart house,
seeing that the man was in a destitute condition took him to his room, gave him lodging.
Food, medicine and underclothing and tried to
ind work for him. He worked for a few hours
n the
Durham factory and then left town,
taking with him a good pair of pants and a
?air of new shoes, the property of the man
who had harbored and aided him. His next

$100 and costa and
nd gave bonds

appealed

to be

!

Vague!
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Mr. end Mrs. Charles Bradbury entertained';
large party Thanksgiving, inclu :: g Mr
Mrs. F. E. Cottrell of Rockland and Mr. anc
Mrs. Karl Cottrell of Stockton Spr.'.t?.
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free, by
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trair, after spending Tham.'g
Mrs. Hills. They took posse ssi< r
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noon
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less than GO engagements.

P. Goodell oi Buckspurt, relast Saturday from a few davisit with Mr. and Mrs. Adrian C, Tutt.o
Mr. and Mrs. A.

urned home
'heir little

ompanied
*

granddaughter.
them for

Tuttle,

Phillis

extended

an

ac

visit.

Rev. Percy J. Clifford, pastor of the Metho*
list, churches in Detroit and Piynn. tith.occupied
he pulpit of the Methodist chuiu; act ^unlay evening. He is visiting his Diid.tr, Mrs
tiachel J. Clifford, and
Dr. G.

C. Kilgore

was

formerly of Bt Hast

called

to
Augusta last
Saturday as a witness m tne investigation of
1 he
Augusta Insane hospital before the Gover1 tor and Council.
Dr. Kilgore was cn the hoswas

1

I >ital committee
ration.

during

the

Piaisted admin is

Diphtheria has been prevalent recently ,r
spellman Seminary, Atlanta, Ga.. the presilent of which school is Miss Lucy H. Tapley
if West Brooksviile.
Miss Tapley was one of

rip

ware, ladies furnishing goods, etc....
dolls, worth $30, free at Carle & Jones.
3all and inquire.... A 5 room tenement to let
>y Wyman & Knowlton.... Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
Jpham, Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Musch, Mr. and
flrs, Arthur Williams and Rev. and Mrs. Wil-

VI*

for their homes.

Maine Hills returned to Huston

nachines, with a large stock of records, from
!15 to $200. They also have rugs, portieres,
:ouch covers, something new in pillow slips,
vindow shades, card tables, etc. Picture

rhree

Shepan:

M.

:he victims of the disease

•ilver

f

alterd
Mass., who were c tiled herthe funeral of Mrs. Annie A. M;t:neli, eft

their proper positions. Sold only at
he Dinsmore Store-The \Manufacturers
)utlet Co. has about 25 high grade suits,
eeular $20 value, which will be sold while
hey last at $8.86, at Mrs. Mudgett’s Store,
dain street....J. L. Sleeper & Co., 12 Main
itreet have the Victor and Columbia talking

loliday goods. They also call attention to their
:ut glass and hand-painted china, lamps toys,

the f:.----'*

mont,

His card tables

includes soup, fish or meat, one
dish, with pie or pudding, for 25 centsJarle & Jones take stock Jan. 1st, and to reluce their stock they will run from this date
intil Christmas a half-price table < f regular

R

O’Connor of I'■'•Chester.

Mr. and Mrs. J. H.

Mass.,

attractive
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Sarah
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no
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dinner

guests Thanksgiving
Jay Mrs. S. L., and Miss Mauae M.liike: Mr

ire in

all the muscles and bones of the

G. Davis and
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until

’raming a specialty.... Dennett & Mountain,
>64High street, are serving a special course
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in that line
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Gardner

at

only
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arries many things that would make accept,ble Christmas gifts, and his prices are as low

;

those who

spent Thanksgiving out o.t
Howard Cneney, who
to, Portland; George Giic.ire>t to Knix
and Ralph 1. Morse, Esq., to Libert;

more

wishing to take them until Christmas
veek.... H. E. McDonald, 70 Main street,

from

90years of age.

Mrs. Harry W. Clark.

with Mr. and

lot

n

Escaped

is

Hampton, Mass., returned Monday ti
University of Maine from a few days' visit

the

hings may be seen in their show window’.
ioods will be laid away selected for people

liquor

others.

The
sheriff seized the liquor and arrested
Gray.
Judge Knowlton found probable cause and
names

Mudgett

rs.

of Last

deliver all Hole•roof hose
Parcel Post.
i. J. Locke <£ Son have their Christmas stock
Christmas

omplete

at Colby College,
days the past week at
Hayes, Bay view street

Donald S. Clark and his guest, Carl Johnson

and artistic

are the best
yet in the market_Christ^
nas would not be Christmas without candy,and
itamps. The smal vestry was arranged as a
f you are looking for choice confectionery
;ea room in blue and white.
The china, table
ou will find it ai the Old Corner Drug Store.
covers, etc., all carried out the effective color
( scheme.
?he sale by the Manufacturers Outlet Co. of
and sandwiches or wafers were
Tea,
icating I quor in his possession with intent to
served there dur ng the afternoons by Mrs. I. uits, coats and dresses is still going on at the
sell. Nov. 26th Mr, Cushman found in the
Finn R CilrhrpRl anrl Mica Anno M V
Audgett store, Main street. See prices quotexpress office a box addressed to Gray containH in their advt... .The Ground Gripper shoes
rhe sale continued Wednesday afternoop, and
taining whi8key, rum and port wine, and
ire made on scientific principles that aid nature
vas well patronized.
learned that
had

coming

M

Supreme Court,

things, personally solicited
holiday trade. These include Sawyer's
Mature Prints, the most perfect product of the
>hotographic art, in which glimpses *f New
England scenery are faithfully reproduced
’hristmas cards and dainty gift books, with
•ther things “too numerous to mention.”..,,
rhe Christmas Jewelry Store on Phoenix Row
Colonial Theater block) is showing an
up-tolate stock in jewelry, pendants an»l watches
ilver, cut glass, china, etc. All engraving
ree-“The Home of Good Values,"’ 12 Main
treet, offers many useful things for Christ-

fter

of

hitmore.

Mrs. Nancy J. Mudgett and daughter Annie
B. of Belmont avenue extension spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs. Waiter A. Decrow

the

the

.’he

sale,
Miss Emeroy Ginn and Mrs.
8. O. Norton. The food table, with its
temptng array of bread, cakes doughnuts, cookies,
itc., was in charge of Mrs. D. L. Wi'son, assisted by Miss Florence Shaw, Mrs. Fred K.
j
Poor and Mrs. Leroy Strout. The candy table
was presided over by Miss Evelyn P. Morison
»nd Mrs. Carl H. Stevens. The mystery table,
which did a thriving business, was in
charge
>f Mrs. George C. Trussell and Mrs. Chas E.
Dwen. At an appropriately decorated booth,
Mrs. Virgil L. Hall sold Red Cross Christmas
was

uesday

went

and

ith

avenue.

town with relatives

ul

next year. The bag table, where a
>f dainty and useful bags found a ready
ane

W

w

her house
Congress street and will board for the w inter with Mrs. bred L. Howard, No.
Belmont

acceptable
hall a suit or overcoat or some other article of
pparel? Mail orders promptly tilled and deivered by Parcel Post, free....A Christmas
•ox of Holeproof hosiery for men, women and
hildren, would be a most acceptabi •, use-

many would-be purchasers were disappointed.
This is the second importation the Guild has

In

days

few

Capt. J .0.
Cyrene C. Jackson has closed

Mrs.

he

nas

ets, imported from Jamaica for the sale, were
readily disposed of the first afternoon, ar.d

we

the home of

all who

Michigan,

’ainty

a
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guest for several

lad

or

financier.
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Advertisements.
The Christmas
•hopper is now abroadj and as u^ua! M. P
AToodcoek & Son have a large assortment of
■

ol-

lege

Harry Ufton,

He

New

capitalized

ents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. McKeen.
Linville F. Whitmore came from Colb}

was

past 25 years and said that W aldo County
a very valuable library and that this ex:hange has added greatly to its usefulness

have heen

with his par

Read of Portland spent Thanksgiving at the home of his father, Mr. ueorge T
Read, and attended the Gun Club shoot.

includes full sets of the States of BlinNew Jersey, ai.d Ohio, the
.awers
Reports Annotated, the New York
Jourt of Appeals and the Wisconsin
Reports,
dr. Hildreth has been coming to Belfast for

at $50,000 .and
selected as officers, although not yet officially elected. The president is a well known business man and the

company

Belfast

Belfast

was :n

days

on

the standard works of the

ds.

Bangor

few

a

Norman

ransfer

abun-

which to

near

1

Belfast

spend

Saturday to Epend
mother, Mrs. Mary Stewart

Eugene W. Hildreth of Boston, the New
England representative of Callaghan & Company, law book publishers of Chicago, was in

avenue*

ensure an

last week to

Edmund Murch of

highly respected by

was

Readtield, Mass.

xn. r/iciveen or

narmu

him.

tnew

nouses

Waldo

tives in Boston and

and

of

son

Unity and

supply.

bordering on High
factory buildings

purveyor of game

as a

or

Daniels and family of Guilford,
Thanksgiving week with his mother
Mrs. A. S. Daniels, Nurth Belfast.
Jeiry E. Hayes of the Waldo Telephore
Company is spending his vacation with rela-

number of years he had sufferhad undergone an opera-

a

cancer

the

was

The company will build their
Dwn streets, sewers and sidewalks and will
ask the city to accept them after
they are
built. It is proposed to reserve the land
dant

see

a

Twenty

BL Rev. H. M.

spent

brought

was

.ion.and realizing that a second opeiaiion
lecessary he hatl become despondent.

will be built from High street

avenue.

where there
office

think the Northport
slayer
avenue cat is entitled to the belt.
and

W aldo

obtained from artesian wells

service

A

Kathleen Morris, who was employee in
past summer, is vsiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Morris.
Miss

Bar Harbor the

this city yesterday ot the suicide
Tuesday,
ibout noon, of Lewis H. Murch, assistant
postmaster in Freedom. He attended to the mornng mail as usual and then attempted to take

limself. For

in

Mrs. h tymond Bird ar.d Mr. Percy
of Kicklar.d spent Ihanksgr ing;
with Mr. and Mrs. Robert t'kay.

Lo

!

is

Mr. and

sum of 15 cents.
Candy will be on
during the evening-Iiev. Harry Danels and family of Guilford spent Thankegivng week with his mother, Mrs. Abby Daniels.

A

of Portland

Kan.ber

Demmons

the

°r

$2,000 each, and no lots will te sold
for cottages of less value. Water will be

Boston.

iwo U FECES.

Mrs. Bernard

lale

lis life

of $100 for his appearance at the
January term
held in Boston and other
of the S. J. Court... Robert O’Neal
owed
and
in
American cities,
Rangoon, Dec. 10th .Taomas T. Parkman, Water
street, for board,
The meeting in Boston will be in Kingsley ;
hut when he cashed his pay check, instead of
Hall, Ford Building, from 9 to 10 a. m., the j
Daying his landlord he went on a pleasure
trip J
hour preceding the quarterly meeting of the i
to Camden and Rockland. This led to
his apboard of managers of the American Baptist
pearance last Saturday before Judge KnowlForeign Mission Society. As the difference in ton, who sentenced him
to pay a fine of
$15
time between Boston and Rangoon is 11^ hours
and sent him up on the hill to hoard
for 60
the prayer meeting in Rangoon will occur on
with
Sheriff Cushman.
days
the evening of Dec. 10th from 8 30 to 9 30. For
The Gun Club Shoot. The
all places under Eastern time in the United
all-day shoot of
appearance was in Bangor, where last Sunday
States the meetings will be held at the same the Belfast Gun Club on their grounds at the
le was seen by a patrolman to fall prostrate
foot
of
street
on
Allyn
hour as in Boston; for places between Buffalo
Thanksgiving day was
>n the sidewalk on State street.
The officer
and Nebraska, from 8 to 9; between Nebraska largely attended and much enjoyed by the
vent to his aid and on unfastening his collar
and the Rocky Mountains, 7 to 8, and along participants. The Castine Club arrived in the
aoticed that it was one of the style worn in
the Pacific coast from 6 to 7. All meetings morning, but were obliged to leave on the reorisons. He was taken to the police station,
will be open to the public. Those who cannot turn trip at 2.30 p. m. They invited the memwhere he later, the police claim, admitattend are invited to join in prayer at their bers of the Belfast Cluh to be their guests for
ed that he had escaped from the State prisa shoot at Christmas and it will
homes.
no doubt be
on
at Thomaston, where he was serving a
Bcceptea, weather permitting. First in order
“The Way Home”, by Basil King, was the
wo years sentence for breaking and entering,
was the team shoot lor the silver
cup,
which
last
subject
Sunday evening of the third lecture was won
by Belfast with a margin of 41 tiis term to expire in January. He said that
in the course on good books by Rev. Arthur A.
Nov. 23d the warden put him to work shovel
birds. The Bcore: Belfast: Ralph H.
Howes
Blair at the Universaliat church. There was a
ng coal in the fireroom and seeing his oppor38; Norman Read, 77; C. E. Read, 80;
Charles unity he jumped over a fence after slipping
large attendance and the speaker held the un- R.
Coombs,
261.
66.
total.
Castine: Julien ;hrough the door, and walked to Rockland.
divided attention of his audience as he reviewteypt, 53; William Vague, 42; Walter
During the week he passed through Camden,
ed this new novel, which deals largely with
Brown, Belfast,
Orland Vague, 62; total, 220. About 25
Brooks, Monroe and W interport,
73;
the church and society problems that exist in
took
eaching Hampden Sunday morning. While
in the chicken rhoot which
followed in n Belfast he worked for about four hours in a
the larger cities. Mr. Blair’s presentation of part
which 35 chickens, three ducks and a
1 uill, earning a little money.
At no time, he
the life and character of Charlie Grace, around
goota
were shot for.
aid, was he bothered with pursuers, and he
Clarence E. Reed led with
whom the story centers, was a sermon in ita
in all sorts of places, and ate whatever
ilept
percentage of 80 per cent. In 140 shots he I le could
self. His early religious training, his
get. His prison garb he had wrapped
entering
n a
college to prepare for the ministry, his break- broke 112; William R. Weshe, 76 per .ent.
bundle when he surrendered, having
ing away from all church ties and living a ■coring 38 out of 60 shots; Norman Read
hanged it for clothes which he found in the
74
purely selfish life, and then his return to the
tngine room. Harding ie about 21 years of
church, or “The Way Home/' furnished abun- per cent, scoring 96 out of 130 shots; Wslter ige and is in poor health. He was returned
78
P*r cent- Bc°ring 73 out of I o Thomaston last
dant suggestions for the practical
"T’
Monday.
thoughts ap- 1UU shots. Other percentages were as foll„_.
plied to the existing conditions in church and M. A.
Sanborn, 72 1-2; J. Widdefield, 68' c R
society adverse to Ufa's highest ideals. There
If
Havana
66
you
L.
Coombs,
V.
enjoy
Cigars try a Pear
J.
m
Hall, 66;
1-2;
Sey
rat
•ill *>• no leetuie nut Sunday,'but Doc.
14th 0. Vagile, 62; Horace Chenery, 48; 0.
1 irook made from Cuban Tobacco grown in
Olson’
the book to bo taken up wi" >-« V. V.’a
^
R.
Eyes.
6;
H. Howss. 48; W.
42!
, lain#. For Bale at all dealers.

meetings

friend

vhieh

John.

|

er

a

offering;

business for the

on

E ectrie Co.

charge oi ihe Ma lufacturers Outlet Company's
goods at ihe Mucgett 6tore.

also for

less than

from St.

Folks
Somerville.
A Somerprepared for this occasion, and among the out- ville, Mass correspondent of the Rockland
of-town speakers will be Missionary McDonald C mrier-Gazette writes:
The Sons of Maine Club of Somerville
and Supt. Charles Harbutt of Porland.
gave
“A Winter Evening in
Store” on the
In another column we give, from the Rock- evening of Nov. I9th. aOountry
The scene was laid in
land Opinion, an abstract of a sermon by Rev. tht store of G. Whittaker, Puddle Dock, Me.,
G. E. Edgett of that city, a former pastor of with Sam. Vanner of Washington, Me., as proprietor an# postman, and A. B. Crocker (Boze)
the M. E. church. Belfast, on “The Problem of as
clerk.
About 25 took part in the play, all
Poverty.” The Opinion says it prints it and club members, anc for about an hour and threerecommends everybody to read and study it quarters the fun was fast and furious. A genof cider was on tap together with
“because we regard the subject and all that is i erous keg
crackers, dry fish, lerring, pop corn, peaunts
involved in it as the most important and vital I and raisins. The
proprietor did not get rich
of all questions that engage the th ughts of on the money taken in tor the above named
articles
of
food.
About
300 were present to enmen and women at this time.
So long as minjoy the fun. The club now numbers nearly
isters, editors and those who address the public 475.
will discuss it, we do not care whether or not
Municipal Court. A’vin S.
Gray was bethey agree with us. Attack the problem from
lore Judge Knowlton last
Friday afternoon
any side you please, and treat it as you will,
charged ,iy Sheriff Cushman with havinfintoxdo it
so
and

Ab a feature in the celebration of the centennial of Baptist missions in Burma, arrangements have been made for simultaneous pray-

part of their school

for the Waldo County Law Library
Association of the National Reporters
system

days

—

get all the light you can from whatever source,
and then think it out for yourself. You will
never know what it is to have a mind at rest
and at peace with God and man till y u have
done so.”

a

Bay

Penobscot

to the South school

built, and work will begin at once on
three for which they have contracts
The
houses will he of cottaae style and cost not

the

thoroughly
honestly, and we
misgivings as to where you will arrive
eventually. Read what Mr. Edgett says, and

riving,

extended

North Belfast. The Ladies' Aid will hold
.heir Christmas sale, supper and entertain-

family of Monroe, Arthur B. and
Young of Portland and Clarence W. I

company

parallel

A.

stitution and

ary A. P. McDonald in the spring of 1912. A
full afternoon and evening program has been

was

gift of one dollar from
ford, Mass.

not fully organized they have
option on a tract of land owned
by Joseph A. McKeen, and just above h s residence, extending from High street to Waldo
avenue and containing fifty house lots.
Two

resigned as town treasurer
and the town will have to elect to fill the vacancy; and he will continue to handle the mails
at the old stand as he has for some dozen years.

Sunset,

thanks

Monday from Bruns

*eturred

wick, where he had been

for
lifts of groceries and vegetables for Thar.ks-

much

was

Belfast Building Boom. The Boston
Bangor capitalists who propose building a
number of houses on Uupper
High street
were in Belfast last
Tuesday and while the

So Mr. Marriner

day, Dec. 4, 1913. This church was organized
by Rev. H. W. Collins and Sea Coast Mission-

the occasion

Hopkins

C.

a

will be

passage of three

a

A

meeting Tuesday evening of the directof the Home for Aged Women a vote of

ors

and

resign
Mr.
Marriner has the only store in the pi; ce, it is
conveniently located, and if he gave up the
pi»st office, which is not a very lucrative job, it
might have been difficult to find a successor.

people connect-

you
have no

At

IP_

A

Fort

the Belfast Journal claims abetter
society. After adopting the concat story than mine,” said Capt. B. A.
Emery,
by-laws, a social hour was spent.
At the meeting next Saturdiy evening the of- calling at the Rockland Courier-Gazette office
ficers will be elected, and after the business lasc week, “but I’m not going to take a back
seat,” and he then told how the Owls Head cat
meeting games will up played.
had brought home a weasel, and laid the dead
Sunset Congregational churih will be formally
weasel on the editoriaUdesk a handsome little
recognized by ti.e Congregational churches of
animal, perfectly white in fur with the excepthe county at a recognition and fellowship sertion of the black tip on its tail. We admit that
vice to be held in the church at
Thursand

quarterly.

and

Alice S.
Curtis.

als<» town treasurer, that nemus; either
the town office or the postmastership

ed with the society, between the ages of 12
and 20 years, are cordially invited to attend

Miss Evelyn M. Welch of West Prosper
spent Thanksgiv ng with Mr. and Mr- C. W
Ayer, North Bel a*-t.

in

for many years, and

post
inspector visited Center Belmont recently and
notified Postmaster bred A Marriner, who was

the

regular
Uuiversaand mucn interat

in the

pension
?125 under Act 74 of the State Tension Law
For Teacneis. The payments will be made

of

enjoyed by all. The table was bountifully
laden with the usual good things of Thanksgiving and decorated with chrysanthmums.
Those present were Mrs. Emily F. Parsons.
Mrs. Sarah E. Crockett, Miss Cora E.
Parsons,
Mrs. Luella H. Nickerson, Mr. and Mrs. C. H.

50th

by George

last

after

and

taken in the

Saturday evening.

cily produced
season.

n. m

the Men’s Forum
last

this

Rev. Arthur A. Blair went to Last Corinth
Friday to officiate at the funeral of Mrs
Frank Riley of Caribou.

iB

to

N. S

discussion of the “Histor> of
the Races that lari up to the Formation of the
Jewish Nation.” Next Sunday the life and
times of Abraham will be taken up.
All
men are cordially invited.
The Young Peoples Society of the Universalist church was organized in tl e vestry last
est

in

u..

»

friends of Miss J. A. Wiggin, fur

years a teacher in the public schools and
oeloved by eviryone, will be
pleased to learn
that she will rectivefor life an annual

at

Tcn,Ko».

Thanksgiving day.

The many

Gilchrest, but she arrived at Bofton Nov. 27th

VAN NOT

There

(farm

N. B.
The British schooners Oriole and Adri
atic, from the same port, required nine and
twelve days, respectively, while the ienevive
was three weeks on the way from
Hantsport,

All who do not

Sunday school at any other church
cordially invited. Christian Endeavor at
attend

one

j1

roaming around came to Belfast to visit
his sister, Mrs. David Walker.
A reward of
$50 was offered for his arrest.
City Marshal
M. R. Knowlton arrested him and took him to
Portland last Saturday.

meet-

a.

‘to

after

m.

ing; morning service
Sunday school at 12

u1

Liam

Wm. P. Widdecome, a private n the
Company of Coast Artillery, stationed at
McKinley, Maine, deserted Sept. 2nd,

week at

be

The services at the Baptist church will be as
follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, even-

resting place,
meeting of
yonder.
iist church

Annie A. Mitchell died in Boston Nnv.

will

services at

Sunday

his

there to await the roll cail up
Mrs.

The

church

Llltti

people of the Universalist Sundayschool will take charge of the Christmas tree
at the Girls home this year and a committee
consisting of Misses Florence Li;by, Frances
Abbott and Mildred Randall has teen selected
to have charge. They will be assisted by the
pastor, the superintendent of the Sunday school,
and others.

at

the North church will be as
follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening at 7.30; Knights of King Arthur, Friday
evening at 7; morning worship Sunday at 10.45

jured in

for 1913.

;h

services for the

The

odist

and

“T

Albert Mudge.t arrived from Boston las
Thursday to spend a few days with his mother.
Mrs. L. Mudgett.

ment in the vestry
Wednesday evening, Dec.
The Century.
10th. The
articles for sale will compare
A Tamil* Reunion. On
with
those
of ary previous sale by
Tharhsg.virg Day :avorably
:his society and it is hoped that the table will
all the living descendants of Mr. and Mrs.
Elisha Parsons took dinner with Mrs. Parsons :e well patronized. A baked 1 lean supper
j
at her home in Somerville. This is the first
vill be served, to be followed with a good
time the entire family has had a meal
together i mteriainment, all of which niaj be enjoyed

The young

Mason’s Mills
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
at 2.30 p. m., followed by
Sunday school.

Sunday

member

He

of

Yes,

42,000 bushels of potatoes this

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are welcome.

Patrons of Husbandry, who honored him by
placing an elegant wreath of flowers on his
casket.
He had long been a soldier of Jesus
Christ, and the service grew dearer to him as

been its commander.

\f*.

a

U1

Hnfi

hodgdon Burnett,

ears

The annual business meeting of the First
Baptist church will be held in their vestry
Thursday evening, Dec. 11th, at 7.30 o’clock.

The services next

MsCHZinp

cordially invited.;

bearing 30,000 bushels of Aroostook potatoes to Boston as if 30,000 bushels were a
big
lot. It would take a thousand such trains to
carry the whole of this year’s Maine potato
crop to market.—Boston lierald.

The morning service at the First Parish
Church (Unitarian) is held at 10.45 a. m., Sunday. The Sunday School meets at 11.45.

the Methfollows:
This,
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sunat
10.30, morning worship; Sunday school
day,
at 12 m.; evening service at 7. p. m.

comrades

n

1864.

devoted husband and father, a good citizen and
neighbor. "To know him was to love him,”
for he was always kind. He was a member of
Dana B Carter Post, G. A. R and had twice

mer

■>as

He

After his army life he returned to Freedom,
where most of his life was 6pent.
He was a

across

of

was a son

Drury’s Bluff, Va., May 20,

well

•-s

He

(Penney) Busher.

married,first, Addie Plummer,who died in 1879.
Two children were born to them, Charles W
who died in 1902, and Mark E., who is living.
In 1883 he married Emma Deane, who survives
him.
In September, 1861, he enlisted in the
8-ii Maine Regiment and served more than
four years.
He was in many battles and was

stated communicition of
Chase Lodge, F. & A. M.t this-. Thursng with work in the Master Mason
'.'.owed by a banquet.
"?ie S. Pattee, Past Matron of Priniter. O. E. S., and District Dei.utv
itron of the Order, returned Thursday
terport, where she inspected Cush*
er.
Tnis completed the work of the

ire

70 years.

of John V. and Adaline

of his life

Car

|

much

ago. in 1873, the Kennebec
closed November 19th, and remained
dosed until April 3rd.
There was skating on

the court
library
The next ; meeting of Seaside Chautauqua I
house.
Circle will be held with Mrs. C. A.. Hubbard,
At the meeting of the Arts and Crafts HeadMonday afternoon, Dec. 8th. Roli-call, Curing Department^Thursday evenii g, Dec., Htb,
rent Events;
from the Cuautauquan
esson
Mrs. Amos Clement wilt review Mrs. HumMagazine of Nov. 1st. “Where Civilizations
Meet.” All who are interested in the C. L. S. phreys Ward’s “Coryston family," in Harpeis

pojjcio

hit? lose.

the years passed away.
He was always cheerful and thoughtful of others. At the last hour

rned.

J

mourn

Mark E. Busher died at his home in Freedom Nuv. 20, 1913, after a long sickness and

law

turned

river

last

in the

Miss M. I. Walker of Manchester, N H., re
home Monday from a visit with Mrs.
Arthur A. Blair.

liability.
Forty yearn

interport
Saturday. Jt was consigned to
The Traveller’s Club4will meet with Mrs. E.
Bangor parties, who intended carting it from
Pitcher, Tuesday, Dec: 9th. Program: Pa- j
Winterport to that city.
per, “India in Fiction,” by Miss Annie L
j i. Dr. W. Hugh Harris of
Augusta was in BelBarr; reading, “The Most Sporting Country in
the World,” Mrs. E. S. Pitcher; reeding, “His fast last Saturday to present the picture of his
Highness the Maharaja,” Miss Mabel K. Math- | grandfather, the late Hon. A. J. Jewett of Belfast, to the Waldo County Bar Association. It
ews.
hung

home.

and

S.

will be

Claude B.Roberts has returned to Boston after

Bpending Thanksgiving at his home here.
Fred E. Smythe of Boston arrived last Saturday for a short visit at his Northport avenue

Frank I. Wilson has been appointed local
•gent for Belfast and vicinity for the Aetna
insurance Company on life, accident, health

the river

Monday from

Ralph A. Bramhall was at home from Colby
College for the Thanksgiving recess.

o'clock.

The following nominations were made
by
Advertised Letters. The following letGovernor Haines, Nov. 26th: Justice of the
ters remained unclaimed in the Belfast post
Office for the week ending Dec. 2nd. Ladies— j Peace, Ellery Bowden, Winterport; Coroner,
Charles E. Crowley, Jr. Winterport.
Mrs. Lettie A. Bray, Miss Edna Proctoi. ;
Deputy Sheriff Frank Littlefield of Monroe
Gentlemen—F. C. Barker, W. Chaine, Augusseized 40 gallons of liquor on the wharf at
tus Marshall, G. M. Mansell, W. B. Mooney.
W

Dr. Elmer Small returned
visits in Boston and Lynn.

pital Aid will be held with Mra. George E.
Brackett tomorrow, Friday afternoon at 2

Bel/sat had ita first touch of winter weather
Friday morning, when’the thermometer registered 10 above zero. People from out of town
reported it as only 5 above.

Bangor.

PERSONAL.

The Guild of the North
Congregational
church will meet next
Monday evening, with
Mra. W. L. Weat, Franklin street.
The monthly meeting of the Woman’s Hos-

Belfast Commandery, United Order of the
Golden Cross, attended the picture show nt the
Open House last Thursday evening as guests
of blight W. J. Clifford.

a janitor this season.
Frank Libbey, Lin wood S. Jones, Warren
Fahey, George Harcourt and Harley Godfrey,
who are with the surveying party laying out
the State road from Camden to Bangor,are now
working near Prospect and moving toward

tery in Burnham.
Among the out-of-town
relatives present were his two sons, Arno and
had a genial, kindly nature, and the rare I Elden of. Rumford Falls, who were with their
faculty of inspiring his pupils to do their best. father during the last of his illness; a brother,
They will long remember him as a wise in- Frank Twitchell of Benton; Mr. and Mrs. Fred
structor ami a staunch friend. In his last sick- Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Baxter of
Pittsfield,
ness he was very patient, and met death with
and Mr. and Mrs. John Ulmer of Unity.
The funeral services were conducted
a smile.
by ex-president of the University,W. E. HuntThe Churches.
ington, assisted by members of the faculty.
The ordinance of baptism was administered
He was buried in a cemetery in Natick. Mass.
Mrs. Clarke,—formerly Miss Martha F. Fay of at the Baptist church last Sunday evening
Natick, whom Dr. Clarke married in 1880—has after the regular services.
the heartfelt sympathy of all who know her.
The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular
Dr. Clarke also leaves a brother, Melvin, reSunday services at their place of meeting on
siding in Belfast, and a host of sincere friends High street at 2 and 7
m.
to

The Belfast Gun Club will have their annual ^
at Seaside Grange hall
Thursday evening Dec. Uth.

sizea and kinds.

employ

The funeral of the late Eri Twitchell of
Burnham was held at 1 p. m\ Monday, from
the home at Twitchell’s Corner. The pastor
of the Methodist church at Unity officiated.
Vocal selections were rendered by the choir of
Sebasticook Grange of Burnham, of which he
was a member.
Interment was the Pond ceme-

[

j dance

P>* Congress Rubber Co. of Boston has en*
gaged apace in the hall and nt the Food Fair
will have a pyramid of robber footwear of all

At the meeting of the Arts end Crafts Dec
l«t foun people were elected to membership.
It was voted to
keep the rooms open every
day for two weeks before Christmas, and to

p.

s

There will be ■ sale and eupper at the Grange
hell Morrill, thie, Thursday, evening, by the
Lediee* Aid. Admission free.

Old Folks dance at Seaside Grange hall ton*fht, with music by Keyes orchestra. Clam
•tew served at intermission.

degree

.$ 4,317 45
.83 wap read and

votion.

After that he

130

...

the

She wu a member of the Methodist
church and when younger was constant in her
John Eutmtn Cltrkc, professor of Ednention attendance and identified with all of its
branches of work. Four daughters survive to
ftt Boston University, died Nov. 22nd nt his
home in Cambridge, Mass., sfter an illness of mourn the loos of a devoted mother—Mrs.
sis weeks. He was born in Prospect, Msine, Arthur Williams of Waltham, Mass., Mrs. Melin 1850, and when about seventeen veers old I vin C. Muich and Mrs. Walter J. Upham of
began to consider whether he would be a stone Belfast, and Mrs. William Hodge of Newton
The funeral took place at
cutter or try to obtain an education.
He de- i Highlands, Mass.
cided in favor of the latter, and took a course her late home Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
of study st the East Maine Conference Sem i- Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant of the Baptist
church officiating. The interment was in Grove
nary in bucksport. He graduated in 1872, then
taught school for two years. He then took a Cemetery. The bearers werh Walter J. Upham, Melvin C. and Arthur F. Murch and Rev.
course in Boston University and finally graduated with the
of Doctor of Philosophy. William Hodge of Newton Highlands, Mass.

OBITUARY.

and

is

now

conva-

escing.
Mauritz

Nelson, boatswain's mate first clasn
U. S. S. Des Moines, now repairing at
he Portsmouth Navy Yard, arrived Saturday

>n

the

few

or a

.’enter

days visit with Mrs. H. P. Farrow*,
Belmont. He has just returned from a

in southern waters.

Warren
corner,
>ften

is

seen

Taylor, who
nearing

his

waiting

to

He

lives
94tn

at

Pettingills

miltstone, but is

the bus:,

ess

section of

formerly a blacksmith and
s remarkably vigorous.
Luring the war he
icrved in Co. K of the 24th Maine Infantry
de is the only survivor oi bis family.

Augusta.

was

Bowdoin N. Pendleton of Isles
from visits n Hartford, Conn, ami Brooklyn, N. V. Mrs. Pen
iieton remained in Belfast for a few days’ visit
vuh her parents and went home Saturday, ac:ompanied by her mother, Mrs. L». B. Phelan.
Mr. and Mrs.

>oro

returned last week

of Thomaston and Geo.
Boston, formerly of Rockland,
notored to Belfast Friday and were guests of
Idr. and Mrs. Bernes O. Norton.
Iheir engagement was recently announced by Mr
tiolmes’sister, Mrs. Bert Ames of Rockland,
drs. Kennedy has been a frequent visitor here,
Mrs. Grace

Kennedy

Holmes of

Hodge publish a card of thanks... J. H.
just returned from market with
iew merchandize, including sample suits and
* oats at 1-4 to 1-3 off regular prices.... It will
I e good news to the travelling public that The 1 1 ROOKS.
The funeral of Asa Cole, formerly of Thorn-*,
<
toekton, the hitel at Stockton Springs, which
like, but later of New Jersey, will be held at
1 ad
been closed for some time, has been
1 he C on
gregational church at lu o'clock a. m.,
< pened under competent manaeemeut... Mr. |
f hursday, Dec. 4th. The interment will be in
nd Mrs. George E. Jackson and Mr. John G.'|
1
ackson and family publish a card of thanks, i he Friends’ Cemetery in East Thorndike in
...Cheer up, this is Christmas. Carle & 1 he afternoon.
J ones_Confectionery, fruit and nuts and a
l ull line of smokers articles for Christmas
The Maine State Grange will hold its annual
next door to
] •resents at D. F. Stephenson’s,
1 neeting in Bangor the week of Dec. 15th
and
t he Windsor Hotel-Don’t fail to visit Sank orn's studio, where water colors, including < !efinite plans for the entertainment of the
Maine
motto
flower
* ruit and
.pictures j T angers are now well underway. It will be
pieces,
* nd local views, may be had at half price....
irobably the largest gathering ever held in
>ee advt. of the Doll Contest at the Davis 6,
1 tangor.
] 0 and 26 cent atore, Opera House block.
j iam

j lowes has

*-'7
for by his younger wife, his daughters,
Mies Margaret Odom and Mrs. John T.
Rowe of Frankfort, and‘Mr.Sidney Odom
In years past The Journal was favored a capable stone cutter, who ia still living.
Mr. Michael De Silver continued to
by Freeman Partridge, now deceased, live a “black”
Republican at his comwith many interesting stories of the fortable
Prospect Ferry home until the
early nays in the town of Prospect, date of his death, which came several
years later. He also leaves children to
many of them of historical value and
his name.
perpetuate
now l uried in our files.
The following
For the long and cruel Civil War is
sketches from the Bangor Daily News ended at
last; and the residents of old
are evidently from the pen of its brilProspeCt now honor alike those who wore
the blue with those who wore the grey.
liant a-.d versatile editor, Virgil D.
Prospect’s cooling loyalty to President
Eaten, a native of Prospect.
Wilson today is as great as it was to
the sainted President Lincoln in the
WHEN CAP’N ODOM HIT THE “NIGGER.”
I troublous days of September, 1863.
Memories of the Draft-Riots in Prospect

Chronicles of

Prospect.

ami Their side Issues More Than Half
a

Century Ago.

PROSPECT SMITHS.
Tale of the Three Sons of the Late William
Smith, a rarmer Who Lived and Died on
the Town Road Leading to Black’s Corner at Old Bog Hill.
POTENT

Former Senator Eugene Hale, who
then a resident of Ellsw'orth, recalls
some memories of those long ago events,
such as crossing the ferry from Bueksport to Prospect Ferry and hiring grayaud-red “Old Tom” from the stable of
Albert Harriman, the local grocer and
postmaster; and then riding away along
old "Poverty Shore” and so up and down
hill over the roughest roads of Waldo
county to reach the “Mash” schoolhouse,
where the local town meetings were
was

^ »IVVWSXMI

|

Hie Light

^

^
^

^A

Study By

£

Children should never study under a
poor light—it strains the eyes and
the ill effects may be permanent

■

y
m

N

at any

a

Christians, they

are

everywhere.

to

belong to all races and nations; to every
religious creed, and to all political parIt was a four square and roomy edifice ties.
If they are not omnipresent it is
for education, the best and biggest then not the fault of the Smiths.
in town; here the school district meetings
Nearly if noc quite a century ago there

New York

held for the annual election of a
school agent; here the Rev. H. G. Car-

lived on top of Smith’s Hill on the road
between Prospect and North Searsport, a
slim and most sensible farmer who bore
the very common name of William Smith.
His occupation was farming, with frequent side excursions into lumbering,
getting out cord-wood and cutting hoop
poles in the swampy lands. Although
far from being poor he was never countHe was known neared as a rich man.
ly everywhere in the northern section of
Waldo county as an upright and honest
citizen.
To this Mr. William Smith was born in
the early days of the last century his
eldest son, ami who out of courtesy and
respect for family neighbors, was named
David H. Smith,"who from childhood up
to old age was muscular and fearless to a
He worked faithfully on his
degree.
father’s farm until he was 15 or 16 years
of age, when enticed by the prospect of
higher money wages than he could earn
to Dix Island,
on a farm he went away
i where he soon obtained employment as a

were

ley, a Freewill Baptist clergyman,
preached every Sabbath without pay for

lady.

goou singing,

too— real oiu lasn-

ioned, campmeeting singing, for the
Northport Methodist campmee'.ing was
in full-tide in those old days or the Civil
War, when fighting and making love

hand in hand with true love, and
when the Prospect, Stockton and Frankfort girls were sweet and capable and as
good as your own mother.
To return to former Senator Hale, who
seems to have waited too long—the aged
statesman writes that he. was on the
staff of former Governor Abner Coburn
of Skowhegan, who after one term as
Gov, rr.or made way for Governor Samuel Con}', who was a “war Democrat”
Maine’s oldest ex-senator believes he
rode to Frospect “to quell a draft riot”
in July, 186:1, and that the historical
Odom De Silver feud was tought out to
a finish
i
front of the “mountain” or
Kiilman schoolhcuse near the Frankfort
tor: line on election day in September,
1863.
Both Prospect and Frankfort were
strongly Democratic towns all through
The late Mareellus
War.
the Civil
Emery, owner and editor of the old BanFrankfort,
gor Democrat, was born i
Is honest and cut-spoken sympaand
thies were with the Breckenridge wing,
instead of the Douglas wing of the nations, Democracy, which made the election .f Abraham Lincoln to the presidency as certain in 1860 as the election
of Woodrow Wilson was in 1912.
The Odom-De Silver feud arose from
the natural dislike which most Maine
shipmasters and sea-faring men entertained for all members of the colored
race.
Unlike the "Solid South” of Civil
War flays, who worked the negroes as
slaves, to be sure, but always protected
them from outside wrong, the Maine
Democrats and many Maine Republicans,
too, actually believed that God had created the negro race to be a perpetual vassal to his white master.
Un that day, more than a quarter of a
century before the Australian ballot was
dreamed of in Maine, the September sun
was beaming warmly UQon the Kiilman
The usual town-meetingschoolhou.se.
da} crowd of down East men and boys
were present—more than usual, because
Grant had just taken Vicksburg, opening the Mississippi from the Lakes to
theGult; and General Mead had fought
and won over Genera] Lee at Gettysburg,
which was the decisive battle of the
Civil War.
Those unsubdued
often famous
"hunker” Democrats of Prospect—some
then near one hundred years of agehad come from miles away, bravely resolved to be in at the death of human
slavery, though they had fondly hoped
and prayed for the survival of that “institution” for a time a: least.
The entire,} un record 1 memory of an
aged codger, x 1 o is > I enough to enter
into the kingdom of tl
Beyond, recalls
in par. uur that the iate River-Pilot
his
Jewelt Har dman, with
handsome and
stout hoy- :.nd his incomparable “soused
c ams
were all
and
all busy.
there,
Si ert diversions from a straight tale are
a!.says pardonable, particularly in the
■ase of the late Captain Jewett Harriman, whom everybody know—or should
have known; because Jewett Harriyian,
his hoys and his soused clams made a delightful ccmbination that was unique in
New England.
me ant-geo
rowwi s srarrea Dy me
iate CaptEin John Odom, a famous fighting.old shipmaster, Beginning to “twit”
Michael De Silver, a mulatto resident of
Prospect Ferry, with being a “neeger”
for so Captain Odom pronounced the
word, and taunting De Silver with his
Colored ancestry, Captain Odom was then
a tall and active man, nearly 90 years of
age, as haughty as a true British aristocrat and as proud as a peacock, while De
Silver was half his age, wise in t! e use
of his fists and physically very capable.
For minute after minute the Odom words
poured forth.
“Neeger,” “neeger,” and again “neeas if there was no end to the abuse.
ger,
All the time Captain Odom was edging
in towards his colored opponent, and De
Silver was slowly hacking away to avoid
trouble with an old man, it is presumed.
As they drew closer together Captain
reached for
Odom with a final “neeger
the colored man’s throat, which De Silver fended off with ease, but visibly nettled, because he was led to exclaim:
“Thank God, I am not YOUR nigger,”
whereupon a rustle of sympathy tor the
colored man arose against his older opponent, and both Democratic and Republican bystanders crowded closely about
the scene, perhaps to see fair play. Anyhow, there was no more fighting for that
Hav.
The man who closed the warlike ceremonies was Mr. Jeremiah Mudgett, a
went

—

—

—

—

merchant,

a

Democrat and nephew of

Captain Odom, who, fully realizing the
folly of the contention, watched bis
chance, and rushed in behind his old
uncle, caught the veteran about the

waist and carried him off

some

years

his teamster were mutually
equipped with a yoke of stout oxen, a
chain and a drag, since called a ‘‘stoneboat” of three inch plank. The teamster
with a goadstick, while
was equipped
young Smith carried a crow bar for lift
ing sizable pieces of granite on and off
the drag.
it should be remembered that there
were no horses used in the granite operations of Maine when David Smith was a
boy. Steam derricks were very few and
traction cars for tilling and unfiUing the
granite cutting sheds were entirely unknown.
As is the case with most determined
Maine boys,David Smith arose to a place
to higher trust with his employer. From
drag tender he became teamster, quarry
clerk, quarry foreman, trusted agent to
care for the
hoarding houses, the company’s store and finally superintendent
of the entire Granite Works Company
His rise was phenomupon the island.
enal, and his pay advanced in proportion
to his responsibilities.
The man to whom be chiefly owed his
promotion was the late Horace Heals,
who became rapidly wealthy from buildi ing the old United States Treasury building at Washington out of Dix Island
granite. His riches grew like those of
the Vanderbilt’s and Gould’s.
He literally seemed to have more money than he
knew how to use.
He not only owned all
of Dix Island, hut a score or more of the
surroundirg islands between the Clam
Ledges and the city of Rockland, including Sheep Island and Monroe Island, both
containing several thousand acres of land,
situated between Owl’s Head and the
Clam Ledges.
ms surplus
une oi
me
outlets
ior
wealth was found in erecting a huge
hotel at the village of Togus, Maine.
This hotel, although hacked hy great
wealth,*is said never to have paid running expenses, and was finally sold to the
United States government and converted into a home for crippled and disabled
soldiers of the Civil war.
in the early 60's a sudden mania for
building federal edifices from Maine
granite broke out with great force; and
as
pioneer Horace Beals needed new
capital to promote new enterprises, he
formed a partnership with Edward Earned of Pittsfield, Mass., and Courtland P.
Dickson of Brooklyn, New York —these
three forming the famous Dix Island
granite Company, which between the
time w’hen Gen. U. S. Grant was elected
president in 1868 and when the eight
hour law for all federal employes ceased
to be enforced in 1875, made contracts
and constructed under the old 15 per
cent, rule of making b- rgains, the great
Post Office and Court House buildings
on Park Row, New Yrrk City,
and on
I Chestnut street in Pmladelphia—each
costing more than five million dollars,
hut which had also enraged in much of
1
the work in the New Orleans post office, a
i portion of the Albany Ptate House and a
score or more of publi
edifices of less
cost. Having marble qui rriesin Vermont,
granite quarries in Ma, te and many sailing craft in tneir ownei ship and control,
they made every cen; count toward
heaping ur their respet tive fortunes.
I Boy David H. Smitl, now grown to
a white-toothed
and red-bearded man
went through the experience.
He saw
some eight hundred or a thousand skilled
for
stone-cutters
working
eight hours a
|
day at the average daily pay of $4.68; he
saw raw Scotchmen and Italians come
to Maine with
nothing except their
trades as stone-cutters and return to
their homes inside of ten years with riches
enough to enable them to retire for life.
He sent to his old home in Prospect
and hired many of his old farm playmates and neighbors at good wages,
and before he was 60 years of age he
was able to retire upon a small fortune,
when he bought the old Treat place near
the river shore in Winterport and devoted
his declining years to the occupation of a
He

and

j

later, tenderly

Mi's. Emma Cushman was at S. E.
Bowler’s in Paleimo from Tuesday to

jI Thursday.
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|

Mrs. Kittie F. Kannum has returned
home from a visit with her
brother,
i George A. Palmer, in Liberty.

i
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Mrs. Silas' Bowler of
Palermo, who
had been visiting her
daughter, Mrs.
Emma Cushman, has returned home.
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Is famous pie-crust flour

WIC

Itllill.

WHITE’S CORNER, (Winterport.)

;

Mott

Shibles, wife anti son Joseph of
Jackson,were guests of C. B. Jewett and
family Sunday.

and flaky and perfectly digestible. Just as good for
bread and cake and biscuits
and whatever you are baking.
Andthemosteconomical flour
milled
gives you most
loaves to the sack.
Your grocer keeps V/illiam
Tel!. Insi-'t on it next time
you order flour.

,

Louise Libbv anti Laura

reliable

citizens of

Waldo ! MERCHANTS CREDIT

ASSOCIATION

county.
The career of William Smith, Jr., was
less spectacular than that of his brother
David. Although the direction of both
was toward success, the younger brother
began by learning the stone-cutter’s
trade and became foreman of stone-cuters at $5 a day within a few years.
He had charge of crews at Dix’s, Fox
and Hurricane Islands.
He was highly
honored and respected; and before he
was 50 years of age he bought the Sanborn farm at the borders of Stockton
Springs, married the charming widow of
the late Wellman Heagan of Prospect for
a wife,
and was able to settle down as a
farmer. His subsequent career has been
that of a country gentleman, who was
able to indulge his agricultural tastes
without stint.
The third son, Isaac T. Smith, was the
offspring of a second wife; and as often
happens when an aged man marries a
youthful wife, the boy was ailing from
birth. He seemed to care more for gaining an education than a fortune.
He taught school for several years and
was conspicuous tor the accuracy of his
books and for the perfection of his handwriting. When he was man grown he
accepted from his brother David, the
head clerkship of the company’s store at
Dix Island.
He labored hard and faithfully and won the respect of all who knew

him.
But the

nervous headaches of his boyhood follow'ed him.
Working in the store
for every day in the week he often laid
abed all day on the Sabbath from these
headaches.
Although he amassed money more
slowly than either of his eider brothers,
he finally saved enough to build a huge
barn upon his father’s place, which he
had inherited.
His headaches followed him to his
home, remained with him through all
his farming career and finally caused
his death when the newly married bridegroom was less than 40 years of age.
All three of the brothers were rigid in
their advocacy of the Prohibtory doctrine
which had spread over Maine under the
championship of General Neal Dow.

merchants

Thirty

of

Belfast

have

i formed
1

ar
association for protectior
against the slow pay customer and the

deservof credit to those who
j giving
ing of it. and similar associations have
are

;

been formed all over the State by the
Merchants Credit <^n. with headquarters
The officers of the Belfast

in Portlanc.

I

President,
Wm. A. Mason; Vice President, James
j
| H. Howes; Secretary, Treasurer and Attorney, H. C. Buzzell; executive board
l (of which the president and vice presii dent are members ex officio) 0. E. Frost,
association

follows:

as

are

j

Ralph D. S mthworth, H irry W. Clark,
H. Howes, Maurice D. Towle,
John A. Fogg, V. A. Simmons, Ralph L.

Ralph

Cooper,

E.

A. Webber.

The

is chairman of all committees.
stitution
as

.same

and
useu

throughout

|

to

by-laws adopted
uy

annual

The

con-

are

the

uigauiiauuuo

the State.

The fun iamental aim of the system is
bring out persons in their true light

and to encourage the payment of cash,
thus reducing loses by extending credit.

Each member of the association is furnished with the district rate book, which
will show whether a person is prompt
pay, slow pay or no pay, and they can

macadam.

■S

Conant.

Several families from this vicinity

*

earache, toothache, pains, burns, scalds,
throat, try Or. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil, a
splendid remedy for emergencies.
;
For

Charles Lindsay came home from Boston last week.

Walter Brown went to Ellsworth Satattend the funeral of his broth-

er.

Mrs. Georgia Robbins of Veazie is
her parents, George Haley and

The Credit Rating Guide is now
published in more than 20 Stales, and is
renewed every 20 months. In some States
every hamlet is organized under this
late.

\Bfjf

JHV,
■

She

Mrs. Grace Ames was called home
from Boston last week by the illness of
her mother, Mrs. A. R. Trevette.

A. E. Blake and wife have left their
home at Sandypoint and after
spending a few days with Fred Dockham
and wife went to Bangor for the winter.

most

place

in

the

in all the
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city, with

Caps,
RIGHT

•

PRICI

Hathaway Shirt'

and

styles, negligee with attached cuffs
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LAMSON & HUBBARD HAT
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Interwoven and Everwe;

or

M

Furnishings, B

cuffs, with
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complete line of

^

wife.

summer

Charles R. Sammis, representative of the Merchant’s Credit Co., in

largest,

Hats ant!
of any

m

visiting

accordingly in extending credit. Af- is attended by Dr. A. R. Fellows of Winpublication of the large book,sup- terport.
plements will be issued during certain
Ney Killman of Livermore Falls spent I
periods showing how the rates have been the week-end with his parents, Robert
revised according to how the person Killman and wife.
Mrs. Charles Kingsbury has gone to
pays up his bills. These ratings will be
confidential with the merchants and a Hartford, Conn., to visit her daughter,
Mrs. Walter Ames.
key number is used. No one should get

merchant.

Hi™

1

J.

Temple, Belfast, Me.,

Men’s

;v

al

»*

*

Cyrus Trevette of Lynn, Mass., spent
the past week at his old home here.

Mrs. A. R. Trevette is quite ill.

^ \ Hul

Palmers!

P.

>5 E?rl & Wilson

PROSPECT.

act

angry when asked to pay an honest bill,
and when a bill is paid it is to the mutual benefit of the customers and the

You will find the

sore

to

Masonic

|

at-

tendee! the services at the church in Monroe Village
Sunday. Rev. F. S. Dolliff
spoke under the auspices of the W. C.

urday

H

1

-THAT AT-

| Dwight

with her to her

ter the

forming the local organization thus exThe Federal allotment increased, making plained its purpose:
“What the trading public should insist
a joint fund of $195,000.
upon is that their merchants give them a
Nov.
An
25.
order
Augusta, Me.,
rating, so that when they ask for credit,
introduced by Councilor Edward W. all ihat is necessary to refer to is the
Wheeler of Brunswick was passed by Credit Guide.
“There are so many people who are
the Governor and Council today, authorslow in paying their acizing the State Treasurer, upon the rec- not intentionally
and when
ommendation of the State Highway De- counts, but are neglectful,
understand that they must be rated
partment, to set aside from the proceeds they
the best
to
secure
will
endeavor
of the current issue of State highway they
bonds $30,000, subject to the order of rating possible and will be more prompt
their bills to accumutt e Secretary of Agriculture of the Uni- instead of allowing
ted States, to be used in connection with
an appropriation of
$65,000 from the
Federal Government for the purpose of
a
constructing highway from Portland to
Bath. This sum is additional to the sum
set aside by the Governor and Council
Nov. 4.
This, with the $20,000 appropriated by
the Legislature and set aside for this
work by the Governor and Council,
makes a total fund of $130,000 raised by
the State to be expended upon thiB particular highway.
The action by the Governor and Council today was occasioned by a letter received t* Gov. Haines from the Fourth
Assistant Postmaster General, in which
he states that a report from the chief
engineer of the office of public roads indicates that the joint fund of $150,000
would improve the highway between
Portland and Bath to a limited extent,
using a type of material in the improvement somewhere between gravel
and

returned

W. E. Hibbard, former principal of
the Monroe High school anti now
occupying a similar position in Vermont, was a
recent guest at the home of C.
M.

president

Mr.

THE PORTLAND BATH HIGHWAY.

weeks,

home.

H’M'

V4-"’

Forget 1

Don’t

|

Mrs. C. M. Conant entertained the
ladies of the W. C. T. U. last
Friday afternoon. There was a good attendance
and an interesting meeting resulted.
Mrs. S. J. Fish recently spent a few
days in Hampden and Brewer. Mrs. A.
D. Godsoe who had been in Orono for
two

H'1''1
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SOLD BY YOUR GROCERS.

Bickford, students of Bangor High
school, were at their homes for the week-

and

| V

^_,

—

C. B. jewett and son Bertrand have
been confined to their home for the
past
week with the mumps.
Mrs. B. C. Ames and
daughter Alice
of Orono were week-end
guests ol' her
sister, Mrs. A. R. Wellman.
Ihe Misses

yB *7

—makes it tender and light

Ti

J--vw

1

FLOUR

Miss Mary E. Wentworth is at home
from Pittsfield, where she is a
pupil at
the M. C. I., for a two weeks’ Thanksgiving recess.
The friends of Mrs. Hazel A. McPherson gave her a
surprise party Saturday
evening. There were forty-eight visit-

nrs

“Upon a review of thi§. report, says
the Assistant Postmaster General.
“it
seemed certain that such constructions
would not be creditable to the Federal
Government and that after completion
the authorities of the State cf Maine
and the neighboring States would undoubtedly build a better type of highway
than that which we could produce for
this sum; and that we could not subject
country gentleman.
He bought a controlling ownership in the type of construction in which the
the Winterport ferry, purchased blood Government participated to adverse critstock from the best breeders; bought icism and invidious comparison.
“It therefore seemed to us that if the
Electioneer, from John Pierce for the
project was to go forward an increase
use of the New York granite magnates;
and when he died at 83 years of age, he should be made in the Federal allotment
and we accordingly recommended that
was counted as one of the wealthiest
$15,000 additional be allotted to your
State, making a total Federal allotment
of $65,000 >o be used in conjunction with
the contribution of $130,000 by the State

If your hair ia anything short of perfect; if
it is too dry, brittle, dull, thin, or ;if the scalp
itches, immediately begin the uae of Pariaian
Sage. The first application removes dandruff,
cools and invigorates the scalpond increases
the beauty of the hair.
Parisian Sage, a scientific preparation, supplies hair needs. It contains the exact elementa
needed to make the hair soft, wavy and glossy,
and to make it grow—it is delicately perfumed
—not sticky or greasy.'
Apply Parisian Sage and the effect ia immediate. One application stops the head from
itching and freshens up the hair. Use it daily
for a week and you will be surprised and delighted. Parisian Sage is one of the quickest
acting hair tonics known.
Get a SO cent bottle from A. A. Bowes * Co,
caret 1 today—everyone needs it

Thus ended one of the "draft riots” ir
old Prospect. Mr. Michael De Silvei
went home and said nothing.
Captain
Odom said:
“I was ready to choke the d-d neeger, when a d-d long heel ran in behind me and lugged me off.”
As "long heel” was the name whicl
portions of Maine then gave to thosi
who sympathized with the colored race,
it is evident that Captain Odom’s em
phatic “d-n” no more than showec
where his personal feelings lay.
Captain Odom died, ripe with yean 1
-and with honor, in the town of Backs

port

drag-tender.

bodily—though

kicking vigorously—and deposited him
unharmed in the Mudgett delivery wagon
which was standing close by.

day.

|

many years in succession; here, too, Deacon Edward Kneeland, a forcible and
pious old soul, together with his gifted
son and daughters, were wont to sing
such stirring pennyroyal hymns as:
“0. Happy Day Thar Fixed My
Choice!” —“The Old Fashioned Bible,”
“Coronation,” “Bangor”, as well as
many standard hymns by Watts, Charles
Wesley. Addison. Bishop Heber and Topii v. as

Frank B. Luce and wife of Belfast,
at F. A. Luce’s Saturday and Sun-

were

^

•I New York

usually held.

Mrs. A. D. Baker of Searsmont, was
at her old home Wednesday.

k
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the RAYO—

keeps

Tuesday.

Wednesday evening.
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STANDARD OIL CO.

They
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Bert Tenney of Morrill is at G. A.
Gordon’s for a time.
Fmbert A. Ramsay had a husking last

N

price.

Your dealer
ask to see it.

mo

2!

The RAYO lamp, is strong, attractive and
durable. Can be lighted without removing
chimney or shade—easy to re wick. The
RAYO costs littlef but you can’t buy better

town, plantation or city
within the confines of the State of Maine
which has not a resident bearing the
honored name of Smith, the fact has escaped the memory of the writer. Like
the presence of the Creator to all true

If there be

>

Mrs. Mary Bowler returned to Paler-

The best lamp for reading, and for all
other home uses—Tor all the family—is the
RAYO. Its light is soft, clear and steady.
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CENTER MONTV1LLE.
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leading Ha

Swim
Men’s and Wonur
Fine Umbrellas.
Bathrobes.
Necktie departim:
more complete than ever.
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Girls Wanted
AT THE

Stomach Troubles Disappear.
Stomach, liver and kidney troubles, weak
nerves, lame back and female ills disappear
are used.
Thousands of
would not be without a bottle in their
home. Eliza Pool of Depew, Okla. writes: !
“Electric Bitters raised me from a bed of sick- j

when Electric Bitters
women

ness

and

suffering

and has done

suffering
u e this excellent remedy and
did, just how good it is.” As
good.

I

wish

every

me a

world of

1

could

:

woman

find out.
it has

as

I

helped

others, it surely will do the same
Every bottle guaranteed, oOc. and

thousands of

for you.
$1.00. At all

Druggists.

H E. Bticklen & Co.

Philadelphia or St. Louis

[
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FOR SALE

LOST

A good new screw cutting lathe 9 inches
swing, 26 inches between centers.
1>!>
Deposit boon
U. (i FERNALD,
I mder
i Trust Company, Belfast
Main street, Belfast. Me,
same
to
return
Provisions,
and
Groceries
ELU>.
3w4S
Opposite City Garage.
2w48p

j
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j
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system.

“People moving from one State or counby a searching
special reporting service, which shows
if they are good or bad risks and for what
ty to another are followed

amount.
the Rating Guide are
days in the form of a
secretary’s report, keeping the guide
constantly up to date.

“Supplements

issued

to

every 60

“Each subscriber is furnished with letters to be sent to any delinquent debtors
that he may have on his books, giving
them due notice to adjust their accounts
so that no one can complain that there
was an injustice done after the book has
been published and distributed.”

I Our “Home=Readers Bargain
I

DON’T

MISS

By special arrangement

IT

000 women,

was

at home for

The Republican Journal (weekly) one yeat
McCall's Magazine (monthly) one year
Any 15c McCall Pattern FKKF

All for
a

John Glidden and his wife and her sister called on Mrs. Mary Harriman Sunday afternoon.

Albert Avery of Brewer is spending
his vacation with his parents, B. C.

Avery

and wife.

P. M. Ginn and wife and Miss Faustina
Harding visited Wilber Ridley of Stockton Springs, Sunday.
The schoolchildren gave an entertainment last Friday evening at the Ferry
schoolhouse, consisting of dialogues,
recitations and songs. After the program games were played and very much
enjoyed by the children.

unnaren ury
FOR FLETCHER’S

authorities.
“This will produce a joint fund of
$195,000 and should be sufficient to construct a highway that will illustrate a
standard type of construction, which can
Buck sport Observes Thanksgiving.
be produced for a reasonable cost per
mile for the class of traffic which preThanksgiving day at Bucksport was fitting!]
vails; and which the Federal authorities observed. Business places were all closed al
could substantially approve for similar
conditions throughout all New England noon. The fire department kept open house
Our recommendation for the all day. There was a short parade with the
States.
increased allotment has been approved steamer and Torrent engine to Main street,
and is now available.”
where both engines were tried out, the steamei
playing 188 feet, and Torrent playing 160 feet
The former was in charge of the foreman, C,
Constipation Poisons You.
If yon are constipated, your entire system B. Cahoon with Horace Homer as assistant
is poisoned by the waste mstter kept in the
body—serious results often follow. Use Dr.
They are beginning to talk of the youngs ten
King’s New Life Pills and you will soon get rid by John Ward, p, 205 3-4, out in the western
of constipation, headache and other troubles. country where he made a season. There cannot
SSc. at Druggists or by mail.
fail to be some good ones by this great son q|
H. E. BmoMm 4 Cn. Philadelphia k St. Louis Bingen.—Bangor Commercial.

CASTORIA

able to otter you th>

we are

following extraordinary limited bargain

PROSPECT FERRY.
Mrs. Mary Smith
few days last week.

with the publish

of McCall's Magazine, the recognized
Fashion Authority of more than 1.200.

ers

The

only $2.10

Republican Journal

needs

no

i!

intro

clean, wholesome, up-to
the-minute newspaper—the kind that you

duction.

|

It is

a

welcome in your home.
McCall’s Magazine is without
as a

guide in

correct

i

|
a

superior

dress and household

matters and is already known to many of
our readers.
Size 8\ l I in. 84 to l.h>

j

Every number containdesigns of McCall Patterns—celebrated for style, ht. simplicity
andeconomy—besides entertaining stor ies,
pages monthly.
50 advance

over

t

money-saving and labor-saving ideas on
Dress. Housekeeping, Cooking,•etc., end
helpful information on Fancy-Work, Etiquette, Beauty, Children, Health, etc., for
all home-loving women. For style, for
Ideas,tor pleasure,for profit—read McCall's

S

CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
1

The Republican Journal.

I

1

Belfast. Maine4

Gentlemen:

Enclosed find $2.10 fjo
which please send McCall’s Magazine
and The;Republican Journal, each one
full year to
Name..
Town

R. F. D.

|

or
or

State..
Street

or

Box

I I

No.

FREE.
I understand this entitles
to select any McCall Pattern
free from the first copy of McCall's
I receive and that I am to send postal card, giving size and| number
of free pattern direct to McCall Co.

l

me

(Subscriptions

m%y be hew

or

renewal)
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ODE TO THE POTATO.
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By C. B. LANE,
Department of Agriculture.
Boiling water and steam are cheap

linni and bacon command a
per price than lard and pork. The
jgivorth, Berkshire and Yorkshire
line are the greatest producers of
bacon today, and the man
pi and
5 raises them has a sure market at
i.rf. es for his produce,
put a few thoroughbred youngsters

(Soicf

■■ns should have plenty of
light
.-bine. and six pigs in a pen 10
et are enough.
Make friends
ie
little strangers, for when
this will prove invaluable iu
The feed
them.
trough
he long enough to permit all
oinfortably without crowding.
Id it out weekly.
If the floor
nieiit provide a wooden platised two inches for the pigs to
null a nest of clean straw
only he appreciated, hut kept
et tiie yard be ample, not less
by 1()0 feet, for the secret of
'i rye, healthy Utters is exercise,
nut wholesome food.
|*1 suitable for raising and
ng brood sows should consist
.nilk. alfalfa or clover, cut fine,
tankage, red dog middlings,
with a constant supply of
and wood ashes, will produce
rangy sows and keep them in
condition. How much to feed
■rely depend on the animal. Been tiie pigs are little and
give
i.t they will clean up quickly.
llO
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6,

at

lueit*

win

These associa-

The Runner is of
as

German

or

funnel

this

|

margin means the difference between
j profit and loss. Fanning in Europe is
j not a remunerative business, for it is
i done on a narrow margin, and were
j 30, 40 and 50 per cent of the prices
j paid on the market for farmers' produce

taken

up

in

commissions

and

1

j

j

DOES IT PAY?

Literary News and Notes.
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statement
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furic,

hashed.

Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

The Kind You Have
Bears the

Farewell, Early Rose,

And White Mountain, adieu.
Wherever you grow
My heart is with you,
But when you come forth
From the mellow brown earth
Beneath the grten sod
In the land of my birth,
My adjectives fail
When your praises I’d tell,

—M. A.

O’Reiley,

in the

1L_L_Cj.;.'.’*us

scientifically i.
carefully prepared prescriptions; used t.
Dr.
many years by
Humphreys in his private
practice, and for nearly sixty years by the
people with satisfaction.
are

J

2

Worms. Worm Fever. ....25

3

Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infanta.25

4 Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.25
T Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.J*
8 Toothache, Faeeacbe, Neuralgia.2
9 Headache. Sick Headache, Vertigo. fti.
10 Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
13 Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.25
14 Salt Ktieum, Eruptions.25
15 Rheumutism, Lumbago..25
16 Fever and Ague. Malaria.f
17 Piles, Blind or Bleeding, External. Internal v
10 Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.
2.
20 Whooping Cough.221 Asthma, Oppressed, Difficult Breathing.2.'.
27 Kidney Disease. .25
28 Nervous Debility. Vital Weakness .1.00
30 Urinary Incontinence. Wetting Bod.25
34 Sore Throat. Quinsy...25

77 La Grippe—Grip. 25
Sold by drugglsts^or sent on receipt of price.
HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Corn#
William aud Ann Streets. New York.

Means Gas
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the
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Locke’s Jewelry Store
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A FINE LINE OF

=

That- pain around your heart means
pressure of gas, the result of indigestion.
It does not mean heart disease.
Pain in
the region of the heart is almost never
present in organic heart, trouble.
Strength for the stomach is the one
thing needed. Dr. \\ i!!iams’ Pink Pills,
one after each meal, and a little care in
the. diet, will correct most cases.
1 >r. Williams’ Pink Pills are a tonic
and positively strengthen and purify the
The renewed blood restores the
blood.
digestive organs and gives relief that is

j

Blended
Rheumatic
*;>:01 L<

We have

large window display of Clocks—Banjo, Black Wood, Mahogany
and Marble. Kitchen Clocks,-Big Ben-Repeaters and Small Alarm Clocks.
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W'e invite your inspection.

Positively

no

L|

|

ur. u. s. van

j

Eye. Ear, Nose and Throat

1

■

c

Inspector

tor M

C.

R

Get More

EGGS

FOUND

■

PRATTS

«

Poultry Regulator

NOTICE.

j

UAdiumA

Thi Kind You Have

■

Dr. E. H.
EYE

Boyington
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Clubbing Offers

The following clubbing offers apple only to subscriptions paid in. advance; ar d when payment is made it
should be stated w hat premium, if any, is desired. Ir
is also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with J he Journal or from this office.
We have to pav for these ptblications one seat in
advance, and they ar. then sent from their respective
offices to our subscribers. Out clubbing offers are as
follows lor one vear’s subscription paid in advance:

lilt journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and Tribune Farmer,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,
The
be

ma\

publications included in
sent to

om

$2.00
2.25
2,10
2 25
clubbing offers

different addresses.
;

Republican Journal Publishing Co. I!

J
LET US

DO YOUR
CASTING
We have reopened the foundry on Front
street, under the superintendence f Mr. A. R
LEAD BE ITER, an experienced iron moulder
have

Weber

Wagon$

large

stock of patterns, and are
pretill all orders promptly and at reasonable prices.
3()tf
a

Popular Mechanics
Magazine

pared

“WRITTEN SO

BtLFAST [OUNDR'i & MACHINE CO.

YOU CAN

UNDERSTAND IT**

Continued Story of the World's
A GREAT
Progress whkn you may begin reading

at any time, and which will hold your
interest forever. You are living in the best
year, of the most wonderful age, of what is
doubtless the greatest world in the universe.
A resident of Mars would gladly pay—

AAA FOR ONE YEAR'S
$1,UUU SUBSCRIPTION
|
tothismagazine.in order to keep informed of
our progress in Engineering a id Mechanics.
Are you reading it? Two millions of your I
neighbors are, and it Is the favorite niagazine in thousands of the best American
homes. It appeals to all classes- old and
men and women
young
The “Shop Notes” Department (20 prices)
gives easy ways to do tln.ms how to make
useful articles for home ai d shop, repairs etc.
It rka* irs "(10 pages'! tells howto
Amt'
make :V if-i- >i furniture, v ireless outfits,
its,
aiul all ih tliiugsa l>»y Lives.
engines-. :•
$l.EO Ijcn YLAH. SINGLE COPIES 15 CENTS

to

William Lincoln West
Kx-'l

cferinary Inspector Bureau of Animat
Industry U, S. Department of Agriculture

VETLHHNAHIA1V:
TREATS
1

ALB

DISEASES

ANIMALS

OK

Hospital, Pharmacy and Office.
8PK1NO STREET,
BELFAST MAINE

I

Hospital N«\er Closed.

—

Phones—Hospital

69-13.

Residence 69-11

—

|

s e

315

\V. Washington St., CHICAGO

script ion.

SHERIFF’S

n-

Band
us-,

Furni-

ture.

beddiug,

pets

stoves,

car-

etc.

Antique furniture

-p- uiit. *lf you
have anything to
sei;
hop ;ue a
vi’l! receive .i prompt call.
WALTER II. duMBS,
1 Federal Str ts. Belfast.
a

posta card

mi

Comer t'

STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF WALDO SS.

o v

good' of every

1

i
_I
H
MECHANICS
CO.
POPULA

[

■

J

trouble to show goods.

District Watch

cf"'

H. C. Hoffses

Beauty

!

:

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

SON, AGENTS,

Jealous

frjl

THINGS_i

KEEP IN TOUCH WITH THE NEW

Company.

j

i

CLOCKS—

1

Stomach Not Or-

j

j

|o]

FROM

October 1st to December 25th.
The Holiday goods are arriving and its never too eariy
to plan (or Christmas at

ganic Heart Disease.

|

|

—5)

AnUUNU IHt HEART

i..

j

city

—

:

n

Price
1 Fevers. Congestions, Inflammations..25

The

j
!

vowk

=—NEW GOODS DAILY—-

fob

following transfers in real estate were permanent.
The December number of the Popular
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
This is the tonic treatment for indi!
Mechanics Magazine contains 30Tarticles for
:
the week ending December 3, 1913.
gestion. You can begin tics treatment
| ind 341
illustrations, including accounts j Nettie Rowe, Brooks, to Gustave R. Ward,
t day and -tart on tin* mad t<> health by
j! if all the latest
developments in science do.: land in Brooks.
getting a box of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
for Pale People from the nearest drug
and when a little more care is used I ind mechanics, as well as descriptions j
H. L. Simonds, Port Townsend, Wash., to j
y the young ladies, who serve j ers,
store.
in sorting the stock that is to be hauled t md discussions of disasters, discoveries,
in
lard
Walter
S.
Madison,
Me.;
Simonds,
meals at a per capita cost of j to
market, the proceeds will more than j « tc. The burning of the “Volturno,” in j
mts each.
.’hich wireless telegraphy played such | Burnham.
pay for the extra trouble.
t meal includes in the menu :
Samuel W. Haley, Troy, to P. Wilson & Son,
The fact that farmers in this section £ n important part, is described, with a |
fling, hot muffins, ami apple are not more careful in sorting the stock r umber of unusual illustrations, as is Newport; land in Troy.
:ty. There arc 700 calories in I is the cause of this condition is
deplor- 1 £ iso the wreck of the Zeppelin w’ar air- | Philip Wilson, Newport, to Woodard E. Wilper cent protein,
able, especially this season when the 1 s hip “L 2.” An unusual shipwreck was son, do.; land in Troy.
and 25 cent meals are also prequality and quantity of Aroostook Coun- | t fiat of the “Glenesslin,” a British threeWaiter J. Nickerson, Swanville, to Maria
e young ladies.
Miss Eunice
: t iaste'1 sailing ship, on the Oregon coast,
ty is so far above the average.
Goodhue, do.; and and buildings in Swanville.
I'allowed and Miss Edith Flint
he
is
a type bf vessel that
J
“Glenesslin”
farmers
seem
to
think
that
Many
The Town of Unity, to William Dobson, do.;
tldw in served a 12 cent lunch“any old thing" will sell for good stock, ! c bmparatively few Americans of the and in
mixed assembly of men and and
i
Unity.
have
ever seen.
resent
on
this
take
generation
|
F
going
supposition they
ether day, and the total calo- no
I
Charles C. Clements, Winterport, to Morning
pains in sorting the stock, but put. in ! The December Woman’s Home Comp::a were 716.75 with 15 8 per as salable
Ligh;. Grange, No 19, P. of H., do.; land in
potatoes that should go to
;n.
Their menu consisted of the
a highly interesting Christmas
Monroe.
factory, and so in the end they get f- anion is
The original of the compound Rheumatic
i
with croutons, pota o salad. less for their
stock than tftey would if n umber—and particularly beautiful beW:illiam R. Lowell, Montville, to Rufus F.
\
biscuit, lemon therbert and more care was taken. The selected stock e ause of its unusual art features. It
Oil. The original formula has been purLowell, do.; land and buildings in Montville.
es.
would bring a higher price, and taken a iso includes a number of contributions
W'illiam R. Lowell, Montville, to Ellen M. chased and the oii is being prepared by the
with the price for the factory stock \ ■hich give invaluable information as to
reign Potato Barred.
would in the aggregate "return more \ ow to make various kinds of Christmas Lowell, et als.. Montville; land and buildings
n Montville.
Blended Rheumatic Oil
money than the careless way in which j resents and how to give various kinds of
State Com- the stock is now handled.
\, Me., Nov. 25.
Arthur.I Smith, Monroe, to Sarah A. and
I ( 'hristmas entertainments. Among the
Some years ago there was no premium i j important articles in the number are: Aarren L. Staples, do.; land in Monroe. (Twb
■f Agriculture J. A. Roberts
stock from selected seed, but I 'The Joy of Looking Ahead,” by Charles leedi.)
WM. 0. POOR &
pleased to receive an an- on selected
it is a different proposition.
The ] I. Jefferson, pastor of the Broadway
Joseph H. McFarland, Islesboro, to Percy W,
">t
from the Natioi a] Agri- today
buyers at shipping points much prefer to
'abernacie in New York City; “The riements, do.; land in Islesboro.
BELFAST. MAINE.
ithorities at Washington that pay more for selected stock and the
j imall Town and Its Hospital” by CharRalph L. Miller, Lincolnville, to W. S. Knight
farmers in Central Maine realize this | btte A. Aikens; “Money Making from
nt quarantine on notatoes in
Prices: 15, 25 and 50 Cents.
Try it.
lo.; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
<
urtries with potato wart will fact and reap the benefits, while the ] lusic” by Anna Sleese Richardson;
t23
W'ill R. Howard, Williamstown, Mass., to
•
about
Aroostook
is
still
careless
County
‘The World’s Greatest Paintings” by |
:ied for an indefinite period.
A. Wentworth Waldo; land and buildPercy
what
is
hauled
to
market.
“The
Hostess
and
sorting
.aura
]
States is believed to be free
;
Spencer Portor;
When the Aroostook County Potato
ngs in W'aldo.
ler Guests” by Christine Terhune Hersease.
Grower
of
realizes
this
1
for
a
“Cake
Christmas
and
important
part
,
Percy A. Wentworth, Waldo, to W’ill R.
ick
armers are giad to learn that
Party
Howard. Williamstown. Mass.; land in \\ aldo.
tine on potatoes from the couti- business, then and not until then, will t Veek” by Fannie Merritt Farmer
CLEANING.
oned will be maintained un- this county’s product command the prices
Emily E. Flagg, Lincolnville, to t larence E
A remarkably interesting and lavishly
of the year and perhips for that they should and the sooner they i
land
and
in
BelSTEAMPRESSING
Belmont;
buildings
realize this fact the sooner will Aroos- i llustrated article dealing with “The Sal, PlfgfcL
-irs to come.
mont.
took
the
and REPAIRING.
top , non Fisheries of the Pacific” appears in
County potatoes bring
en feared that the authorities •
Joseph C. Plouru, Monroe, to Robert L.
notch in prices, a thing which Central
remove the quarantine soon
he December Wide World Magazine, Grant, do.; land and buildings in Monroe.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER'
farmers in some sections of i Maine with their inferior soil and in- [he writer traces the history of the inCharles E. Stever.s, Unity, and Melzer N.
gistered a protest against, such ferior stock, but proper sorting, is now lustry from its commencement and
reaping the bentfit of.—The Aroostook imong other things informs us that one Stevens, Witerville, to Marshall J. Lane, Still- At 52High Street.
Tel. 216-18
Times.
\ rear’s supply of tinned salmon requires water; lane in Unity.
Abbie H.. Brown, New Hampton, N. H., to
line of cane stretching for twenty-one
I tie, rKILc, or
toos.
housand'five hundred miles. Other ar- Frank J. Allen, Montville; land in Northport.
of the
icles of vaiue and interest include “The I
Ralph ... Webster, Malden, Mass., et als., to
of eggs in the United States
Tumors* of Mountaineering,” by the ! Roscoe S Littlefield, Wald) Plantation; land in
of Your Hair hasProduction
increased steadily during the past 14
veil known Alpine climber, Malcolm Waldo Plantation.
years. The price of eggs also has moved !
Treacher; '’The Crusoe of Soiwords, be careful of it. The beauty
Arabella H. Fletcher, Waldo, to Roscoe S.
steadily upwards. Department of agri- i savage
lad Bay;” "Across the Congo;” “’Tween
its
health.
If
it's
depends upon
culture officials declare that cold storage
land and buildings in Waldo.
on a Cattle Boat” and “Four j Littlefield, do.;
[)ecks
t’s healthy.
To make it glossy, is responsible for the high price.
StatisAnnounces that he has Htnited his practice
W. L.. West, Belfast, to Sumner D. Maddocks
in the Desert.” An article enWomen
•soft—to make it fall more easily i tics issued by the census bureau show
to diseases of the
“The Lovers' Raft” comes from and Mildred Woodbury, do.; land and buildings
;itled
laid
1,293,graceful, wavy folds of the coiffure— ! that in 1899 American hens
Jhina and describes the frightful punish- in Belfast.
i
dozen
was
17
dozer
which
I,:
eggs,
stay where you put it—use Har- 662,000
ment meted out by the wild harder tribes
George Clark, Searsmont, to Ivie L. Bennett,
for every man, woman and child in the
Beautifier. This dainty liquid drese:o those who are suspected of being
j
do.; land and buildings in Searsmont.
in
Ten
later,
1909,
they
country.
years
’alse to their marriage vows.
hat it is named—a beautifier. If
John Keene, Searsmont, to George Clark,
produced 17.3 dozens per ca; ita, while j
beautiful now, use it to make it this
do ; land in Searsmont.
I
AND KLtRAGTION.
year it is estimated they will pro- !
A very striking article in the DecemA. Hartshorn, Belmont, to Deibert
George
to
so, and
preserve its loveliness,
duce 17.7 dozens per capita.
ber Strand is "The Solution of The Mys- J. Rolerson, Belfast; land in Belfast.
beautiful now, Harmony Hail*
As to prices the statistics show that in
j
Cora B. Hall, Belmont, to Frank L. Mc- Office hours—10 a. m. to 12 m., 1 to 3 p. no
ery of the Marie Celeste.” The story
1899 “average best fresh'’i eggs sold at bf the “Marie Celeste” is known to most Avery, do.; lanH »id buildings in Belmont.
il improve its appearance in a way
7 to 8 p. m.. and bv appointment.
1
at
in
wholesale
New York, highest price
ou, or money back. Its rose frajeople and for torty years has defied so36 cents;in 1904 at 47 cents; in 1908 at
Now the Strand Magazine pubovercome the oily smell of your
ution.
|
CORNER
CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREET*
55 cents; in November, 1912, at 6 1 cents.
ishes a “Statement” left behind by Abel !
to apply—simply sprinkle a little
23tf
connection
Last month they were 55 cents.
Telephone
Fosdyk, a survivor, which explains everyeach time before brushing it.
!
Department officials express the opin- thing with the exception of the loss of
1
oil; will not change color of hair, ion that there should be a national law
This still remains a
the ship's papers.
*’
limiting the time which eggs may be mystery. Other articles include a biogray hair.
hair and scalp dandruff free and
kept in cold storage, six months prob- graphical sketch of the life of E. H.
This they said,
Wednesday, November 12th, an 18-foot dory
Solliern and an interesting account of
Harmony Shampoo. This pure ably being the limit.
5
The owner can have it by
on Moose Point.
would put eggs on the maket more uni- "The First Arctic
Now they are high, by using
Expedition.” F. C.
rupoo gives an instantaneous rich
for
held
property and paying charges.
and
proving
them
being
formly
Imuressive
prevent
Most
“The
describes
Selous
immediately penetrates to every exorbitant prices. Further, it was deSANBORN,
WlLLAR'p
while H. Greenhough Smith conl!
9 Cross Street, Belfast.
r and scalp, insuring a
3w47p
quick, thor- clared that shipments of eggs from one Sight,”
tributes his fifth cnapter on “Real Life
?,*^r;.sing. Washed off just as quickly. State to another except to retail dealers Romances.” The fiction is supplied by
r“
operation takes only a few mo- should be prohibited so as to prevent J. J. Bell, C. C. Andrews, Horace Annesand make the biggest profits of the year.
evasion of the proposed storage limit
a tains nothing that can harm the
This greatest tonic and digestive keeps
ley Vachell, Richard Marsh, Bertram
hena laying when eggs are worth most.
law.
Baroness
E.
Saville.
and
Frank
no harshness or stickiness—just a
Atkey
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back
a children’s story and
c
Guaranteed work In Chirj ody, Manlcur
contributes
Bila
^aniinesa.
28 Sold on Money Back Guarantee by
Boston has at least one decidedly yelBaroness Orczy continues her novel of
i': r-} orations come in
and Shampooing. Also IFaolal Work.
odd-shaped, very low journal.
no
has
it
SON
3082
L. T. SHALES &
For an antidote
Roman days—“Unto Ctesar.”
fc' '*1
bottles, with sprinkler tops. Har- Truth a
Full line of all kinda of Hair Work at my
not weakly—paper,
weekly—but
Hair Beautifier, $1.00. Harmony Shamwhose editorials stand for law and order,
J'
parlor* over Shlro’a Store, Phcenix Row.
Both guaranteed to satisfy you in
In a repent article on
Vil.v, or your money back. Sold in this and justice to all.
32»MISS EVIE HOLMES.
,fi,ty only at our store—The Rexall “Man and HiB Ways” it said:
of
of the more than 7,000 leading drug
Between the extremes
superstition
Tor Infant* and Children.
of
l<J* *he
United States, Canada and Great and scepticism lie the green fields
Twenty-five years experience and skill it
fraternand
faith
and
religion, humanity
*nich own the big Harmony laborafitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
and all the virtues and graces that :
in
will help. Consultation Free.
glasses
Boston, where the many celebrated ity
Just received a new car or vveoer Wagons
make life worth living ard civilization
Bears the
Perfumes and Toilet preparations
44
South
Main
WINTERPORT,
MAIN!
worth preserving, and say what we will
St.,
of
Light, easy running general purpose wagons.
J4*ZgJUA(
^—City Drug Store, Edmund Wilson all the evils of earth seem to grow like Signature
Office Days, Moadavs and Tuesdays.
For sale by
J. A. MCKEEN
kt0T* Belfast, Me.
j
sturdy weeds at the extremes.
i

j

n»w

ioi

Medical Book mailed free.

Ha.

company.

Boston Globe.

HUMPHREYS
Those remedies

Always Bought

Signature of

In Use For Over 30 Years/

Your eyes so a-peeling
(To mine tears are stealing),
Thrice welcome potato,
All hail, and farewell.

•

high
living
the University of Maine do- potato stock is commanding a better
price in the Boston and New York mar.cnee girls, at least as far as
kets than stock from this section is
i preparing nutritious food is
j something that should at once be corThis is being demonstrated rected by Aroostook County potato growcost of

value

extension home economics prmounceraent as to tli fine quality of he flesh
of this marvelous little duck, which
means that, a small local dei ler will
get repeat orders from enthusiastic
customers. Moreover, if a smill trade
in eggs for hatching is desired it may
be maintained with a very smill flock,
and the same birds can be used as
breeders three years, the yo.ng being
raised only once in three year*. There
is. too. a good call for newly hatched
ducklings and also for birds at almost
any stage of maturity if fuc grower
will sell them.
Tests made by persons o' prominence in institute work no whit biased
In favor of the Runners, lia\e shown
the flesh ?<* be very superior and the
eggs to be of supreme custard and <-ake
making quality and richer than any
hens’ eggs. They have also l*»en used
to make good omelets even w ion used
with water instead <>f milk
But, more than this, the little Run
tiers have recenti\ given the world a
A director
>f the
genuine surprise.
Cumberland club supplied Runm r eggs
for analysis to a state food •• -unuissioner. assisted by a United States government collaborating chemist, in order that the public might have an expert opinion on these eggs. This analysis showed well toward one-half more
fat ii Runner eggs than in liens’ eggs
and ranking them the best domestic
eggs ever prndu.-ed for the especial use
of patients suffering from tuberculosis
and other wasting diseases.

J

12 and 25 Cents.

f the

e

Utility growers should prodi e rums
weighing four to five pounds when
alive, which are especially adipted to
supply the needs of the average modern family.
W now have a university

| profits of merchauts. as is usually
done in America. European farmers
j would become bankrupt. Co-operation
has made possible the selling of
] waste land, draining of swamps, pur
j chase of machinery, pressing of grapes,
| distilling of potatoes and selling of
grain and butter. In short, co-operation has become the agency through

ue no

exceptional

producer of eggs for ti

table both because the eggs are onehalf larger than the standard hen’s egg
and because they are far more freely
produced in the “off" season, when
nearly all domestic fowls are in molt.
I have seen the Runners givi.ig n 68
per cent yield under plain farm conditions in the midst of the molt. This
production is more than double that
which may fairly be expected rom the
best hens under the same cond tions of
feather.

necessary expenses. This means that
5, 10 or 25 per cent is saved, and with
French

a

or

You doubt my affection—
Then here is the test—
When you’re **in the soup”
I love you the best.
With rubies and pearls,
I put you on a parity,
But man can’t eat jewels
Because of their rarity.

water and ample food in proper variety and not too concentrated.

tilizers is in bulk for all the farmers
of a group, with no middleman, and
there is little or no charge
by the?
member acting as agent except for

the

Croquetted

Infants and Children.

for

Castoria is a harmless substitute lor Castor Oil, PareDrops and Soothing Syrups.
It Is pleasant,
t contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic substance.
It destroys Worms and allays Feverisliness.
It relieves Constipation, Wind Colic, all
Teething Tronbles and Diarrluea.
It regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural
sleep.
The

Cold in the salad
With onions and vinegar.
Browned with the roast beef,

health and good producing form in restricted quarters, when handled in
small flock, with clean ground enough

j

■

>

so

second, it does well in close quarters
while small.
Again, it bears yarding
well when matured and remains in

tions are so numerous that the
great
majority of farmers are within reach
of their influence, and wherever
co-operation has gone
prosperity follows;
not perhaps conspicuous
prosperity or
the creation of a wealthy class of
farmers, but a modest, persistent prosperity. The purchase of feeds and fer-

j

All hail, I repeat it—

Lyonnaise, Saratoga,
Au gratis, warmed over.
Jacketed, jacketless,
Savory, mashed.

ner

j

ii"!tts and barrows to be marthe autumn should be passuiuiner, with an open sited to
and plenty of water to drink,
is a bountiful supply of clover
'sos one feed a day will suffice
•tlfa or clover being omitted
mixture!; otherwise two light
I be better. About six weeks
lling feed a mixture of barley,
cal. ground peas and cornmeal
parts mixed with skimmilk.
haiden Ihe flesh and put the
rime condition.

1

suiurr

proportionately many.

E'er could enumerate,
Half of your charms.

C. S. VALENTINE.

Two initial advantages of the Runduck for srnijll producers are:
First, it is best hatched with hens;

HIBBARD,

crevices in which dirt can collect.
In certified dairies where extreme
which the great share of business
care is used to sterilize, all utensils are 1 transactions of farms is conducted.
not only exposed to steam, but remain
The first great result of the saving
under pressure in metal steam chests
through co-operation is the ownership
a
for
half hour or more. It is possible
of the farms by the farmers who till
by this system to actually sterilize ! them.
In Denmark the outlook for
them. This is not practical, however, ! farm
ownership bv the cultivators of
for the everyday farmer. All lie needs
the soil was dubious until the advent
is a stove with a large kettle. With | of the
co-operative bacon factory,
this he can secure all the boiling water j creamery and
egg selling company.
he needs. This boiling water, properly
Now 90 per cent of the farms are
used, will keep his utensils sweet and
farmed by their owners. In Germany
clean, although not absolutely sterile.
there was every evidence that farms
There are certain spores <seeds) whi* h
were on the point of passing into the
are not destroyed by boiling water, but
hands of a landlord class wlwn co-opboiling water will destroy all dangereration saved the day. and seven out of
ous disease germs.
For practical cleanevery eight farms are operated by the
liness. therefore, boiling water is suffiIt is the same
men who own them.
cient. It is not expected that the averin other countries where co-operation
age farmer is going to have sterile
has developed.
utensils a ml produ- e sterile milk when i
Not only have the farmers been aide
Io.immi germs to the cubic centimeter
to hold the possession of their farms,
(fifteen drej-m are allowed in certified
but by banding themselves together
milk.
they have developed a community
One precaution the farmer should
spirit which enables them to see that
lake with his utensils -that is. they
what helps one m‘lps the rest and
should be kept bottom side up in pure
what hurts one hurts them alb «
uir after being cleaned to prevent their
petition with the heap lands of Amerbeing contaminated again before use.
ica. and espeeiallv with tin* soil robber
Mne farm t will obtain good results
methods of Anioricy. lias made il hard
|
from a t
kettle, while another will
for tin* European farmer to live, but
fail eveil with the most expensive sterj co-operation lias made up for a large
part of the disadvantage.

the base, equal parts of alfalfa
ground clover, red dog midtheir feeding value is worth
it of ordinary middlings) and
handful of tankage.
Use a
'le digester tankage. Stir well
d
As the youngsters grow ini’ feed,
watching results .-areu winter an occasional feed of
dittoes or carrots will be eu-

t

u w u

B. H

of Wisconsin.
In Germany there are
20.000 farmers'
societies of one kind and another, in
France more and in other countries

milk to sour.

In the process of
cleaning great emphasis should be laid
upon the word boiling, as water that is
simply “warm” has little effect upon
An accurate thermometer
germ life.
should be used freely, as “guesswork”
will not produce results. To Illustrate,
a farmer with a fair degree of intelligence washed his milk pails, as he
thought, very thoroughly. In fact, he
Claimed that he used boiling water. The
fact was that he did place boiling water in the first pail, but boiling water
poured from one pail to another does
not sterilize. In this case it was found
that the temperature of the water remaining one minute in the pail before
Using had dropped to 1C>7 degrees.
When poured into the second pail and
held there for the same length of time
to 147 degrees and to a third to 127
degrees. This farmer thought he was
sterilizing his utensils when lie was
merely rinsing them out. The best test
of the cleanliness of dairy utensils is
their odor. If they smell dean we can
assume that they are nearly sterile,
Utensils which have open seams, where
milk can accumulate and remain from
one washing to another, cannot lie
cleaned. Seams and cracks should be
cause

t! spirt a herd, getting the boar and
(«ts from different breeders to avoid
These will cost about $10
pv ing.
it :i ten weeks old. When the pigs
lip them in some mild disinfectrl-.
1 rub dry. thus
destroying all
nf introducing lice or skin dls-

..iPltllti

By

INDIAN RUNNER DUCKS
By

University

and effective agents in the destruction \
of bacteria or the minute plants which

Esculent, friable.
Always reliable,
Boilabje, stewable,
Bakeable, cbqwable.
No fount oratorical,
Or flight metaphorical.

reterved!

European farmers depend
ON CO-OPEkATION

STEAMING AND STERILIZING

All hall, O poUtoTuber delectably
Viand acccmtable,

SALE.

Dr. W. C. L1BBEY.

execution wherein A. E. Trundy j
and A. S. Trundy, both of Searsport, in j
County of Waldo, co-partners in trade under
the firm name of A. E. Trundy &. Sor at said
Searsport, is plaintiff aed Clifton P. Ellis of 93 MAIN STREET,
BELFAST, MAINE
Searsport, in the County of Waldo, is defendat
auction
on
be
sold
will
the
and
public
ant,
30th day of December, A. D., 1913, at ten of
the clock in the forenoon, at the office of Harry
E. Bangs, in said Searsport, all the right, title
in equity which Clifton P. Ellis of Searsport
has to redeem the following described mortgaged real estate situate in scid County, de- MAPLE, BELCH and BIRCH.
scribed as follows: Lying in Sa-. sport Village
at the corner of Main and Warren streets, and
MANUFACTURER OF
ia streets,
bounded southerly and easterly by
westnortherly by land of Gertrude Ellis a
Clapboards, Spruce, basswood, Pine.
erly by land of Frank Nye, containing cnefchirth of an acre, more or less.
20tf
L. C. MOUSE. Liberty, Me.
Said real estate i6 subject to a mortgage
said
Clifton
P.
the
Ellis
to
F.
E.
Whitigven by
comb and E. O. Whitcomb, co-partners in trade
under the firm name of F. E. Whitcoinbk& Son
at Searsport, recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deed» in Book No. 298, at Page 480, on which
who are not saving their votes for
there is said to be due about $28.00.
the pony contest at the Colonial Theater
Dated at Searsport, this 30th day of October, for anyone, to please give them to me.
ELMER WEBSTER,
1913.
MISS HELEN E. ELLIS,
3w47
23 Bay View Street,
Deputy Sheriff.
4m44
Belfast, Maine-

TAKEN

on

DENTIST,

Hardwood Matched

Floorings,

WANTED

THOSE

The

Republican Journal
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The

EVERY THURSDAY BY

Republican

Terms.

-VEKTiSiNG

In-.’i

length

•

} Bu“XnagBr
insertion.

Amu! g the things we had to be thankful for was the sunshine on Thanksgiv-

ton

cents

burred

pound for turkey

a

bird

that

thanksgiving day

from

M. J. Dow, Esq, of Brooks

a

Monday

dinner table.

Gov. biease of South Carolina is

sure

and

He has
criminals.
office.

An article in

posed

to

price,

the

was

to

Saturday

George

W

Boston for

many

a

Burkett arrived Wednesday from
few days' visit.

James Stinson of Stonington is
the home of Mrs. Lefia M. Cottrell.

at

Boston daily was capBreak Eggs;” but it

i

0
i

We will

p

Shoes and experience the
novel sensation of forgetting you have any feet.

Ground

Mrs. Jerre O. Hayes returned Tuesday from
visits with relatives in Boston and Readfield,
William

Schoppe and

F.

leave tomorrow for Orono for
with friends

Of the Thanksgiving dinner an exchange says: “The pumpkin pie should

son,

Billie

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lamson spent Thanksgiv- ;

squash.” Certainly ing in Matanzas, Cuba, and later will go to
the other hand, the squash South America.
made out of pumpkin.
airs. Amos oiempni
uaugmei,
! James D. Clement of Portland, are spending

And, on
pie should not
lot.

anu net

I he .New England page

one

is

of the

excellent features of the Boston

nary

mib.

Mr. and Mrs. Benj. F. Wells of Auburn
wereguerts of his mother, Mrs. B. F. Wells,

Sur.dis;, Herald,and specially interesting
people is the column by “Ken- Sr., over Thanksgiving.
neb .-e"
Maine people in and about
F. H. Ingrah.-.m, Esq.,
Another Democratic

aspirant for

Democratic nomination for Governor has
shied his castor into the

ring—Hon.

R. G.

and is row

Washington, where he
faithfully served his

m

lore and

so

na-

vt
c-tate. On his appearance in the
■;tna’e chamker many senators crowded
arour.ii him and he was given an ovation

*-

Mi

rs

elsewhere

as

"Ogress

the

he Democratic

ington Herald says of their representation in the House that they are “getting

William C. B. Card, B A., of the New EngConservatory of Music, spent Thanksgiving with his sister, Mrs. K. B. Craig, Salmond

they have been pursuing
ioesn't premise anything like success.

Mr.

Mrs. Emmeline Pankburst sailed from
New York Nov. 26th for home, taking
with her $20,000 collected during her leelure tour ir. this country to be used in

and Mrs. D. Faunce Woodcock will leave

to serve the remainder of

a

Miss Annie Ervine ar.d Miss Caroline Spofof Bangor, who spent Thanksgiving with
Mr. aid Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, left Saturday
afternoon for their homes.

with Mr. and

of the Maine

a

whoatUided

tie

and Mrs. Amos F. Carleton, returned
by the Monday morning train to Boston, wiiere

who

through
practically at

'np
u

recently

returned

the West found

standstill,

a

due

I

,'ai

York,

certainty,
never

and it exists

before.

today

as

perhaps

>

Some weeks ago The Journal began
the publication of The Business Farmers

Page, in which three copyrighted articles
by experts are supplemented by original
and selected matter of interest to local
farmers, and it has met with such acceptance that it will be contiuued as a
regular feature of The Journal. Contributions and suggestions are welcomed
from

evt

ryone.

Advertising

which apfarm tools and

peals to farmers, such as
machinery, separators, seeds, fertilizer,
etc., will be carried on this page and
will of course be more effective than if
given

the run of the paper.

large gold shipCanada—$13,800,000 within the
past fortnight. This is explained by the
large shipments of produce from that
Bradstreets reports

ments to

country to theUnited States since theUnderwood-Wilson tariff went into effect.
Canadian papers say that much of their
surplus products heretofore shipped to
Great Britain now comes to this country;
not only such staples as wheat but all
kinds of farm produce. Canadian dressed
fceef is delivered in Chicago at a lower
price thanAmerican stock on the hoof can
be bought for, and while the inevitable result of these shipments will be to enhance
the high cost of living in Canada there
has been as yet no reduction of prices to
uronsumers in this country.

Stops falling Hair

Hall’ll Hair Benewer certainly atofa
faflbf hair. No doubt about

-n||

family spent
Topsham.

and
in

spending

weeks with her son, Wm. S Mitchell, in
Medford, Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell have
closed their home for the winter and after a
visit in Reno, Nev., will go to the Pacific
Coast, where they will be joined by their
brother, John A., and his wife, of Claresholm,
Alba., for a vacation from his duties as pro
prietor of Hotel Wilton. After her visit in
New York Mrs. Mitchell will go to Toronto to
visit her daughter, Mrs. Harry McDonald.
eral

F. A. Flanders spent the
relatives in Searsport.

more

Catarrh in

CENTER MONTV1LLE
We bad an unusually pleasant day for
Thanksgiving. Hr. and Mrs. T. S. Erskina
di ned with their daughter, Mrs. Penson Clement and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Boulter spent the
day with Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Morse....Mr.
and Mrs. Clifton Fosa.are spending a few days
with her sister, Mrs. Orie Morse, before returning to their home in Southwest Harbor
....Mrs. L. S. Sylvester and Miss Naney
Sprowl have returned to Jefferson after a two
weeks’ visit with Mrs. Calista Sprowl....Mr.
and Mrs. Levitt of Waldo spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Erskine. Mr. Erskina is
working with his team at the mill, hauling
logs_Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Morse spent Sunday with her niece. Mrs. Ethel Bessy, in Freedom.... Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Gay and son'of
Belfast spent Thanksgiving with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Gay....Mr. and Mrs. Parlay Alien have returned from Lewiston for a
abort vacation.
I

Jlfeolfolicf

■

M

t

M

day, December 10th. at
Thursday, December 11th.

|

R

|

|

|

Maine_j J
=|

VICTOR OR COLUMBIA MACHIN
And begin to enjoy living.
We have machines suited to

Cook, who has been very sick
bronchitis, is convalescing* Her
mother, Mrs. Evans, is quite sick at this writ-

Butterfish
Finnan Haddies

acute

Alderman and Mrs. Roscoe Black arrived
home last Tuesday morning from Chestnut
Hill, Mass where they spent Thanksgiving
with Mrs. Estelle Downes and their daughters
Mrs. Wm. Russell and Mrs. James Cooper.
Miss Mary Gamble of Prospect and Lester
Berry of Searsport were quietly nlarried Nov.
26th at the parsonage of Trinity Reformed
church by the pastor. Rev. Wm. Vaughan,who
used the single ring service. The couple will
reside in Searsport.

j

Oysters

j|

and

Clams
Fresh Cod

j

Tongues

Ladies Aid of Mason Mills chapel will
hold a (Christmas sale and serve a public supper at the chapel Dec. 12th. The sale will be
in the afternoon and will include many useful
articles. Supper will be served at 6 o'clock.
The public are invited.

City Fish Market

is a critical
well yesterday.

the patient

case

one

but

that night.

11

was

Harry Snow and bride of New York spent
with

his

I tositively cure all colds in 24 hours if taken
s soon as
^

cold,

Don’t fail to

vinter and be well.

Only

25o.

use
a

them this

box.

41tf

The

Stockton,

i

UNDER

NEW

Honey, Horehound and Tolu will
Cough except Consumption and
A large bottle
! Chrnnic Bronchial Coughs.
Tor 25c. and money refunded if it don’t stop
the Cough. For sale only at the
cure

A 5-room tenement.

|

Handy location and

improvements. Inquire of

Phonegray

,

i,

CO., 72 Main Street
^jor

3

25 HIGH GRADE SUITS

25c
special 25c dinner includes
order fish

or

pudding.

3m49

Quick

the goods.
and

particulars.

one order soup,
meat, one side dish with pie
DENNETT & MOUNTAIN.
66 Hign Street, Belfast.

MRS. MUDGETT’S STORE,

money. We send
After selling you send us the

get the

'll

MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

Write for

camera.

4w48

WINCHESTER CONPANY,
plain street, Watcrville, Maine.

THE
173

AT

You invest no

25o

Mrs. William Laffin of Ellsworth and her
^ tughter, Mrs. L. A. Hammons of Belfast, spent
a day recently in town, guests of Mr. and Mrs.
A P. Laffin.—Machias Republican.
*

Girls.

household articles at 25 cents each.

City Lunch Room

While they Last $8,8o

Manufacturers' Outlet Co

•—-«.

Wonderful ‘Snap Shot Camera, size 3 1-2x3
1-2 Inches. Given for selling one dozen

money

:

DRUG STORE.

—

[

WYMAN k KNOWLTON.

DINNER BILL
Special Course Dinner

0

CITY

sellers.

ur

,

any

To Boys and

to LET

q

SLEEPER & CO

Regular $20 Value,

MANAGEMENT.

A quiet and home-like hotel, good service,
and home cooking.
4w49p
Special Rates to Traveling Men.

0 te

•> u ;

WE HAVE ABOUT

Wilson's

STOCKTON SPRINGS, MAINE,
IPENED

once—delays are dangerous. Buy today—now
Their
—a fifty cent box of Mi-o-na Tablets.

J

success.

—)lCTc_—iotz=n3|lc~

YES

also cures

CITY DRUG STORE.

Why suffer with thst uncomfortable feeling
of fullness, headaches, dizziness, sour, gassy
upset stomach, or heartburn? Get relief at
action is sure, safe and immediate.
There is no more effective stomach remedy
than Mi-o-na. Besides quickly stopping the
distress Mi-o-na soothes the irritated walls of
the stomach, strengthens and builds up the
digestive organs, thus aasisting nature in the
prompt digestion of the food—your entire system is benefited, you will enjoy good health.
Do not suffer soother day—get a box of MiTake
o-na Tablets from A. A. Howes A Co..
them as directed and see how quickly you get
relief.

you notice the

lick headaches.

■ indent

L.

cr~'"

$

42tf

a

Cheap Rugs from 4Oc. to $4.00, Portieres, Couch < i
something new in Pillow Tops, Silk Floss Pillows
dris and Scrim, Fine Tine of Window Shades, Dust
Dusters and Mops, Liquid Veneer, Card 'tables,
Flys and Sleds. A specialty made of Picture Fran

j

*_,_

make them

J. L. SLEEPER &

L Whitlen Co.!
Phone 125

J.

t

on

Foss’ Cold and Grippe Pills will

rhat Dr.

Alex

MI-O-NAMALL
IMA! DIB

$

FOUND

doing

.

j

Sold

00

appliances from

Before buying any other make of
you will also find a large line of

J

Our 28c.

are

A large stock of Records always ready t\>r
Be sure and call on

1

AND HARD TO BEAT

Tel. 214

The

JJ

Prices ,*?248r.

E. F. BKAMHALL & CO.

without any

machines to

Blend isa Winner

Dan Hill was taken suddenly ill last Saturday at the home of Raymond Ellis. A physician was sent for and pronounced it appendiHe was taken to the Waldo County
citis
on

merits

ever

$15.00 TO $200

J These Talking Machines

WE HAVE IT

Haddock

The

Hospital and operated

FROM

coffee!

Mackerel

;

-GET A-

GOOD

Lobsters,

ion: :.:

_

WHY DELA\

SCALLOPS DRINK
Live and Boiled

at the Pi

2w49

-.^°fi'ct"

■■■■

■ m

>

Chapman

Certificates may be exchanged for -oat tickets
Box Office,
Regal:

•

Silver Ware, Etc.

isi

Blauvelt, Soprano.
Finnigan, Irish Tenor.
Mr. Jaime Overton, Vioiinist.

Prices 50c.,75c,.$1,00 and $i

Cut Glass and Hand Painted China

Belfast,

I

Lillian

Mr. Wm,

Glass

CARLE & JONES,

me.

Mr. John

■■■■j

I

—w

Concert Ci

Chapman

~~Z3;|

..'-IQI

Most varied and best stock of
Holiday Goods in town.

week-end

father, Capt.
this section of the Thanksgiving
Snow of Searsport.
Mr. Snow was recently
country than all other diseases put together,
and until the last few years was supposed to married to a New York lady. He is first mate
For a great many year:? doctors on a steamer
be incurable.
running from New York to Sapronounced it a local disease and prescribed vannah, and is a
respected young man, and with
local remedies, and by constantly failing to j
his bride will reside in New York.
cure with local treatment, pronounced it incurable. Science has proven Catarrh to be a
j constitutional disease, and therefore requires
Decrow Reinstated.
constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure,
| manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co Toledo,
Rockland, Me., Dec. 1. Alton W. Decrow,
Ohio, is the only Constitutional cure on the who was
recently acquitted after a trial for
market. It is taken internally in doses from
10 drops to a teaspoonfu). It acta directly on
larceny, was notified by Congressman D. J.
the blood and mucous surfaces of the system.
MiGillicuddy today that his position as railThey offer one hundred dollars for any case it way mail cleik had been restored. A petition
fails to cure. Send for circulars and testi- to this end was signed by mail employees
monials. Address
throughout New England and was taken to
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Washington by former Senator Obadiah GardSold by Druggists, 75c.
ner.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
There is

our

Thanks-

Mrs. Gertie

ing.

Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Frost leave by train this
iiy to the new tariff, the effect of
Ahich is yet to be seen, and also to the j morning for Boston and next Monday will sai
1
from that port on a steamer of the Merchants
currency bill that is to be rushed through
and Miners Transportation Co. for Baltimore.
Corgress at the behest of the President.
will spend one night in the latter city
The exact nature of this measure cannot They
and then take a steamer of the same line for
of course be foretold, but as drawn it is
Jacksonville and will spend the winter in Floropposed by the banking interests of the ida, but will n3t decide upon a place until
country. The income tax law is also s. they have visited various parte of the State.
disturbing factor. There is nothing that
Mrs. Etta S. Mitchell is visiting Mrs. Chas.
so disturbs and arrests business as unE. Littlefield in New
after
sevrii

See

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Larsen and son Karl of
Veazie spent Thanksgiving with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Davis.

Katherine Tuttle, Bates, '13, teacher of
French and Latin in the Islesboro High school,
spent the Thanksgiving recess with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Tuttle, Bay View
She returned to Islesboro Saturday.
street.
Miss

y -ars.
man

!

with

is

sales

ji

I Lamps, Toys,

Fred Knox, a young son of Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. Knox, is very sick, threateifhd with

employed as stenographer by Pingree,
McKinney & Co., Bankers, 8 Congress St.

she

our own

H. J. LOCKE & SON

ra

|

usual hour.

of

ents, Mr.

lapse

:

Waterville, secretary
Baptist convention, left Monday
wer

Marjorie J. Carle ton, after spending a
few days including Thanksgiving with her par-

1

a.

days

Miss

I-tt i.irtnt part in that decisive battle
f the Civil War and many will be intersted
n reading of the scene of the
il'-'t s it ;; pears after the
of

a; u ess

few

frf/>7<£2urrszszsnfrs:*?*H
«Ky-S"«SS3gS,,g
S

HIM' IMMi. liKCKHIIEi; I;,

o

5

China

attend a conference of secretaries of the pneumonia.
Northern Baptist convention, to be held, Dec
Mr. and Mrs. Elden Harriman and daughter
2, 3 and 4 in the rooms of the American Baptist j Grace were week-end guests of her brother,
Home Mission Sr.cietv in Now- Y<*rk.
F. N. Savery.

•’>

a

a

«MSS =SiSSTi

Colonial Theatre

NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS

H

to

anniversary exercise"
there list July,gives a concise anil inter
«ti:ig Ascription of this famous battle: as .1 is
m
today. Maine soldiers b-.-re

fifty

spending

ft

S5S
■

The Ladies Aid of Trinity Church will meet
with Mrs. Peter Olsen this afternoon at the

Mrs. W. J. Upham.

Rev. I. B. M

On erriher page “An Old Veteran’
ho was at Gettysburg in July, 1863,an

are

James H. Howes

purchased elsewhere.

ble to engrave articles

C. Y. Cottrell is having electric lights installed in his residence on Searsport avenue.

Arthur Williams of

Highlands, Mass.,

una

-rm-

family.

Mrs.
with

Waltham, Mass.,
and Rev. and Mrs. William Hodge of Newton

completed because of her hunger strike,
end we hope she will not be disappointed.

|

m

L^J|

Mr. Geo. Michaels of Brockton is visiting
relatives in this vicihity.

ford

sentence un-

and

R. B. Stephenson
giving with friends

spend a few weeks in
city and vicinity before going to Nassau,

Mrs.

g

-

Regular Prices

Miss Geneva Coombs is visiting Mrs. R. B.

Stephenson

N. P., for the winter.

She
destroying property in England,
said that she expected on her arrival ir
"Plymouth to be arrested and sent to jai

|

At

BELFAST.

EAST

tomorrow for Boston to
that

shall be

Q

Belfast, Maine.

Miss Margaret A. Dunton has returned from
visits in Massachusetts and in Bennington, Vt.,
and resumed her duties in the Dunton &
M orse law offices.

that tie course

fn

lU

Carle & Jones,

duties Dec. 1st.

little personal satisfaction out of their
oosition, tut mighty little glory,” and

Sample

Suits Coats

5

one

NOTICE—On account of work arising from

ChristmaS

Wilbur Blodgett left last Thursday for Roxbury, Mass., where he has a position with the
Rockland National Bank, and began his new

playing the part of cat to
monkey, and the Wash-

are

i

land

Bob

|j

n

Tte

THIS IS

street.

In

|

|

|I
|

:

popular demand is for plain effects in Watches,
Lockets, Cuff Buttons, Signet Rings and Sterling Silrever, and we advise the early purchase of articles
quiring monograms and Old English.

are

Cheer Up|

Right Rev. Robert Codmar. of Portland,
Episcopal Bishop of Maine, arrived Monday
night and left Tuesday noon by train.
Miss Eda Woodbury returned to Belfast
Friday a ter spending Thanksgiving with her
mother, Mrs. E. C. Woodbury, in Northport.

has

U

°

|y

Aroostook
C. I. York and family of Windsorville encounty 1 as a candidate in Peter Charles
j >yed an auto trip to Belfast, Sunday, to visit
-Keega: of Van Bu -en. Next?
Mrs. York’s father, Henry C. Marden.

so

■

«

longs for,hopes for, and
don’t receive.
if
they
disappointed

Are among the things every

we

Melrtire of Oxford county.

Hi= many friends in Maine will he glad
■:o
n ’hat Hon. E. C'.
Burleigh has re1
tovere
from a long and serious illness

|

o

Toilet Sets of all kinds.

■

$fe3)itumoFe$tora^

of

Frank 0. Davi; returned to his home in
Waterville last Saturday after a visit, at the
home of Mrs. Lefia M. Cottrell.

the

wishing

5

;

Rockland, Register
of Probate for Knox County, was in Belfast
! Wednesday on business.

on.

cor- !

only at

to home

•Bos

shoes not

proper position.
For Men and Women at
$5.00 the pair—to be had

week in Boston.

the

(j

f| |

Friendship Circles, Bar Pins in silver and gold,
Diamond Rings, Stone and Band Rings,

relieve but they
Made on scientific
principles that aid nature in
keeping all the muscles and
bones of the foot in their

be made out of

tot

=

rect.

brief visit

a

Gripper

only

Mass.
Mrs.

i

n

U

shop

Gold Chains and Pendants, Gold Beads,
Cameo Pendants, Brooches, Pins, Stick Pins,
Silk and Gold Sautors for Neck Watches,
Bracelets and Bracelet Watches, all prices,
Mesh Bags, Vanity Cases, Coin Holders,

in

Mrs. Emma West spent Thanksgiving
Upwards of 25,000 pounds of turkeys,
with her son, Asa West.
t hat had spoiled in transit, were con- Dorchester, Mass.,
Miss Mabel R. Mathews returned Saturday
demned in Philadelphia last week and
from a visit of several weeks in Springfield,
sent to a fertilizer plant and destroyed.
Mass.

Have you noticed how the Uhiversity
)f Maine is coming to the front? And its
v ictories this year have not been
confine I to athletics.

away goods selected for people not
to take them until Christmas week.

S

o

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Tapley of Brooksville
were business visitors in town Saturday.

break.

can

lay

guest

a

before the rush. No one
JO ADVANTAGE in a crowd.

inspection

And invite

J

Gripper

New Merchandise

S

W '•!

of it will

Returned

From Market With

d| 1

Miss Hester Mathews of Pittsfield is spending the week with Mrs. Annie M. Frost.

the eggs, it was pro-

not

thoughts

Ground

in town.

Mrs.
a

tioned ‘‘Move

that

pardoned

bnsiness.

Erma Barker of Brooks spent Friday

Miss

of you votes the next time he runs for

on

in Belfast

was

the

H |

•

make you cringe.
You with the tender feet
just try a pair of the famous

in Bos-

many

its tail.”

That sensitive com doesn’t
have to oe ‘‘stepped on”—

PERSONAL.

Forty

ANNOUNCE

Maltese Cross, replied, "step
on

Just

•

who was asked by
the teacher how to make a

even

day.

ing

J H. J. Locke & Son s
m|
ri
j

Nellie,

Or weak blood governs for good or
ill every part of the body.
The
medicine that makes weak blood
HOOD’S
and
pure
strong is
SARSAPARILLA.
For over a
third of a century it has been the
leading blood purifier.

bof one square, one
25 cents for one week

in column,
nts for each subsequent

c

" Little

Blood

Jour. Pub. Co

-ARUES A- PILSBURY.

C

I

Strong

BELFAST, THURSDAY. DECEMBER 4. 1918

AT D. F. STEPHENSON’S
You will find

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all friends and neighbors,
especially in the Mathews Bros mill and the
stitching room of Leonard £ Barrows’ factory,
who so kindly assisted us in oar recent bereavemenUalao for the beautiful floral tributes.
Mas. Geo. E. Jackson and Family,
Mb. John G. Jackson and Family.

a

Confectionery,
Also

a

full line of

Fruit and Nut?

full line of Smokers articles tor Christmas
Don’t

forget

the

place,

present?-

next door to *he Windsor Hotel.

:---

The News of Belfast

The Improvement Society will meet with
the secretary, Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett,
Monday,
Dec. 8th at 2 30 p. m.

the sale and supper in the Methovestry tomorrow, Friday.

There will be work in the Esquire's Degree
Castle North,' No. 863, K. O. K. A., tomorrow, Friday, evening at 7 o’clock. All esquires
will meet promptly on the hour. Pages will
meet at 7.15. After the work there will be a
social for all members of the Castle, with refreshments.

Item ember
dist

at

night at the Opera House Sat*
reels Friday and Saturday.'

Its orchestra

urday.

Six

Dickens will enjoy “Little Dorthe Opera House Friday and Saturday.

Lovers of

rit”

at

Ladies Circle of the North churcWWill
with Mrs. E. S. Bowker this, Thursday,
afternoon at 2 30.
The

meet

The bondsmen of Fred E. Dodge of Islesboro,
who was placed under bonds last week for his

C. T. U. will meet this, Thursday,
at 2.30 o’clock with Mrs. John McDonald, 27 Pearl street.

appearance at the January term of court on
the charge of non-support of his wife and infant child, have surrendered him and he is now
in jail, where he will be obliged tort main unless
he can secure new bonds.

The W.

afternoon

North, Knights of King Arthur, will
at the North church vestry to-

Castle
have

a

social

Friday, evening.

morrow,

A big feature every night.
and follow the crowd.

House.
ine

Get

in

Circle of the North Congregational church will meet this, Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. E. S. Bowker.
The Ladies

The second session of Prof. W. S. Wight’s
singing school will be held in the Baptist
vestry tomorrow, Friday, evening.
connection

In

with

regular

the

moving
Theatre this.

picture show at the Colonial
Thursday, evening there will be

a

band

con-

cei i.

Orrin J. Dickey is spending the week on the
Tremont as special agent
of the Belfast Board of Trade.
He will return
route of the steamer

Friday.

tomorrow,
Matinees

Opera

the

at

House every

Wednes-

day at 3.15 and Saturday at 2 p. m. Send the
children. They will be cared for. Gallery

Capt. and Mrs. J. O. Hayes wer« guests of
their son, Eugene Hayes, in Hyde Park, Mass.,
for Thanksgiving.

By the Street of
“Bye and Bye”

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Joseph Cole of Rockj
port celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary
!
Nov.
26th, at thefr home on
Wednesday night,
Central street. Over 400 invitations were sent *
out, to which a large number responded, j
Thanksgiving day they were entertained by I
Mr. and Mrs. David Talbot and left Friday for !
New York, sailing from that port Saturday for !
Panama,accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. 1
Cole. On their return they will visit friends
in New York, Rochester and Boston.

DO IT
NOW!
What to give “this one/’
how to please “that one,”
in the meantime
forgetting
“someone” is what most of

There will be a sale of
fancy articles, aprons and quilts, Tuesday
No admission.
All members of A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of evening Dec. 9th.
Supper
Veterans, are requested to be present next will be served and there will be a short enterMonday evening. There will be a banquet tainment.Mr. and Mrs. Fred Foss have
moved into the house recently vacated by
and a social time after the meeting.
Reuben Shaw.John Hartshorn has his
Last Friday and Saturday the children enhouse nearly done and is beginning to move
joyed the first skaiing of the season on the
in-J. F. Sheldon and F. T. W’entworth reMuck, but Monday the ice had completely disturned home last Saturday after spending a
appeared. The water is the highest for years
week in Boston, Worcester and Chelsea, Mass,
and if it freezes soon will give fine skating.
and other places.... Horace Wentworth came j
invited
is
to
the
Christinas
attend
Everyone
back from Burnham last Saturday with a deer.*
sale of fancy and useful articles, aprons,
Maurice WooS shot a fox last week....
home-made candy and cooked food by the
|
The ladies sewing circle is meeting every week
j
Young Ladies Social Union in the Baptist
for their sale.
getting
ready
vestry Saturday afternoon and evening, Dec.
Dr. Gabriel Maguire, the African Tray
13th.

Poor’s Mills.

subject

given by

the paper, which will be

of

Dinsmore.

Mrs

farm in Belmont, the former home
of Mrs. Emily E. Flagg of Lincolnville, Me.
Fairview

has been sold

Clarence F.

to

Fairview is

one

The soil is

adapted

vicinity

Flagg

of Balm >:it

farms in Belmont.

all kinds

to

is fortu late in

larence

property.

of the best

of crops and

securing such

a

good

His many friends in Belmont
wish him every success in his

and
new

home.
iveu

stamps win oe
handled in Belfast this year under the direction of the Universalist Social Aid.
A perlie

cross

c-nnsimas

centage of the net proceeds will be applied to
the Maine Anti Tuberculosis Association with
headquarters in Bangor. The stamps will be
on sale at the Universalist fair next week, will
be placed in several stores, and there will
probably be a house to house canvas by children.
Str. Missouri, the
Belfast,
second of a
freight carriers for
the Atlantic Transport line’s Baltimore-London, Havre-Antwerp service, which wras
launched here yesterday, is fitted so as to burn
oil fuel whenever desired. Her sister ship,
Me., Nov. 28.
trio of large

Mississippi,
The

aoove

shipping

from the

caught napping. But this launching was
n Belfast, Ireland, not Belfast, Maine.
The sardine season closed last Saturday and
the pack i; estimated at about 50 per cent of

often

of last year.
Fish were scarce to the
eastward and record prices were paid at Eastport near the close of the season. The local
plant of the Lubec Sardine Co. obtained its
that

fish

t’astine, anti though starting late

from

had

a

fair

supply.

In former

seasons

the her-

ring have been taken mainly from the Brooksville side, buv. this year the weirs on the Castine shore did the

pack this

biggest

year will

use

business.

The short

surplus carried
prices are looked

up the

1912, and better
Tile local pack was 50,000 cases, a
little short of last year, which was 58,000
cases.
Of this 42,000 cases were oil and 8,000
in mustard.
over

financial

pensively.

from

for in 1914.

Man. A representative audience
filled the Colonial Theatre last Friday evening*
when some of Belfast’s talented amateurs
produced the two-act comedy “The Best Man”
under the auspices of the auxiliary of the
First Parish (Unitarian) church. It was a
bright little play, splendidly presented by a
The Best

The stage setting—the interior
of the Whitten home—was well arranged with
furniture from H. E. McDonald’s, and was an
appropriate setting for the j^ndsome gowns
worn by the ladies of the cast.
The members
of the cast, all of whose work was natural and
convincing, were Mrs. Morris L. Siugg, Miss
Katherine C. Quimby, Miss Anne M. Kittredge,
Miss Alice E. Simmons, Miss Katherine D.
Kittredge, Charles Hammons, Charles Harmon
and Morris L
Siugg. The local hits were
apt and frequent. An effective and enjoyable
feature of the evening was the introduction of
a duet by Miss Quimby and Mr. Hammons in
the second act, when they sang “Sympathy”
from “The Firefly.” Another prominent feature
was
the ladies’ orchestra—Miss Hazel
Doak, violin, Miss Gladys Pitcher, 'cello, and
Mrs. Leon Beckwith, piano, whose music contributed much to the success of the affair.
Young girls sold boxes of home-made candy
and disposed of 150 boxes.
T^e net proceeds
were about $130.

capable cast.

FREE
AT

Carle& Jones’
3 Dolls Worth

$30.00
•W“Call and Inquire

in

the

Here’s a remedy: DO IT
NOW. Sit right down and
make a Holeproof Xmas
list that will include every-

Ly-

on

responsibility

in order

to

body,

■

strictly on a pro-rata,
ought to take advan-

tage of it by getting

season

the way to

save

a

half the cost.

out

was

of Miss Anne M.

|

drawn and she

received

a

handkerchief

,

j

CHAPMAN CONCERT.

The

Chapman

concert

T.

our

From

*

Remember —Holeproot
Xmas hose is put up in a
dainty special package. To
be found only at

SKeSkui6moreof{dfp^
i1 IT' Hi

The Boston Art Club
formally opened the
'artists room" of the club,
designed for the
use
of members who are'
pecial
painters,
culptors, architects and musicians, last Saturlay afternoon, with appropriate ceremonies,
!
"he Boston Herald says: "In accordance
with

|

attending, was read. Mrs. Young was
Louise Cunningham Knight, her mother's
amily lived at the Head of the Tide and she

; rnm

(liss
1

n

j

been in the p.-s:
Belfast.

las

a

frequent

summer

seems to us

that

|
i

march of progress."

f

i

DRUGGIST HAS

IT

we never

The increased call of late for

one

I

|
1I

;

need.

promptly

and delivered

b> Par-

Belfast,

Maine

;

|

f

Will be very pleased to show you our
up-to-date stock,
and as our beautiful Gold and Goid-Fiiled Cuff Links
and Signet Rings require monograms or old

i
v

f

English,

early for your selection.
Pendants and Watches will be in great demand, I
have a beautiful line for your inspection. Silver, Cut
Glass and China, Jewel Cases, Mesh Bags, Stick Pins,

|

come

$

f
I
|

■

;

Opera Glasses, Fountain Pens, and everything.
Remember, all engraving free.

j

M. P. Woodcock & Son.

{

On Phoenix Row.

in]|f

than the made-up rrash, are things of
art to be shown with pride.
Our other lines, also, are complete, and as usual limited only by the size of our store, and we extend to all an
earnest invitation to look us over,

I want to

see

you whether you

W. M.

buy

or

*

t
t

|
t

not.

j

THAYER,

|

1

|I

1

SOMETHING USEFUL

:

I
!

f

m

f

if

1

l

|

!

|
I

SAWYER’S

Nature

Stteet,

Jewelry Store j

|

perhaps

;

Prints

i

I

1

ii

carry many lines of Furniture and my
prices are as low as the lowest. Call

and I will prove it to you.

My

Beds, Mattresses,
Card Tables, Couches, Chiffoniers, China
Closets, Ladies’ Desks, Music Cabinets,
Baby Carriages, Carpet Sweepers, Mirrors,
Etc., Etc.
3W4#

MCDONALD,

—

70 Main

St.,

Glimpses of New England Scenery f althfully reproduced
daintily colored as to vie in beauty with nature

_

We have them in all the

herself.
An Ideal Christmas Gift to a far away friend, bearing
the
breath of the woods, streams and mountains.

new

!

_

designs. Have

you tried

THE PICKET?

sw^gt

Only 25

at WOODCOCK’S
I

cents for two

packs.

A. A. HOWES & CO.,
V'WIJ

\
i
J

$

j

Belfast.^*

Congress rlaying Cards

and so

:•
v

r

stock includes Brass

H. E.

I

The Most Perfect Product of
The Photographic Art.

*

no

The Christmas

we]l| ;|

For Sale

ay

man will tell you that he’d ten times rather have
of these useful articles than some knick knack of

12 Main

j

has prompted us to feature these somewhat, and
have culled from the best and most exclusive lines
the country a very attractive assortment.
We have also devoted more attention to good pictures and their correct framing, and while they cost a

I

a

Ralph 0. Southworth,

j
j

I

1

more

that

|

Dainty Gift Books

little

Wearing Apparel

would be proud to give an !
delighted to receive.
As suggestions we offer the following list:

13-81

j

t

have

man

Mail orders filled
r R E.

jPjjjjjW n1WB

I Christmas Cards and

|

we

store with the

cel S’ost

abundant nourish-

had so large or so good
before, but that is true of ev.r\ year, and
is the natural result of persistent effort and the general

an assortment

vis tor

Penobscot Bay Bethel Mission. The cerificate of incorporation of the Penobscot
Bay
cards in the world today,and truly it is a great 1
fethei Mission of Stocston
Springs, was filed
After a few
honor to have her visit our city.
vith the Secretary of State Nov. 26th.. The
appearances in opera, and this tour in concerts | lurposes of the mission are as
follows: "T)
Bhe will sail for Russia, where she appears beiromote the moral and
spiritual welfare of
fore the Czar, in St. Petersburg, in opera.
;eamen, iisherfolk and others residing on the
She is the only American soprano that has ! toast and
adjacent islands of the State of
for
her
been knighted by the King of Italy,
daine; to provide charity funds for the relief
as
great personal beauty, and superb voice,
j if needy inhabitants oi said localities, and of
she is one of the most beautiful women living
;heir families and those dependent upon
them;
today. John Finnegan’s recent success at the ^ :° acquire by purchase, gift, devise, or
bequest
Maine Musis Festivals, and Victor Herbert’s personal or real astate
and to use and dispose
tour, where he was the only soloist with this j :hereof for the above mentioned
objects.” The
return,
stamped
and
orchestra, to California
idicers are as follows: Directors, Walter A.
of
the
tenors
him as one of the most popular
Ban forth, Bangor; A. C. Hall, Waterville; Deaday. To all lovera of violin music, Jaime ton O. C. Farnham, Brewer; W. C. Howes, AuOvefrton will be a great surprise and delight.
gusta; Rev. D. B. Phelan, Belfast; Deacon F. S.
It ia not necessary to aay anything of Mr. Sarlond, Winslow; E. L.
Craig, Waterville;
Chapman's superb accompaniments, that al- Sev. L. G. March, North Vaaa«|boro; Rev. J. L.
he accomwhoever
out
the
beet,
ways bring
foreon, Stockton Springs.
Officers of the
panies or conducts for. It ia only a little over »oard: President, W. C. Hawes; Vice Presiin
will
be
artists
these
before
two weeks now
ient, Rev. D. B. Phelan; Treasurer, A. C. Hall;
our midst.
What a superb Christmas preae nt Superintendent, Rev. J. L.
Corson. The into
friend
some
to
for one to give two tickets
seption of the Mission was seven years ago,
to
repeat
hear them. It would take columns
when the B. & A. R. R. built the great termithe flattering notice* that these artists have nal at
Cape Jellison, where a building was
received for this year's concert work, but the
tree ted for a work for sailors.
Later the work
Concert
the
of
Chapman
announcement
mere
was extended to the iisherfolk.
The territory
but
the
has
none
Mr.
Chapman
is sufficient, for
tovered has increased and now extends from
best—Advt.
the Penobscot river to the Kennebec
along
>ne hundred miles of coast.
From the begina
Pearl
If you enjoy Havana Cigars try
the
mission has been strictly undenomining
Brook made from Cuban Tobacco grown in
national and this will be adhered to as a corMaine. For sale at all dealers.
porate body.

j

Any

is time to be thinking of Christmas if you intend
to be in with the early class of thrifty
shoppers
who are alreadv ahead of the rush, picking up the'best
things while stocks are fresh and there is time for careful selection.
It

custom of the

j

I

J;

sort of

our

Bath Robes, Combination Sets, Etc.

|- Tf
A

T

this season filled

Suits, Overcoats,
Shirts, Neckwear, Hosiery, Hats.Caps,
Neckwear, Jewelry, Traveling Bags,

j| Christmas—

state color and size wanted.

j

-s

M m~I

|

plans to attend the concert should purchase their tickets at once, for many will be
disappointed on the night of the concert, if
they wait until then. Reduced rates on all
railroads will bring many from out of town, as
Mme.
many parlies have arranged to attend.
Blauvelt is easily one of the greatest drawing

I

which he has

Scott’s Emulsion makes the blood
rich and pure. Tt contains the vital fteshbuilding and bone-build ing properties

1

who

Recognising this need,

and nothing n the world is
Scott's Emulsion, £ood cheer and

YOUR

until after Xmas we will deliver free by Parcel Post all Holeproof Hose. In ordering olease

on

and women,come to realize that the
best sort of gift is the one that fills
a real need.

strengthens the nerves
and creates energy and vitality
during this period.
Expectant and nursing mothers
always need Scott’s Emulsion.

to be given
club, Walter Brackett, one of
Friday evening,
city
December 12,1913, with Mme. Lillian Blauvelt, 1 he two surviving charter members, ighted
1 he fire upon the hearth. Mr.
one of the world's most famous sopranos. John j
Brackett, in
1
Finnegan, the celebrated Irish tenor, and Mr. pite of bis 90 years, is still very active."
Jaime Overton, the superb American violinist, I 4r. Walter M. Brackett is a native of Waldo
with Mr, Chapman at the piano, is the talk of < ounty. A letter of congratulation fr im J.
iarvey Young, the other surviving charter
the town. Certificates are going like hot cakes,
and a word to the wise is sufficient. Evefyone ! > nember, whom the bad weather prevented
in

Overcoat, or some other
apparel? Each year our
Christmas business grows larger.
Each year more people, both men

iiMnuxiw

it

useful than

article of

25 cents.

meat. It

now

0

entertainment,

Suit,

more

an

important

as

and insur

DELIVERED FREE.
Let Uncle Sam DO

the

_

And wnat could be
a

f ™——Shopping

BY PARCEL POST

-a

noon,

It is doubly
so needful
sunshine.

inexpensive, for

HOLEPROOF

j

to

-—

BE SOMETHING USEFUL

demands die utmost precaution in maintaining health at. high efficiency.

might

I

——

The idgh Calling oi Motherhood f

with-

And we also have the Genuine Silk
Hose, 3 pairs Guaranteed Three
months.Men’s $2.00 a box; Women’s
$3.00 a box.

sion

...dstLiu^ssuem^-’:raai

6 prs. Women's Cotton Hose, $2.00
6 prs. Women’s Silk Lisle,
3.00
6 prs. Men s Colton Hose,
1.50
6 prs. Men s Silk Lisle.
2.00

Kittredge

dainty piece of fabric. Before the characttr
delineating game was completed the gues's
were summoned upstairs to Mrs. Proctor's living room, which was decorated with green
and red berries. The guests found their places
at the daintily set tables by means of place
cards appropriate to the Thanksgiving season.
Chicken salad, olives, hot rolls, coffee, sherbet
and cakes were served by the hostesses, assisted by Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins and Mrs
William F. Schoppe. Some of the guests remained to finish the interesting game already
begun, and all spent a most enjoyable after-

are

LET THAT CHRISTMAS PRESENT

I

I

instance:

turtle

slip

i ran tee

“The Home of Good Values”

1

Goodhue a vocal solo and Mrs. S. A. Parker
will read.
A social dance will follow. The
hall will be attractively decorated under the
direction of Mrs. Charles Bradbury. Admis-

I

only will Holeproof I

they

enjoyable party to about twenty-four of j
their friends Wednesday afternoon, Nov. 26th, I

the

was

make a most acceptable
and useful Xmas Gift, but

and

list and

hole gu

a

Not

A Thimble Party. Mrs. Clarence E. Proc- 1
tor and Miss Amy E. Stoddard gave a unique

has, etc,, were finally settled, and
Mrs. Virgil L. Hall was vo\ed the most successful artist and was given a little silver
turtle tape measure. A list of conundrums, all
to be answered by the names of fabrics, were
next read, and the answers recorded on numbered slips. Several had a complete correct

It

mean.

and enjoy these things and when there
is a chance like this to boost something which
is for the good of the people of Belfast, stretch
!
the tugs and don’t use the hold-back straps.

a

to Grand-

Holeproof,Six Months

wagon

feet

Baby

I he

instailtrion wil* take place in
voted to have a picnic supper in the hall, Dec. 18th, to which the
Post,
Sons of Veterans, Auxiliary, and the
Daughters of Veterans are invited.

Even common, everyday stockings would be
appreciated, but think how
much more the famous

ticket. That’s
Get in the band

6.
The guests busied themselves
their needlework in Miss Stoddard’s
studio until the hostesses passed squares of
white cloth bearing the name of a beast or
bird, and a needle full of black thread to each
guest,on which they were to make a representation of the designated creature, and the advice of those versed in anatomy and natural
bistory were much in demand. Questions as
to whether frogs have ears, and what kind of

from

Hollis.

January.

pa.

make it pos-

sible for you to attend
no profit basis, and you

with
is

lecture

a

at Xmas

time. The reason is we
wait until the last minute
then rush in and buy hurriedly, frantically and ex-

Don't pass this by as part of an advertising
campaign, and don’t let all these things which
are brought here this winter in the Lyceum
course get by without your hearing them. They
are not brought to make money, but for your
good. Some enterprising men have assumed the

from 3 to

paragraph

next entertainment

will be

Africa by Dr.
Maguire, Tuesday evening, Dec. 9th, :n the
Baptist church, lie gave this lecture—“'With
an Irishman Through the Jungles of Africa”—
in Saco, and so well pleased were his hearers
that at the request of many Mayor Myron A.
Pillsbury secured Dr. Maguire f- r a second
lecture on Dec. 8th. In a note to Mr. O. E.
Frost Mayor Pillsbury s^ys: "His lecture is
not only intensely interesting but vividly instructive from start to finish.
Nothing has
ever been heard in Saco equal to the doctor:"

system.

of the New York Herald, which is not

news

The

nearly ready to take the
supplied with a complete Die-

nowr

ways, is being
sel oil burning

ELLER.

ceum course

experience

us

....

The Women's Alliance of the First Parish
(Unitarian) church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsmore, Church street?
this, Thursday, afternoon at 3 o’clock. “A
Personal Trip to the Petrified Forest" is the

|

We arrive at the house of
“Never.”

not open at matinees.

The delivery horse of the City Fish Matket
ay on Church street last Tuesday forenoon and in turning down Main street near
the Opera House block, ran into Mrs. W. F.
Downes and knocked her down on the crossing. Her glasses were broken and she was
somewhat bruised.
She was taken to the City
Drug Store and later to her home on Court
street. It was thought at the time that her
iniuries were slight but she was suffering
greatly Wednesday morning and was confined
to her bed
She had also been nauseated. After thinking over the accident she said two of
the wheels passed over her
Mrs.
body.
Downes iB a member of Thomas H. Marshall
Circle, Ladies’ of the G. A. R. and they are requested to remember her with cards.
ran av.

Through the efforts of Supt.W. B. Woodbury
the teachers and pupils of the North and
South schools and Grade 4 a large quantity of
]
An Omnibus or Auto Service Proposed,
Thanksgiving offerings were collected for distribution among the worthy, and Wednesday Louis Goldburg appeared before the city coun- j
afternoon three teams were employed in dis- cil last Monday evening in the interest of
tributing the gifts. In addition to the individ- Bangor and Boston capitalists asking for a
ual gifts the Waldo County hospital and the franchise to run two omnibus routes, probably
an auto service, on our
Home for Aged Women were remembered.
city streets. The pro<
posed lines are from the depot to Customhouse
Thomas H. Marshall Post and Circle
square, over Church to the junction with High
! Elect Officers, At the annual meeting of
street, up High to Vine street, to Waldo avThomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R., Dec. 2nd,
enue, down Waldo avenue to Customhouse
the following officers were elected:
Comsquare, thence down Maine to the de^ot. The
mander, L. C. Putnam; senior vice command- other route will come
up Main street to Cuser, Capt. J. W. Ferguson; junior vice comf
tomhouse square, down Church street to
mander, I. A. Conant; surgeon, D. H. Strout; Spring street,
up Spring to Congress, down j
quartermaster, A. W. liasson; chaplain, James Congress to Elm, down Elm to Cnurch
street, j
G. Harding; officer of the day, J. 0.
Clark; offi- thence to the foot of the square, down Northcer of the guard, F. W.
Patterson; trustees, port avenue about a mile and a half; return- ;
L. C. Putnam, chairmar, J- W.
Ferguson and I. ing on High street and down Main to the 1
A. Conant; relief committee, J. W.
Ferguson, depot. The parties interested in the line were
chairman, J. G. Harding and G. L. Hatch; del- in town last Tuesday.
to
State
egate
Convention, J. G. Harding; alterThe Universalist Fair. The Universalist
nate, D. H. Strout; janitor, A. W. Hasson.
will have a sale, supper and entertainsociety
Tiie installation will take place in January_
ment in Memorial Hall, Tuesday and WednesOn the same day Thonas H. Marshall Circle,
day, December 9th and 10th.
The sale of
Ladies of the G. A. R., elected the following ofetc., will begin at 2 30 p. m. Tuesficers; President, Mrs Augusta Fletcher;senior fancy goods,
day and supper will he served at 6 o’clock; advice, Mrs. Hattie Riggs; junior vice, Mrs. Hanmission 35 cents. Wednesday afternoon food
nah Wilson; treasurer, Mrs. Julia G. Me
Keen; and tea will be added to the
regular sale. In the
chaplain, Mrs. Nettie Me rithew; conductress,
evening the bright little farce "At the JuncMrs, Isa Ellisjguard, Mrs. Susan Patterson; deltion” will be presented with the
following cast:
egates to State Convention. Mrs. Ida Mahoney.
Jack Sharp, a prospective heir, W. G. HaseiMrs. Nettie Merrithew Mrs. Tina
Wilson, Mrs. lint; Percy Keene, his friend, Luther HamDrusilla Frisbee, Mrs. Lottie McDonald, Mrs.
mons; Jonathan Spotts, ticket agent, Charles
Alice Gannon, Mrs. Lerora
Harding; alternates, A Harmon; Fannie Quick, a prospective heirMrs Mabel Miller, Mrs. Belle
Towle, Mrs. ess, Miss Katherine E. Brier; Clara Cute, her
Mary Wadsworth, Mrs. Lillian Douglass, Mrs. friend, Miss Frances Abbott. A
ladies quarJulia Snow, Mrs. Mar/
Emery and Mrs. Mary tet will furnish several selections, Mr. A. P.
I and

make time fly at the Opera

Mutual Movies

The regular monthly meeting of tho Waldo
Co Veteran association will be held todey, Dec.
4th. in the Grange hall. Swanville.

or“s-d
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Annals of Belfast
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tor

a

That “Tired Feeling”

Century.
SETTLER

BY AN OLD

An {extra hard daya’s work may tire yon.
But if the {close of every day finds you worn

(1848.)

opened with a gloomy sky
and a general feeling of gloom pervading our community. On the second
day of January the funeral obsequies of
our worthy and enterprising townsman,
Capt. Joseph Rolerson, his wife and son
This year

and weary—your system needs

drives away that “tired feeilng.”
ed New England folks

on

of being

West Farmington, Me.:
Mrs. Smith, is writing in
“As
Atwood’s Medicine, I,
too,
you that I think it one
of the beat household remedies. I consider it j
one of the best tonics on the market.”
(Signed) Mrs. Ida Brown.

the 18th of

perished.

Captain, his wife
to this place for
member of the

The remains of the

and son,

were

interment.

He

of Odd

Lodge

brought
was

The Big Bottle costs only 35 cents.

a

Fellows

ceremonies of the Order.
A Lyceum rvas
large part of the

“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

maintained during a
year, excluding the
The exercises consist-

months.

i

Trial Bottle FREE.

buried with the usual rites and

summer

It has help-

name

tells why it has become their favorite tonic.

her passage
Boston, laden with passengers and coal
from Sidney. Fourteen of the passen-

on

was

the

taken daily,

my mother,
December,
of your “L. F.”
from St. Johns, N. B., to praise
would like to tell

Ipswich Bay

and

earn

TONIC.

and Mrs. Brown’s letter

“tireless workers,”

Charles, were observed at the Universalist Church. They perished in the wreck
of the brig Falconer, which was lost in

gers also

a

Medicine

F.” Atwood’s

“L.

1

of patronage sufficient to pay the cost of

publication.
of the

evening
ed of lecturers and discussions. Among
the lectures were Rev. Messrs. Edward first of May the first fire of the season
F. Cutter, Joseph Ricker, Nathan C. occurred. A small wooden building on
Fletcher, Hon. Joseph Williamson and the Lincolnville road, a short distance
James W. Webster of this place, Rev. beyond jail hill, was burned with all its
Stephen Thurston ol Searsport and Wil- contents. It was occupied by a widow
and her two small children, who were in
liam H. Codman, Esq., of Camden.
bed and asleep when the fire broke out
1 lie
UJL
I1JC
INUNUi
flllCl ItllLimClUB
their lives. The
year commenced on the 21st of January and barely escaped with
with a concert at the Unitarian Church general opinion was that the fire was
by the Belfast Brass Band; they gave kindled by a mean, cowardly scamp who
About 10 o’clock in the

another

May —Mr.

in

family,

“wonderful

VVyeete
Glasgow,

and his

from

Scot-

land,” gave a “Grand Olio, or musical
entertainment, at Washington Hall on
the 14th of June. The“Kilmiste Family
from Europe” gave two or three “Grand
—

Vocal, Instrumental,

and

Terpsichorean
Entertainments” at the same place in
July and August. Barnekoy and Com—

pany gave

concert

a

on

the 8th of Au-

vember 21st

barn

a

Isaac Smalley,

on

tion for this county.

this nlace. commencing

the road to the Head

Daniel Haraden, Treasurer. The monies
were for surmort of schools $2.-

500.00—being

aDout

$900.00

than

more

before raised —for support of paupers and insane $900.00, for incidental
expenses $700.00, for payment of debts
ever

launching?

commenced in

April

ance

cated

in -Johnson Block

evening

of the tenth; the

the

on

address

was

by Rev. N. C. Fletcher.

the

Mr.

28th

Martin

her last

place

on

was

the 20th of
taken

T. G. Jewett.

Cross

by

The

the
new

steamer

State

a

Merrill

and

the 26th of

Maine, Capt.

and

Bomugiuii

Among

Pitcher’s store-

the steamboat wharf, where ;
dinner was provided by Mr. Benjamin
near

S. H. Howes, touched
on the 6th of July,

here for the first time

Mr. Cutler of Portland.
there

was a

inaii.

ur.

In the

evening Some

parish “Pic-nic”at Osborn’s
raurcj

m

pastoral connection

the society was terminated by his
resignation in April 1871. His farewell
discourse was preached on the 16th of
He still resides here, esthat month.
teemed and beloved by the members of
the society to whom for nearly a quarter
of a century he broke the bread of life,
and respected by the community at large.
with

There were but few lectures this year,
Lyceum and

aside from those before the

Temperance Associations. Mr. Wakefield delivered one on the Magnetic
Telegraph on the evening of the 21st of
April, Dr. N. Wheeler delivered three on
Phrenology in the month of May, and Dr.
Gregory three or more in August on the
professional education of females as
physicians.
The first number of the Maine Com"
non School Advocate was issued on the
first day of May. It was published by
Rowe & Griffin and edited by the SecreIt
tary of the Board of Education.
was published semi-monthly until August
J, 1849, when it was discontinued for lack

of the patrons of the house while
was landlord cannot fail to

Mr. Coombs

plaintive music of his
voice when hlimming the stanza commencing with, “How long, dear Savior,
O how long.
One of the engrossing tonics of public
interest this year was a contemplated
railroad from this place to Waterville.
An act incorporating the Belfast and
Waterville Railrcad Company passed the
legislature on the 129th of July. Prior
to that time a route had been surveyed
remember

the

uau.

the

buildings erected this year
were the following.
The brick store on
Main street now occupied by Thomas W.
Pitcher, built by James Y. McClintock;
its first occupant was Sherburne
Sleeper.
The building next northerly front it, now
occupied by M. E. Dodge, built by Hiram
E. Pierce; its first occupants were Thurlow (S. G.) and Pierce (H. E.) and the
Signal and Planet.' The brick block on
Church street built by Hon. Joseph Williamson, now owned by W. H. Simpson
and occupied in the second story as the

■

ARE YOUR KIDNEYS WELL?
Many

Belfast

People

Know the

Washington Whisperings.
Washington, D. C., December 1, 1913.
The tenth annual convention of the
National Rivers and harbors Congress
to be held in this city December 3rd. 4th
expected to bring to the
National Capital the largest gathering
5th,

and

1

of waterwav enthusiasts ever assembled
this country. Governors of States,

jin

of cities, and commercial bodies
have been busy appointing delegates to

Mayors

the
eral

Congress, which is next to
Congress in importance.

head

their

the FedAt least

executives of States will

half dozen

a

State delegations, the im-

about the passage of
harbor bill.
With the
ma

War was stalking over the land and the
! days were dark and ominous. President
Lincoln followed the old custom of meeting the people on New Year with punctilious care.
However disappointing it may
be to thousands who were planning to
grip the President by the hand on New
Year’s Day, this much must be said, the
New Year reception at the White House
had grown to be almost a rout, instead of
a friendly call to wish the President and
his wife good luck for the year. President Taft at his last New Year reception
Bhook hands with upwards of 8,000 people and his hand was so puffed up and
bruised that he was compelled to have it
bandaged for a week or more. While
the New Year’s reception at the White
House has many delightful things to
commend it, it also has its very serious

an

annual river and

early completion

of the Pana-

Canal, the South and West

are

alive

to

THE NEWS OF BgOOKS.
Mr*. Evs Gould hss been visiting friend* lb

Merton Fogg end femily have moved into
the new house on the new street.

Harry McTaggart of Belfast vieited hie
grandfather here last week. He is Jack's son.
His mother was Dilla Jones of this village.
Potatoes

J. H.

Ames of Bowdoinham

was

in town

recenly [settling up the season’s Rice Potato
Digger business with his local agent.Marcellus
J. Dow

Mr. Ames will be remembered aa the
Prohibition candidate for governor of Maine
in several campaigns.

Mrs. Minnie Gregory of Concord, N. H., has
been visiting her old friend Mrs. Hattie P.
Clifford and incidentally renewing old acquaintin town. We remember her here as
Miss Ora Bryant, the granddaughter of Isaiah
Bryant, where she had a home.

going crazy
upliftings that

supposed to be for the good of the farmer,
but which are more likely to do harm if not
Mrs. Clifford J. Pattee of Belfast was here
speedily chmged W hatever is thus accom- I
plished must be the work of the rural people Wednesday evening, Nov. 19th, for a visit to
themselves and not that of a crowd of
“uplitt | Happy Valley Chapter, O. E. S., as inspector.
ers and experts" from the
city.
She was accompanied by Miss Louise Ferguson
1 hat the time has come when the
govern- and Mrs4.
Eugene R. Conner of Belfast. Mrs.
ment should exercise a
rigorous control of the
telephone and telegraph companies in the in- George Mosher of Unity was also present as a
terests »f the people.
visitor. Refreshements were served.
That roads should be improved, but not for
the purpose of making them cross
Our people have read with regret of the
country
speedways.
That a demand be made upon Congress for hard luck, sickness and death of the Rev. J.
W. Vaughan. He was for some time pastor of
law preventing the manufacture and sale
of
oleomargarine for interstate shipment that the Congregational church of Brooks and was
shall be of a color
imitating that of butter of
any shade of yellow.
The report of the cou>mittee on agriculture
assailed Wall Street. A section read: “Is it
any wonder that these angelic choristers of
Wall Street are living in celestial
anticipation
of large and still larger rewards for
attending
to our business that
they claim the divine
providence has entrusted to their keeping."
are

Itching piles provoke profanity but profanity won't remove them. Doan's Ointment is
recommended for itching, bleeding or
protrud>ng piles. 50c, at any drug store.

v\

A Cony High school
student, Frank W.
Haskell, submits the following as of
actual occurrence, recently, and
suggests

that, some farmers are
“up to snuff” on
other things than
raising potatoes:
An Augusta larmer was
digging potatoes the other
day when a young man
came along and said:
“Well, old man, your potatoes lookred.
“A\ aal, 1 plarted red ones.”
“Looks as if von wouldn’t get only half
a crop.
“Waal, I planted them at the halves

e

nave neen in

business in tnts town

for some time, and we aie looking to
build up trade h\ always advising our
patrons right.
So when we tell you that we have
found the eczema remedy and that we
stand back of it with the manufacturer's
iron clad guarantee, backed by ourselves
you can depend upon it that we give our
advice not in order to sell a few bottles
of medicine to skin sufferer-, but because
we
know' bow it will help our
business if we help our patrons.
■\Yo keep in stock* and sell, all the well
known skin remedies.
Hut we will sayi
if you an* suffering from any
this:
kind of skin trouble, eczema. psoriasis, !
rash or tetter, wo want you to trv a full
size bottle of D.
1». D.
Prescription.
And, if it does not do the work, this

Now

Castor Oil is The Best

Laxative in 3,000 Years.

Spencer Kellogg & Sons of Buffalo,
refiners, have succeeded in taking the

oil

offensive taste and smell out of castor
oil.

The Kelloggs have done what chemists
have tried to do and failed for 3,000

A LDO SS.— In Court of Prohate, held at Be.
\IT
Vt last, outlie 1 1th day of November, 1913.
W illiuni F. Cushman, executor ot In* last w ill of
Thomas A. Cushman, late or Mont vilie. m said
County, deeeaseu, having presented his first and
final account ot adnunistiatimi ot said estate h
allow ance.
Ordered, '1 hat notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in Tin* lo puhln-an Journal,
«
a
newspaper publish-d in Beliast, m >:od ouiit\, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the 9tli
day of December next, and show muse, if any
they have, why the said account should not
hr allowedJAMES LIBBY. Judge
A true copy, Attest:"
arthpr W. Leonard. Register.

years.

Doctors recommend castor oil as the
and best laxative. Every
household will use it oftener, now that it
is tasteless.

simplest, safest

Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor Oil is pure,
clear, refined castor oil, and so entirely
without taste that children take it
easily.
This perfect laxative is now on sale in
all drug stores.
Order Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor Oil by name, to distinguish it

25c. and 50c. sizes.

Otdered, That notice bejsiven

in which

“steam-rollered”

Mr.
an

ot

to the resolutions through the convenThe sessions were riotous, being

times very suggestive of the last National Republican Convention at Chicago.
at

passed frequently and counter
charges
quite common occurrences.
Western and southern delegates attending the Conservation Congress, who
differed in opinion with Mr. Pinchot over
the water power question, freely acknowledged that the centralized government people were largely in the majority
over the advocates of “State rights”
and consequently protest was useless and
was

were

argument in vain. Some of the delegates have gone so far as to withdraw

completely from the Congress,
thought a rival association will
ed in the

near

One thing
servation
Mr.

and it is
be form-

future.

was

and that

was

the former chief of

Pinchot,

Binklets

Forestry Service,

complete

was

that
the

master

At a Probate Court held at Beltas .within and
for the County of v aldo, m the lltli day ot
November. A. I). 1913.
A. AD VMS of Malden, Mass., sister
of Frank M Patterson, late of Belfast., in
■aid County of "aldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that tin* Judge ot
Probate for said County of Waldo may determine who are entitled to said estate and their
resn^ciive shares under the will, and according
Lo law, and order the same to be distributed ac-

most valuable laxative
in the treatment of obstinate constipation. They correct this unnatural and
dangerous com lition by gently assisting
the sluggish bowels and torpid liver to
regain their normal activity. Their action
is gentle, but effective and thorough, and
they do not cause a single gripe. Unlike
harsh, strong purgatives, they do not upset the stomach nor irritate and overstimulate the bowels. Because they have
none of these evil effects, they can be
taken with entire safety until the constipation is corrected.
To simply regulate the bowels or to
treat obstinate cases of constipation,
l’inklots are the ideal laxative. They
are safe for every member of the
family
to use. (jet a bottle today and start try-

ing them.

arc a

Any druggist

can

at 25 cents per bottle.

definite about the Con-

Congress,

H
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HARRIET

cordingly.
Oidered, That the

petitioner give notice to
dll persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Pro-

Pinchot program.
The
declare in favor of the

supply you

117 A LDO SS.- In Court of Probate, held at Melfast, on the lltli day of November, 1913T. n. Pearson, administrator "ii the estate of
Nellie B. Hatch, late <>* Morrill, in said County,
deceased, having presented his first and final
account, ot administration ot said estate tor allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
week* successively, m The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that ail persons udeiested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th
day of December next, and show cause, f any
they have, why the -nul account should not be
allowed
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ahthch W Leonard, Register.
p

W

are curable. All kinds
mean
sutiorinn arni

danger. The CAUSE
is always internal.

WV ^r. Leonhard t’s

severing of friendly relations
over

by Wm. O. Poor & Son and all druggists.

regulating hydro-

electric power, and, knowing what the
master desired, the convention executed
the mandate, even though it meant the

extended

Sold

that have

PROBATE NOTICES.

II’ A LDO SS.— In Court ot Probate, held at Belli
fast, on the lltli day of November, 1913.
Olive L. Herbert, auniiiii.stratrlx, with the will
annexed, ou the estate ot Olive Relief fJroyer,
late of Lslesboro, In said County, deceased, having presented her first and final account of administration ot said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published In Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th day
»f December next, ami show cause, it any they
have, why the said account, should not he allow-

many years.
NOTICE.

The subscrib-

er hereby gives notice that he has been duly
Another time-honored custom has been ADMINISTRATOR’S
appointed administrator of the estate of
relegated to the limbo of things that
LEONARD A. BURDEN, late of Prospect,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
were by President Wilson, when he anbonds as the law directs. Ai: persons having
nounced this week that the New Year’s demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to
the same for settlement, and
reception at the White House would be all indebtedpresent
thereto are requested to make payabandoned. He proposes to take a well- ment immediately.

holidays,

and as
during
another long session is in front of him,

earned rest

he proposes
activities

while.'

the

getting ready

by going

^

The New Year’s

away

for the winter
for a little

HARRY E.

Searsport, November 11,1913.

ISTKA iitiA o NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she lias
been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of

ADMIN

was

inaugu-

in the
bonds

as

the law direc

s.

Leonard, Register.

NOTICE.
The
subscriber hereby gives notice that be has been
appointed administrator of the estate of

ADMINISTRATOR'S
July

DENNIS J. MOODY, late of Monvoe,
in the Comity of Waldo, deceased, and given

County of Waldo, deceased. ?and given

All persons having
bonds as the law direc«s.
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same lor settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

AU

person? having
rated by President Washington and has demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
been
every President since and ail indebted
by
thereto are requested to make
followed
the custom was established, with only payment immediately.
MAN IE E. GREELY.
when
Even
Civil
one or two exceptions.
Palermo, November 11,1913.—3w49
•

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

BANGS.

CHARLES L. WOOD, late of Palermo,

reception

said

bate Court, to he held at Belfast, within and for
«aid County,on the 9th day of December, A. 1>.
1913, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer ot said
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leona hi*, Register.

of the situation, and he ruled his followThere was no comers with an iron rod.

Federal Government

inbe

Beliast, within and for said County, on the see
mid Tuesday of December next, it t*-n of tin*
ciock before noon, and show cause, if any I hey
have, why tin* same should imt Be proved, approved and allowed.
JAM ES LIBBY. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
arthpr w. Leonard. K< gister.

oils.

Pinkieis Will Really
Correct Constipation

Gifford Pinchot

amendment of his

tion.

The lie

to ali person*
tins order to

terested by causing a copy
Congress,
Made only by Spencer Kellogg & Sons, published three weeks successively in The Resince Monday,
publican Journal, published at Beliast, that they
Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., refiners of vege- may appear at a Probate Court, to he held ai

adjourned on Thursday in utter confusion table
the friendships of years, in many cases,
being rudely sundered because of the

water

payment immediately.
1

FREDERICK A. PALMER.
Monroe, November 11,1913.

bottle will cost you nothing. You alone
to judge.
Again and again we have seen how 3
ft«' drops of tills simple wash applied
10 the skin, takes away the itch, instantly. And the cures all seem to be

permanent.
D. D. D.
D.

D.

P.

Prescription

Laboratories

"f

made by the
Chicago,
is

composed of thymol, glycerine, oil of
io :.
-ulut.
wintergreen and other I
And if y. 1
cooling ingredients
adwith
wnl
feel
just crazy
ircli, yon
soothed and corded, tl
M i
absolutely
>•

washed a wav the mo.mm
up: ... -o
turn P. P
D.
W>‘ have made fast friends of more
than one family by n
ending c is
remedy- to a skin sufferer here and
there and we want you to try it now
on our positive 110-pay guarantee.
..

At a Probate Court, held at heitast. cite a
for the Couiilv id V\ :i !«l« >. un tin* Lltl. ua\
November. A. I). 15*1 Ii.
l a w HI.\( K of Searspori. adm ncy
ft
tor of the estate of .Inlm ( mssoii, 1
.Seaisport, ill said t miry or v\ a
>. <!• •
ha vine piesented a p* tition pi ..vine for
1
to sell at
private sale and tor the purp<•
therein expressed certain real estate *.•■>«*:
in said petition being the piopeity
sa d

ITT ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Mel
ty
last, on tin* 11th day of November, 1913.
Orrin O.Wood, Herbert Henry Darling and John
W. Edmunds, trustees on the estate in the state
of Maine of Hamilton Holton Wood, late of
Brookline,in the ('minty of Norfolk and Common
wealth i»i .Massachusetts, deceased, having presented their first and final account of aduunistra
tion of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at
Pri.
hate
Court to he held at Belfast, on the 9th
day of December next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not he
allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
A inn in \V. Leonard. Register.

that is, the taste and odor
HAVE BEEN REMOVED.

Kellogg's Tasteless

parlors up stairs, w th runanti bath, on Franklin
street, opposite the postotfice.
For
particulars call on or address
HRS. t \RRIE b. RKIRCF.

1

1

“You’re pretty near a d-fool!’’
“Waal, only a basket parts us.’’-Kennebec Journal.

Different

To Let
Double

WM. o. POOR & SON, DRUG* ISTS

Potatoes and Wit.

Castor Oil is

W’er.z was the first man to breast the tape
Waldron was second, Thompson fourth, Weg
filth, Webster 12th and Rand 17th.

nlng

[OSH

■

ceased

Ordered. That the said petitioner giv* im!
all persons interested by causing
copy
order 111 he published three weeks Ml. e*
in Tlit Kepuhiiean Journal, a nrw-nap* 1
ed at Heitast. that tliev urn app- .u a;
.1
< ourt, 1
he held at l.eii, m v
vi
County, on the Brli day of I».■« mi..-:, a
laid,
at ten or the clock
<«• t•
r.
n
w
cause,
aiiythey have, why
pi
petitioner .should not n. gr.iir
lA.n !•> i.l KIN
A true copy
Alt. p
A KTtlt K "
Id --.N MU'. 1
<

_

DOS’s

A I

I.
III ( ..lilt Of I’l "bate, lie
iasi. on the I:: day or Novembi t. .•
Fred K Spratt. a.iinini-tr.«t■ -r10 lbSamuel 11 Bradsti
t, lai* «d P Urn.
Coiiiny. di■eeasci, having pi •-raled
and tinal account of admim-Hat mu of
rate for allowance.
Oldered. that notice llleie.d iWeeks successively, III
.1
1
i,--|
<
a newspaper putdisl e.. n I
-y
that all pi -oils u.ii e**l« d ma\ na
pi
Date Court, tube held at
l;.*u.t y
h o
ot Deceinbei tiexr. and show e.o.
y
have, wiiy the said account slioidu m-i
ed.
James Hinny, j
...
A true copy. Attest:
A*.KTlir.it V 1.1 «»> M l-. I

UT

<

1

....

.•

till out!'! Plot,ale,
AI.DO SS.
\\T
Tf
\
t.O't. on 11ic 1 t |i da
•!
Maiv F. Co. in:
adiimitslratrix
v *mi
Charles 11.
late <
Keda t
Count\. deceased, havit g preset
and tinal account ot adiimusli aiio
m
tate for allowance.
■

..

n

.»t

>

■

Ordi red. That notice there..' b- gi\
weeks successive,y in Tin lo puhu
na
a newspaper published in helm-t, m
.ay
that all pel's, ns interested may aiu mi
I'
•: v .;:,>
bate Coui t, to he h -dd at t;cl!aM,"ii
of December next, and show ea.
11
\ in >
n
a
have, why the said account should i<
lowed.
JAMES I.l BHY, Judy
A inn* copy
Attest
A I. I 111 It \\ I.l ON AT
lb-gist,-1
1

<

••

:m m
\TT AElio ss.- in ourt ot notcite.
Vr fast, mi tin* 14tli day
f
1 *. 5: >.
c
Cora E. Vos ■, administ-;.11 ix on the
te
Charlie J Vose. late of Knox, in said *m.
ceased, having presented her thud and uu
c.ounc oi a«lnnnisti ation ot saiu estate t .t ,. >.
anee.

Ordered. That notice Jiieieof be givei inive
Kepuhiiean Ami mi.
mHi Hast, in said t
ty. thiii all persons iuteiesled may idienu at a

weeks "iH*ee>sivi*ly»ot The
a newspaper published in

••

Probate Couit. to be held at Heitast. on ticday of December next and show c tus.they have, why the said aeeount should m

;f>
y

i<

JAMKiS L1HBY, Ju -.g*'.
A true copy. Attest
AltTHCK W. I it.NAKD. Re_l>[« r.
m» i k e.

Administrators
hereby gives liotiri* that be
er

tih* ^r.ismb
ha* been auly

appointed administrate! oi ilie estate of

PATRICK ().

SWEENEY, late of W inter porc„

tbe ( ouiity of Waldo, deceased, ami g'veu
bonds a.- tile law directs. All persons having;
deniamts against the estate ot sam deceased
are desired to present tire same foi selt'cinem,
and all indebted thereto are requested to inako
Hi

payment

in

mediately.

JOHNF

MOKOAN

Wtnterport, November 11. li'l.q.
lie
» DM I N ISTRATKI X's NOTICE.
.<
l\ sen her hereby give-* notie- that
been duty appointed adiuiui'ti ati *.. <■:
tate ot
si
WILLIAM E. KE LLER, ale ol I

mTTlia*
<

«

.iveu
in the County ol Waldo, deceased, aim
bonds as the law direels. Ail peis»»us hnv.ng <le
mauds against the estate oi said «ier«\i*i-n a((
desiled to present the same loi sdllt tieill. aim
all indebted thereto aie requested U make pay

imnn4latei>.

meui

IN

Islesboro, November

A

1

M la LAL’«;HLI.N
1013.

1 lie i.: Miib
N IS 1 RA'inlO NOTH I
herel.i> gives noliee iliat In lum t»i» t:
tin
estatr "t
ol
adiuiuistiaior
appointed

ADM

I

er

duly

JOHN L.

MAXWELL, late oi Kianktort,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All person* having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same tor settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested u> make payment immediately.
Will LIAM W. CLARK
Frankfort, November 11, 1013.

13XECUTORS"NOTICK.

The subscribers here*

by give notice that they have been duly appointed executors of the last will and testament

of

ELI., late of Unity,
County of Waldo, deceased All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same lor settlement, aud all indebted thereto aie requested
to make payment immediately.
LUCY P. MITCHELL.
CURTIS B. MITCHELL,
CURTIS E. MITCH

in the

ALICE VENN »AW YEK.

Unity, Me., November 11,1013.

j
j

f
i

j

j
j
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“Our Personal Guarantee
to all Skin Sufferers”

The National Conservation

manner

reason of the infirmities of old
age she had
mained quietly at home.

Golden Crown Lodge, K. of P., had a jubilee
The Colby freshman won the cross countr,
meeting Tuesday evening, Nov. 18th, the ocrace at Andover, Mass., last week with suet
casion being the visit of A. H. Chandler of
colleges as Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth anColumbia Falls, a G. L. representative. Work Pennsylvania for opponents. Colby’s score
was 24.
was done in the rank of
Pennsylvania took second, Dartmouth
page, speeches were
third and Harvard fourth. Colby will
bring
made, and an oyster lunch served.
home eight of the nine cups offered as
prizes

21st, were as follows:
That each State Grange use its influence
toward securing legislation which will
permit
co-operative associations being formed.
That the country seems to be

the importance of deepening and
At a Prohale Court held at Beliast, within and
widening the rivers that flow into the
f--r the County of "aldo, on tin second TuesAtlantic, the Gulf and the Pacific, and from various mixed and flavored castor
day of November, A. 1) 1913.
they are coming to the convention deter- oils, which are not tasteless. The trade t certain instrument, purporting to he the last
will ami testament of Ell-ha <i. Norton,
mined to take a hand in building the mark is on every label —a green castor A of
late
Liberty, in said County of Waido.de
leaf
the
bearing
signature-Kellogg’s. ceased, having'been presented tor probate.
platform of the Congress.

which has been in session

questions
day. She is well remembered by all the
older people of Brooks as a woman of inteil;
gence and ability.
For the past few years y
of the

ances

Some of the findings at the sessions of the
National Grange in Manchester, N. H
Nov

and

are

W. O. Estes receives weekly letters from his
family in the South. Hia son Lawrence,
according to these letters, is holding his own
and hopes are entertained that be may recover.

Union Harvest Grange, Center
Montville,
enjoyed a box Bociable and dance Saturday
Nov.
22nd.
evening

conferences, junkets

Mrs Elisa Campbell, who for
many months
haa been an invalid at the home of
her
Mr.
T.
I.
Huxford, passed awsy last
neP((jr*
week. The funeral was held at the
house
Monday morning, Rev. F. 5S. Dolliff officiating.
The interment waa in Winterport, where
her
late husband was buried. For many
years she
waa a resident of Brooks.
In company with
her brother she kept the hotel in Brooks
for a
long time. She was a good cook and a great
talker and she made things lively about the
house, and the guests liked to stop there. She
was a bright, capable woman and her
influence
was felt in
any community in which she was
placed. With her husband she was a regu.ar
attendant at the Grange gatherings and
ihey
both drere active in discussing the

stilt hanging around the 60
cent point,with the frosted stuff all worked off.
The farmers are improving the mild spell by
plowing for the next season's crop.

NEWS OK THE GRANGES.

over

much liked end highly reepected. He
wu ,
man who made good under
early discouraging
snd
his energy snd smbition
circumstances,
msde him a man of influence in
any community. He left many warm personal friends in
this pl.ce. Our sympathy is extended to
the
bereaved widow, who alao has many
acquaintslices and friends here.

Lowell. Mess.

drawbacks.

is

Importance promise in the
Congress had to

of Healthy Kidneys.
The kidneys filter the blood.
They work night and day.
Well kidneys remove impurities.
Weak kidneys allow impurities to multiply.
j No kidney ill should be
neglected.
There is possible danger in delay.
If you have backache or urinary troubles,
If you are nervous, dizzy or worn out,
Begin treating your kidneys at once;
under the direction of Mr. Butterfield of
Use a proven kidney remedy,
Lowell, Mass., chief engineer, the exNone endorsed like Doan's Kidney Pills.
Recommended by thousands.
pense of which was defrayed by the
contributions of our townsmen. The i
Proved by Belfast testimony.
I. W. Cross, retired farmer, 57 Miller street,
route was found to be feasible and every
thing seemed to presage the construc- Belfast, Me., says: “I can still recommend
tion of the road; but the death-dew Doan's Kidney Pills again for they live up to
Che claims made for them. They greatly benethrown on the enterprise by some of the
Stted me when I was suffering from kidney
wealthiest in our community proved
and I willingly confirm all that I aaid
fatal to it, as it had previously to every somplaint
bout them some years ago."
a
of
nature.
enterprise
public
Time,
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Foswhich "cuts down all,‘both great and ter* Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole
agents
small,” according to the Primer, has for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
gradually relieved us from the incubus;
the people have cause for gratitude that »ther.
■

stores in

brilliantly illuminated; also the portance of the meeting being most genby burning tar-barrels; erally recognized.
lanterns were suspended around the ship
The {presence of President Woodrow
on the top of the
flag-staff. The Hall was Wiison at the head of the program
filled to repletion with happy as well as
nationalizes the Congress and his posithankful hearts. Addresses were made tion on some of the
problems of river
by several gentlemen and the tables and harbor development will be watched
spread under the supervision of Mr. with interest. Mr. Wilson, as Governor
Robert W.Quimby were bountifully laden of New
Jersey, was looked upon as
with viands of the “rough and ready” a friend of
improved waterways. Now
order. During the afternoon and even- that he has been elevated to the
highest
ing a salute of a hundred guns was fired. office in the gift of the people, his utterOne solitary incident occurred to mar the ances
will be listened to wdth even greatfestivities of the evening.
Some evil- er
respect, as it is expected his address
disposed and reckless person fired at the will indicate the policy of his adminislanterns on the flag-staff with a rifle and tration toward these
highly important
succeeded in breaking one or two of arteries of trade and commerce.
them.
As an indication of party hosIt is expected by the officers of the
tilities it was contemptible; as an act
Congress that two thousand will be in
putting in jeopardy life or limb it was, Washington to participate in the deliberat the best, inexcusable.
ations of the organization, which stands
During the month a theatrical corps for a broad and .comprehensive policy of
under the management of Mr. George
waterway development and which has
Goodnow gave several exhibitions at been markedly instrumental in bringing

Sargent. The only startling event of
the day was the death of a little boy, son
and made an excursion down the Bay the of Mr. Jacob Ames, who was killed by
day following. She left this route on being thrown from a wagon.
A “Rough and Ready Club” was orthe 13th of November. The W. J. Pease,
a new boat, made he
first appearance ganized on the 5th, at Washington Hall.
here on the 10th of April: she was com- Samuel G. Thurlow was elected Presimanded by Capt. T. B. Sanforc until dent, Joseph Dennett and Horatio N.
early in July when Capt. William Flow- Palmer, Vice-Presidents, and Charles
Daniel Putnam, Eders took command of her.
The Penob- Giles, Secretary.
win C. Kimball, Prescott Hazeltine, office of the Journal. Its first occupants
scot and the Charter Oak were also on
were
Frye Hall and Son, (Elisha H.),
the route a portion of the season.
The Daniel Faunce, Ephraim K. Maddocks, |
Secor resumed her trips between this Samuel Edwards, Edmund P. Brown, grocers, and John Haraden and Son,
and Samuel A. Blod(Daniel), dealers in general merchanplace and Ellsworth cn the 13th of May. Daniel Lane, Jr.,
At one time in the summer the fare from gett were chosen a “Committee of Ways dise; the latter occupied only while they
this place to Boston was reduced by com- and Means.” What the duties of this were erecting their brick building on the
committee were is somewhat uncertain; corner opposite.
The second story was
petition to one dollar.
but it is very certain that they found occupied as a dwelling by different ten
The pulpit in the Unitarian Church
and means” to rally at the polls a ants.
which had bravely maintained its posi- “ways
number of voters for “Old Rough
Among the noticeable local events of
tion for thirty years yielded at last to larger
and Ready” than ever before came up in this year were the opening of the magthe demand of fashionable Christianity
netic telegraph office, the deaths of Maand was converted into a desk, from this town to the support of the Whig
nassah Sleeper, Esq., and Hon. John
the Presidency.
which Rev. Cazneau Palfrey preached candidate for
two of onr oldest inhabitants,
the
Robert
W.
On
7th
for the first time on Sunday the 16th of
Quimby re-open- Wilson,
all which are entitled to fuller notice
April. While the change wag being made ed the Bathing-house on the steamboat
than the limits of this chapter will adthe religious services of the society were wharf in connection with a refreshmentand
Luther
Coombs opened the mit and must be deferred until onr next,
held in the Vestry. Doctor Palfrey was room,
-Note. In our last chapter the “Old Setinstalled Pastor on the 19th. The re- New England House, which he pledged tler” is made to
say that his old friend Samuel
“conduct
on
strict
himself
to
Temper- Locke was "Horatio’s” brother, instead of faligious services on the occasion were as
ther. The only apology the type-setter has to
follows: Sermon by Rev. Dr. Thompson ance principles.” Since that time the make is that the word father was
written so
of Salem, Mass.. Installing prayer and house has been much enlarged and im- legibly that he thought it must be a mistake!
in
its
exterior
and
interior
arCharge to the Pastor by Rev. Dr. Perk- proved
One way to relieve habitual constipation is
The oldest portion of it | to take
of Boston, Fellowship of the rangements.
man
regularly a mild laxative. Doan's
are recommended for this purpose.
was
the
Regulets
of
originally
dwelling-house
churches by Rev. Mr. Cole of Hallo25c. a box at all drug stores.
Eells, erected about 1807.
well. Address to the people by Rev. Benjamin
of

7,000leading drug

States, Canaca and Great Britain.
—City Drug Store, Edmuid Wilson, Proprietor,
Belfast, Me.

were

The Fourth of

to

on

than

more

tne United

street in front

the Odd

ceeded

—one(of

the sixteenth, which was to them in a
twofold sense “Thanksgiving Day”. The
j
Hall and several buildings in its vicinity

natives of the Desert.”

July, when her
Governor, Capt. house,

Waldo
held in

very naturally elated by the sucI cess of their candidate and held a jubilee
at Washington Hall on the evening of

tered the wild beasts’ lair and exhibited
her astonishing command over the wild

an-

that he had tecome

the
was

were

July w as celebrated by
who were out in full
Fellows,
public
force and regalia. Preceded by the Brass
landlord of the Phoenix House.
The first steamer to make her appear- Band they marched from their Hall to
after
ance was the
Admiral, Capt. Thomas the Unitarian Church, where,
and the
Rogers, March 7th. Beside her there prayer by Rev. N. C. Fletcher
were on- the route
between this place reading of the Declaration by L. W.
and Portland and Boston, the Senator, Howes, Esq., an oration was delivered
of Worcester,Mass.
Capt. Samuel Seymour, who made her by Rev. Albert Case
first appearance on the 6th of June and At the close of the exercises they proOn

nounced to the

the entire system.
You who are weak and rundown, and you
who are apparently well now, but are liable to
suffer from various cold weather ailments, use
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion to get and keep well
For the tired-out, run-down,
and strong.
nervous, emaciated or debilitated—the convalescing—growing children—aged people—it is
a
sensible pieasant-tasting aid to renewed

strength, better spirits, glowing health. If it
does not help you, your money v\ ill be given
back to you without argument. Sold in this
community only at our store-The Rexall Store

Signal and New Planet” obliterated the
last part of its title from the planetary
system, and was thenceforward known
as the State Signal.
On the 26th of the
month previous its office was removed to
the building now occupied by M. E. Dodge.
At the Presidential election, November 7th, the votes thrown were for Cass,
Demo., 366, for Taylor, Whig, 360, for
Van Buren, Freesoil, 72.
The Whigs

terminated in December; eight of the
81,000.00. for repairs of roads and bridges
above
vessels were launched in October.
$1,000.00 and $5,000.00 in labor and maThe "Circus and Menagerie” of June,
terials. A vote was passed to allow for
labor of men and oxen on the highways Titus, and Co., was here for one day
only on the 30th of June, with “the Lion
12 1-2 cents per hour.
Queen. Miss M. A. Randolph, who enThe new Hall of the Sons of

Temperwas formally dedi-

of the most nutrtioJS, most-easily-digested foods known, being taken with the hypophosphites, gives rich tissue nourishment to
one

On the second of November the “State

shall, 200; barks Ortona, 276, Martha
Anna, 272, Suliote, 263, E. W ilson, 248,
Oakes Angier, 193; schooners Lamartinp,
142, Henry Dunster, 145, Cameo, 70, Sea
Bee, 80, Rebecca Fogg, 135. The work

of

square deal.
The ^four Hypopho9phites it contains are
used by leading physicians everywhere in debility, weakness and liability to disease, to tone
and strengthen the nerves. Purest Olive Oil,

October.

Tide, about a mile from the village, was wholly consumed with the ell
connecting it with the house in which he
lived. How the fire originated was never
known.
The policy of insurance on the
buildings had expired but a few days before the fire. There were frequent fire
alarms during the year, but the foregoing
are the only instances within the memory
of the compiler when there was a serious
of the

gust.—A “Grand, Vocal, Sentimental,
Instrumental, Ethiopian and Operatic
Soiree” was held at Washington Hall on
the 11th of October by the Harmoneons,
and on the 24th, Mr. Dempster, a somewhat celebrated vocalist, gave a concert loss of property.
The following is a list of the vessels
at Osborn’s Hall.
This hall was in tfce
brick building on Main street erected the launched this year, so far as remembered:
the ship Bothnia of about 460 tons, brigs
year preceding by Mr. Alonzo Osborn.
At the annual spring meeting. March Rockingham, 148, Georgiana, 172, Lady
of the Lake, 148, (Jarlann, 191, Marine,
6t.h, Nathaniel M. Lowney, James Gam215, Martha Rogers, 198, Xenophon, 245,
mons and Abram N. Noyes were elected
General MarSelectmen. Nathaniel Patterson, Clerk, Roscoe, 199, Huron, 206,
raised

before.
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion is a real medicine
—a splendid body and strength-builder, especially good for old people, because it furnishes to the system ingredients necessary to
rebuild wasted tissues, strengthen the nerves,
give new energy and a younger and livelier
feeling to the body. It doesn’t contain a drop of
alcohol nor any dangerous drugs. It may not
make you feel better after the first dose, nor
perhaps for several days. But if you don’t
feel much better and stronger before you have
taken a quarter as much as you have of other
medicines that didn’t help you, we will gladly
*ive you back your money. That’s certainly a
were

The second annual

morning of No- Fair and Cattle show of
belonging to Capt. County Agricultural Society

the

In

injury.

“remedies” that contain alcohol and dangerous
habit-forming drugs. Often this stuff, because it livens and brightens them up a little
just after taking a dose, leads them to imagine
that it is doing them good, when it isn't. Remedies that rely for their sale on such deceit, do
harm, because the false excitement of the
nervee and heart leaves them worse than they
or

derson member of the Board of Educa-

lacked the moral courage to resort to the
law of the land for redress of a real or
fancied

made it.
Lieut. Amos H. Billings, who left this
place as sergeant in Capt. A. T. Palmer’s
company, died at the Bite Tavern in Boston, on his way home from Mexico, on
the first day of September. His body
was brought here and buried on the third;
on which occasion a very impressive funeral discourse was preached by Rev. N.
C. Fletcher.
At the annual fall meeting, September
lltb, the whole number of votes thrown
for Governor was 762; 419 for Dana,
Demo., 306 for Hamlin, Whig, 37 for
Fessenden, Abol. Daniel Putnam, Whig,
was elected Representative to the legislature.
West’s celebrated painting, “Christ
healing the sick,” was on exhibition this
month at the Unitarian Church.
The second annual session of the Teachers Institute for this county was held at
the North Church, commencing on the
24th of this month and closing on the
third of November. The members of
the Board of Instruction were Rev. William Warren of Windham, Hon. E. M.
Thurston of Charleston, Mr. J. E. Littlefield of Bangor, and Dr. George S. Rawson of Feltonville, Mass.
The lecturers
were Rev. Messrs. Palfrey, Cutter and
Fletcher of this place, Rev. Stephen
Thurston of Searsport, and Messrs. Warren and Littlefield of the Board of Instruction. The School Committees held
their annual Convention on the 30th of
October and elected Hon. Hugh J. An-

once

Is Often Unnatural

(Hon. Wm. G. Crosby.)
CHAPTER XL11I.

they have taken the boaineia into theii
Strength for Old People
own hands, although at this late hour,
Old people, to overcome the weakening, deand that our town is no longer the bilitating effects of increaaing old age, often
“Sleepy Hollow” which sordid avarice make a very sad mistake in using so-called

I

j
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******

The Problem of

Poverty.

Abstract of a Sermon Preached in Rockland. in Pratt Memorial Church, by Rev.
C. E. Edgett.
Text Matt. 26:11 —“The poor ye have
with you always.” The speaker began
tits discourse by calling attention to the

laboring

man’s criticism that the church
interested in the welfare of the
working men, and is doing nothing to
improve their condition. After reminder his hearers that the mission of the
rch is essentially spiritual, he went
to say that the criticism is unfair.
While it is true that the churches have
e
much less than they ought, and
gilt have done in thi^ direction, yet
v have done all that has been done.
the critics would look to the right
:
;roes they would discover that the leaddenominations of the church in this
jiitry are taking an ever increasing inrest in the problems of the working
•i.iis, and are making an organized aproach to the problem of poverty. The
'Protestant Episcopal church for many
ars has had an organization known as
tie “Church Association for
improving
condition of labor.” The Presbyrdan church has established a departnt of church labor, which is in official
lationship with that church. The Congational church, in its National Counhas a representative industrial comttee. which is to study such questions
not

s

child labor, organized labor, industrial
iganizations and Socialism. The Methisi Episcopal church at the general
i.ference in 1908 gave its hearty en,-ement of the cause of the working
record as favorthem
be conducive to the Welfare of labor; men and incidentally of great bene-

■ci, and
g labor

■

to

put itself

on

organizations, believing

society

at

large.

:'ut. notwithstanding' all this snlendid
uni of sympathy for the workingman,
1 honest endeavor to do something to
uer his conditions; and notwithstandthe multiplicity of almsgiving socies for the dealing out of clothes and
lions to the poor; we are all conscious
widespread opinion that the church as
hole is not doing what it might reasonv be expected to do.
There are those
: u today are solemnly asking if it is
time to cease having in each com.unity a class on which to practice charAs some one has sa:d: “There is a
ssing in relief of distress, but to keep
pie poor for the sake of the pleasure
get out of carrying them old clothes
; coid victuals is to sin against them.”
be problem we are dealing with is
ry old, almost as old as the race, but
worst feature of the problem is not
it it is old, hut that it is so new. That
are
living in times of great ungoes without saying, and this unnot confined to any State; in the
st as in the west, it is part of a vast
iggie, a revolt against conditions’ tnat
se anti are made by poverty.
Robert Hunter in his hook says that
millions of our people live in poverty
1 other millions on the verge of actual
■mt.
It has been said that two-thirds |
he numan race never have enough to
.t.
The average wage earner has hut
few Hays or weeks between loss of emoymerit and actual want. We boast of
r
modern advantages, and we have
isun to.
There are more comforts and
nveniences in the homes of working
:i
today than their fathers knew,
ut, paradoxical as it may seem, poverty
As Henry 1
■eps pace with prosperity.
almshouses and
•j. urge has pointed out,
psoas are as surely the marks of rna•rial progress as are costly mansions,
i-phones and railroads. It was of this
odern world with its express trains and
anifold conveniences that a writer said:
There is every reason to fear that there
collected a population in our great
ivns which equals in amount the whole
England and Wales, six centuries ago.
whose condition is more destitute,
'se homes are more squalid, whose
"•eu s are more
uncertain, whose pros- I
are
more hopeless than those of
serfs of the middle ages.”
Surely
■s
disquieting thought that the richer
nMerial wealth a community becomes
•arer it approaches the ideals which i
ar>
seeking, the more harrowing and
-•

1

~

■

■

'••■■■'I-rty.

I

1

his is the problem we have to face.
clays of making light of this proband of talking if the inevitability of
:'ty as of death and taxes have gone
It is time for sober thougnt,
PovThe resources of
y is not inevitable.
country of ours have never been
-ted. There is enough here to feed rnys more than dwed here and in addi'!i thereto to feed ’he millions of the
world.
Why do we have such a problem in
2<)th century?
When we try to get
the causes, we exoect to find that
e

■

inkenness, gambling, improvidence
I consequent lack of producing and
irchasing power are among the first. 1

poverty let us pause ana con-

\

values means exacting from individuals a rent for the use of land which
is the property of all. The single tax
would, 1 believe, increase production

ground

enormously because, as Henry George
explained, it would remove the burdens
weighing upon thrift and industry. The
present system of taxation falls most

heavily on the poor and is responsible for
the unequal distribution of wealth.
Or take the answer to the problem
now so

much in evidence, that of Social

According to its disciples, it is no! a
remedy, it is, economically, the only one.
Whatever may be said for or against
ims.

Socialism we must not overlook the fact
that whatever it may be worth in theory,
we shall need to make a mighty advance
in human nature as we know it to get
1 !o
the theory into a decent practice.
not say this because I am out of synq tthy with Socialism, for if this car, lie
urged as an objection to Socialism, much
For Chrismore is
it to Christianity.
tianity demands all that Socialism asks
Christianity not only
for, and more.
sets before us the highest order of mutbut
the
ual relations,
highest order of init is the only real
dividual blessedness,
provision we have against the awful danger there is in satisfied ambitions. Christiamty nas never Deen irteu uy many oi
us.
Where it has really been tried it
has never failed.
Jesus met poverty
He went deeper into
and relieved it.
He
the problem and struck at causes.
aimed to help men to support themsela
social
had
new
if
we
ves.
Beloved,
system tomorrow, with the old selfishness, we should be back upon the old conA man cannot 1 e
ditions the day after.
a good collectivist without being a good
in hvidualist. Nothing but the new life
in Christ can radically change character
and nothing but changed character can
give us a changed and better w'orld.
Dr. Hobson’s Ointment Heals itchy Eczema.
The constantly itching, burning sensation
and other disagreeable forms of eczema, tetter, salt rheum and skin eruptions promptly
cured by Dr Hobson’s Eczema Ointment.
W. Fitch of Mendota, 111., says: “I purchased a box of Dr. Hobson’s Eczema OintHave had Eczema ever since the Civil
ment.
War, have been treated by many doctors, none
have given the benefit that one box of Dr.
Hobson’s Eczema Ointment has.” Every sufferer should try it. We’re so positive it will

Geo.

help

you we guarantee it or money refunded.
At all Druggists or by mail 50c.

Pfeiffer Chemical
FOOD

No

season

Co.Philadelphia & St.Louis
FAIR

NOTES.

tickets will be sold.

Soloists are
orchestra.

now

being engaged

for the

Son.”

If you look the paper

over care-

fully, bearing In mind that there are
fifty two sueh numbers for a year’s subwill
scription of {2.00, we are sure you
could not be
say that a better present
chosen, whether for a young person or
for an entire faanily.
For the year’s subscription of {2.00
there is included a copy of The Companion

Practical Home Calendar for 1914; and
all the issues for the remaining weeks of
this year, datinff from the time the subscription is received.
If you ask for sample copies we will
for
send with them the Announcement
1914

THE YOUTH’S COMPANION,
144 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass.
s
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ready fellow applied for the berth of
second mate ot our ship. The position
being filled he shipped on the Red Jacket.
Those were hard times for sailors, and
Mr. Second Mate had been on board the
Red Jacket less than an hour before he
had killed one of the crew.
>
The Red Jacket was 2400 tons.
The
Live Yankee 1800.
We had for cargo
400 tons more than the Red Jacket. She
was loaded for a record
passage and then
to be sold in Liverpool.
We left New
York on Friday. She sailed the following Sunday. Thirteen days later she
passed close in under Holyhead while we
were broad off laying too under closereefed topsails, a little short of a complete wreck. Thirteen days, 5 hours for
the Red Jacket, 17 days for the Live
Y ankee.
The Red Jacket was on exhibition for
several weeks and a swell dance given on
board. She was sold for $150,000 to go
into the Australian trade. She was a
beautiful ship, more like an immense
yacht than a commercial craft. She was
comparatively light and there was no
lack of wind, for it was one steady gale
from land to land.
Deacon Thomas built some very fine
vessels in Rockland, then
moved to
Quincy Point, Mass., where 1 think he
built the first large vessels ever built
there, all within a stone’s throw of the
Fore River plant where so many of the
large battleships have been built today.
Some of Deacon Thomas’ descendants are
still living there.
Rockland has a record
for ship building that is hard to excel.
One season there were 15 large vessels
built there, most of them ships, all
Those were stirring
square-riggers.
times. More than one of the ships made
remarkable records.
If I had not made
this so long I would like to publish a
word

nr

two

of

uiivina

writers!
Boston.

tn

nanfiral

they

had

acquired about
important parts of

000

< ►

\
{
<

or

structed 17 miles of avenues and erected
more than 300 monuments.

February
9, 1395, Congress provided by special anaetment for the estabishment

of

best

National Park, to be in
Commission appointed by the
of War, who under his directions were to superintend the opening
of additional roads, mark the lines of
battles of all the troops, and acqu re
a

would

lands

occupied by infantry, cavalry and
artillery and such other ian is as may be

the National Park

1,000 markers

more

tablets,

than 500 memoii addition tu

■'

is

to

prepare

The Postoffice Department urge its
patrons at all offices
C hristmas parcels
to
insure prompt deearlg
livery by posting the following notice:
to mail

for

recommend

CHRISTMAS PARCELS
SHOULD

for my friend::
and my country-

my neighbors
i« Pe-ru-na.
Keep Pe-ru-na in
house
If tlie children Indicate they are
catching cold, g'w them Pe-ru-na.
Ii (h.
parents, the grandfather or
grandmother, present those symptoms
that are so well known which precede
a void, a few d tsvs of P*. -ru-na and
tlie deed is done.
Some people are very subject to
colds.
Others who have weak lungs
and
are
vimid about our winter
weather, take Pe-ru-na off and on
during the whole winter season.
The plan is a good one. The medicine
is inexpensive.
It does t o possible
harm to the system.
It keeps the
appetite regular and keen.
It assists digestion and helps the user
through the inclement weather of

MAILED

the

:

than one million do ars. have been
erected. They are constru Red of marble,
stone and bronze.
Mam of them have
been erected at great
expense ant are
When completed there
very handsome.
w ill be more than
1,000 miles of macadamized driveway at
Five
more

Gettysburg.

steel towers for observation have recently been erected by the Government at
the

do

or

men.

tablets, representing

anr:

can

use,

deemed necessary to preserve the ini-

rial shafts and

we

catarrh,

them, defend ourselves against them.
Cooj health is the best preventive.
The very best.
Vigorous health, with
excess vitality, this is Nature’s own
preventive and protection.
We do not all haw* this, however.
Some of us must have assistance.
Tlie assistance that I use for myself,

the

Gettysburg

charge of
Secretary

chronic

highest points of the battlefield.

WRAPPED SECURELY
AND

stn-v

steel tov

er

which affords

a

fire view of

all '.he field; Devils Den is merited by its
Most disfiguring skin eruptions, scrofula,
pimples, rashes, etc., are due to impure blood. bullet-scarred boulders; the Peach OrBurdock Blood Bitters as a cleansing blood, chard. the wheat field, the whirlpool of
tonic, is well recommended. $1.00 at ail stores
death, the bloody angle—-every part of
the field tells its story of heroism, of
FOODS THAT ARE HARMFUL TO
blood and death which will live as long
CHILDREN.

as valor stirs the human heart and show
the lot mg care of a generous people in
erecting monuments to the heroic dead

The Woman’s Heme Companion in its
December issue carries on its campaign

PLAINLY.

Parcels mag be marked “not to be opened until Christor with a similar direction.
mas,

Seminary Ridge is guarded here and winter
there by guns; Cemetery Hill has its
BELFAST and
earthworks yet intact; Culps Hill retains
its bullet-scarred trees;
Cemetery Ridge
BURNHAM.
has a long line of monuments; Riitie
Roundtop is surmounted by a bronze
On and after Sept 28, 1913, trains connectstatue of its brave defender, Gen’l War- ing at Burnham and Waterville with through
trains
for an 1 from Bangor, Waterville. Portren, Big Round Top has on the summit a
land and Boston, will run as follows:

W. E. Crockett.

BE

EARLY,

ADDRESSED

PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable
Is situated on Washington street just oft Main street. I have
single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your
patronage issolicited. Telephones—stable 235 2, house 61-13.
Iv28
W. G. PRESTON,

Proprietor.

FROM BELFAST.
A M

Belfast, depart.
City Point...

7 05
*7 10
Waldo... t720
Brooks. 7 32
Knox. t7 44
7 50
Thorndike.
Unity. 7 58
Winnecook.. 48 08
Burnham, arrive.. 8 20
Clinton. 8 39
Benton....
8 48
7 00
Bangor
Waterville. 9 02
Portland... 11 50
Boston
3 20 p
TO BELFAST

P M

12 20
12 25

M235
12
(12
1
1
41
1

+1

47
59
05
13
23
35
59

12 25
2 18
4 50
810

P M

2
(2
42
2
t2
3
3
3
3

t5
5
3
5
12
5

20
25
35
47
59
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13
23
35
05
13
35
23
50
10
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LET your CROPS DECIDE

/

They will tell

£

in

{

{

GEOTe. JOHNSON,
Attorney at Law,

TRUCKING.

STEAMSHIP
CORPORATION.

llannor Line -Fall Schedule.
WINTER FARES
BELFAST AND BOSTON, S2.25
TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
and CAMDEN
Leave Belfast at 2.00 p. m. for Boston
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday.
For Bangor at 7.30 a. in.,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday.
Leave

RETURNING
Boston at 5.00 p. m. Monday. Tues-

day, Thursday

and

Friday.

Leave Rockland at 5.15

of

steamer from Boston)
day, Friday and Saturday.

a. in.

(or

George Bragilon or Brooks was a guest
Friday in the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. I

The

Women's

Federation.

The year book of the Maine Federation
The book,
Women’s clubs is out.
making a volume of some 114 pages, is
bound in bog-brown paper lettered in
pure green, and contains valuable information. Concisely the history of the
State Federation since its organization
in Portland in 1892 is outlined. Then
follows the list of officers for the present year, rules governing the chairmen
of departments and a list of the department committees.
There is a report of the annual meeting,
held Sept. 23, 24, and 25, 1913, at Lewis-

of

,

Mand

Harding

Mrs.

are

on

G.
a

E.

two

Bryant and son j
weeks’ business

the

The merchants and professional men of Belfast are the peers of any in
Maine. They help support our schools and our homes. Patronize
them and you will help to make Belfast prosperous.

Miss Jeannette Stephenson left
Monday
fcr Freedom to spent the week with relatives and friends.

Every dollar spent with

Mrs. Anna Stephenson, who has been
teaching in the village school at Burnham
is spending the Thanksgiving recess at
her home on Chester Btreet. Pittsheld

Our

—

Advertiser.

Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Frost, who visited
relatives here and in Palmyre over
Thanksgiving, returned home Friday
ton, with program and the address of the
accompanied by Miaa Esther Mathews’
Mrs.
Plummer.
It
Stanley
president,
who will be their guest for a few
days’
of the officers and

gives reports
standing
committees, the federation song by Mrs.
Elizabeth Merrill, important notices, the
constitution and by-laws of the federation, and a comprehensive club directory

|

trip to Portland and vicinity,

|

were joined here Thursday evening
by Orlando E. Frost of Belfast, who was
returning from a visit in Minneapolis.

Friday.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

C ASTORIA

Government

by Commission.

Gardiner, Me., Nov 26 Thi« city, the only
one in
Maine so governed, voted yeeterdny
517 to 435 against a continuance of tha commiaaion form of government which haa been
In operation for two yeara.

upon your own

develop-

support

industry.

DO IT FOR MUTUAL GOOD.

that is invaluable.

Against

ot every home

Its future growth and

SPEND YOUR MONEY AT HONE

They

and returned to his home

them stays at home and works for the
welfare of Belfast.

city is prospering as never before.
ment depends in large measure

|

DO IT FOR

arrival

FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

loyalty of its
Each one’s prosperity
citizens to
another.
depends on the prosperity of ail.

L. Frost.

on

Tuesday, Wednes-

Trade in I elfastl
city depends

j

EASTERN

|

l_> >

<

THE COE-nORTI VIER COMPANY. NEW YORK

...
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$

use

tor "Better Babies” by publishing an and
preserving and adorning a spot that
article entitled "How to Make Babies
will be ever memorable as the high water
!
L'r.
H.
Better,” by
Roger
Dennett, a
m
j
mark of the Rebellion. Gettysburg itNew York expert on children’s diseases.
Following is an extract from the article self is replete with mementoes of the
A M
P M
A M
on the subject of food for children:
battle.
Here is to be seen the house in Boston
3 00
9 00
j
“The indiscriminate eating of indigestwhich Jennie Wade was killed; the John
P M
ible food, such as many adults eat, is a
Portland..
TOG
12 40'
Burns
the
Wilk
house in which
house,
practice to be condemned. Fried food if
A M
7 10
10 02
3 15 ;
any kind, with the exception of steak or Lincoln wrote his famous address—in Waterville
BELFAST, MAINE.
1 50 j
7 00
10 15
chops, is harmful to the child, because fact, ail the churches, school houses and Bangor
Benton
7
21
10
3
24
08
which
it
with
is
fried
is cooked
the fat
Practice in all Courts.
Probate practice
other buildings used as hospitals.
The Clinton. 7 30
3 34
10 17
info the food and surrounds the particles
2tf
8 35
10 30
3 50 j
spec altv.
of which it is made up, so that the diges- memoria. church of the Prince of Peace Burnham, leave.
4 00 ;
Winnecook. 48 45
110 10
tive juices cannot act upon them.
Most has been e-ected as a memorial of all
4 09 j
10 55
Unity. 8 54
children are,allowed too many sweets Re- soldiers wb fell at
11 05
4 17 :
Gettysburg and cun- ! Thorndike. 9 02
member that, even though they are given
10
Knox.49
15
25 S
(11
f4
tains on its -vails many tablets of india restricted amount of candy, cake, and
Brooks.
9 25
11 35
4 40 j
vidual
herot3.
has
35
(4 50i
411 45
Gettysburg
good Waldo. 49
desserts, they will get enough sugar in
i 11 55
t5 00
49 45
notel accommodations.
some iorm, in the course of a week, to
All important City point
I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking
arrive.
12 01
9 50
5 05
Belfast,
their
needs.
This
all
restriction
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
supply
places can be reached by trol'y and autotFlag station
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
of sweets ought not to be a hardship if
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
mobiles are now used to carry visitors
streets, and they will receive prompt atten
the child is fond of fruit. Instead of
H. D. WALDRON,
I
$5.25 from Belfast.
tn n.
to ail parts of the grounds.
Telephone connection
a
of
cake
or
between
piece
candy
General Passenger Agent, j
giving
W. W. BLAZO,
D. C. DOUGLASS,
An Old Veteran,
meals, or even for dessert, an apple,
|
General Munawr. Portland Maine,
126 WaldoAve
B lint.
14tf
pear or peach will please him just as who was at Gettysburg in
and
July,
1863,
well, and will be beneficial instead of
.1 ill- nm
harmful. For some years mothers have
held the erroneous idea that raw fruits are
difficult to digest. This is not true if the
Croup ar>d Cough Kemedy.
If the
fruit is not green or over-ripe.
child has not sufficient teeth with which
Croup is a terrible disease, it attacks chilto chew it the fruit should be given in
dren to suddenly tney are very apt to choke
mashed or scraped form so that no hard unless given the proper remedy at once. There
particles will be swallowed
if noth ng better in :he world than Dr. King’s
“Indiscriminate eating is not the only Dew
Discovery. Lew's Chamberlain, of Man- 1
a
The
in
child’s
diet.
over-careful
error
writes about his children: “Somemother occasionally goes to the other diester, Ohio,
! times in severe attacks we were afraid
extre i.e in endeavoring to plan a healththey
For instance, she would die, but since we proved what a certain
ful diet for her child.
does not allow anything but milk and remedy L-r. King’s New Discovery is, we have
cereals throughout the second year, for no fear. We rely on it for croup,
on
a
coughs and
fear that solid food cannot be digest
colds.” So can you. 50c. and $1 00. A bottle !
ed. This lack of solid food really does should
be in every home. At all Druggists.
j
one
harm, because when the second year of
life is reached the child is much more like | H E. Buckien & Co. Philadelphia or at. Louis
the adult than during the first year, and
food which approaches the adult diet
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
It is at this time that
should be begun.
the mother most needs the diet list to

The welfare of

»n

E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
the Best Tquipped Factory in the Country at Belfast,
Maine.
J\LK>ON & HALL BELFAST AU LINTS.
you to

BELFAST._
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Parcels by Mall.

into pneumonia,
bronchitis, or
laryngitis, or pleurisy.
&
Now, what I am getting at is this.
These climatic changes are inevitable.
No one can prevent them.
Tlie very
goes

of the most
the feld and had conteres

>

(

CHRISTMAS

1

oi

f

THE DRUG AND LIQUOR HABITS

**
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sider that three per cent, of the people
own 20 per cent, of the wealth and 91 per
cent, own only 29 per cent of the wealth.
Is it right? No, no, the inhumanity of
it is appalling! It can never be right
that one man should give his whole Ufa
ar>fi the lives of his children as soon as
they are able to work for a bare living,
a tenth of what is
recklessly wasted by
his employers.
How are we to attack this mass of
poverty and misery with any hope of
lessening it and sooner or later destroying it? The answers are many. Let me
a*h you in considering the problem to
consider this. Is. there any real reason
why a poor man—any man—should be

Goodyear Glove Rubbers

Owing to the continued strength of leather
The Gettysburg National Park, induciand the improbability of cheaper shoes for
the
ng
Soldiers' Cemetery,has been con- this season, jobbers of footwear are buying
secrated for all time by the heroism of more freely than earlier in the year, tie serve

Changeable Climate |

Special rates on the railroads and
read that nearly 7(1 per cent of povsteamers will be in effect.
is
cue
to
If
this
is
y
intemperance.
ue, we will have no difficulty in placing
The Converse Rubber Company have
responsibility. But, is it true? Is it engaged space to display their famous
r to accept a statement like that withpyramid exhibit.
inquiring into its reliability? One of
There is to be a complete Pure Food
best authorities says that investigaCandy Kitchen in operation making cante tends to show that intemperance iB
the Fair.
more often the result than the cause of dies during
poverty. Prof. A. G. Warner has colWe are in negotiation with a Professor
cted and tabulated the results of inves- of Domestic Science to have a first class
gations into the causes of thousands of cooking school at the Fair.
actual cases of poverty in the United
The management would welcome sugates, England and Germany. He says,
i robably nothing in these tables of the gestions on how to make the Food Fair
more attractive to more people.
uses of poverty, as ascertained by cold
Jilting, will more surprise the average
A beautiful composite cut has been reder than the fact that intemperance ceived for the letter heads, made from
held to be the chief cause ir, only from the various pictures taken at last year’s
-fifteenth to one-fifth of the cases, Fair.
1 that where an attempt is made to
A troupe of glass blotvers will manurn in how many cases it had a contribfacture various beautiful art glass artiry influence its presence cannot be
the
need in more than 28.1 per cent of the cles to give away to the patrons of
cses.
No doubt these figures should be Food Fair.
ceived with caution, but so should figIf you will give or send your name to
s which make one evil responsible for
the Secretary Orrin J. Dickey he will
I
cent
of
70
No
one
nrly
per
poverty.
send a beautiful art calender, one of
plores more than I do the intemperate the most
expensive, artistic and tasteful
tbits of so many of our American peoon the market.
e.
But this said, let us try to be per■( iy fair in discussing the evil.
John Bird Co. of Rockland were so
I.et me quote again from one who is well
pleased with the result from the
acknowledged authority. Speaking samples they had distributed ac the Food
unemployment and poverty, he says: Fair last year that they will give away
i he main causes appear to be, the un- ten thousand
samples this year.
ual distribution of wealth, the denial
uceess to the land, increasing national
Ptinnelnil
TKo
Riflkf
PrOCPTl t
I municipal expenditures, neglect of
'ethnical and secondary education, our
Are you in doubt about a certain prestilure to grapple with unemployment as
u national
question, lack of oversight in ent? The Youth’s Companion has proved
the bringing up of children and the ever to be one of the beBt that can be chosen.
present saloon evil. According to this
have not seen it lately, and
and many other writers, wrong economic Perhaps you
are not quite sure. Then let us send you
at
one
end
conditions, producing poverty
and luxurious idleness at the other is re- a sample copy or two. Suppose you ask fcr
sponsible for much of the nation’s pov- the issues containing the opening chapters
erty and misery. Before we make our- of Arthur StanwoodPier’s fine serial story
selves judges of millions who are little
better than slaves of industry and priB- of life in a hovs ’school-“His Father’s
"nerB

The Shoe Situation.

_

>

ij

Gettysburg

National Park.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: 1 was
Whether hasty or Uyht; srs mad* only of that quality of rubbar
which
■tanda tha hardaat waar and taar. That lit wall, too—sad Qatar
much pleased to see in a recent issue of
contracts on manufacturers’ books are suffibind
*
the American soldiers.
or
wrlnkl*.
The State of cient to keep the factories running up to the
your paper an article reaffirming the fact
usual
for
several
weeks
to come,
capacity
that the ship Red Jacket holds the rec- Pennsylvania and the Federal Govern- while there has been a satisfactory influx of
That air* that aolld, alaatle,
ment have
RHEUMA Thoroughly Drives Out Deepjoined hands iry erecting on supplementary orders stipulating the earliest ! |
springy feeling to be obtained only
ord for the quickest passage of
sailing
from
the best materials, manuthis
Local
Seated Uric Acid Poison.
spot the most elaborately and accu- possible elivery.
jobbing trade has
factured in the best manner.
vessels from New York to
Liverpool. rately marked battlefield in the
improved and both calf leather goods and patThere is only one way to be free from Rheuworld ent leather stock continue to sell well.—Dun’s
Goodyear Glove Rubber*
matism—the accumulated impurities caused Many wordy fights have I had over the and it has more monuments and mem- Review, Dec. 29th.
are made in all styles and sises but
by an excesB of Uric Acid poison must be ex- claim of the Dreadnaught. These ships orials than all
I
other battlefields in tbe
only one grade—the BEST.
pelled from the body. That is what RHEUMA were of my time as a sailor. Of the
Snow Forts at Rumford.
will do and do it thoroughly. If you suffer
world. The position of every
of
commanders
body
none
were
more
noted
than
from any form of Rheumatism—Sciatica, InHe was .better known troops of the Federal army has been disRumford Falls, Me., Nov. 29. Snow which
L. A. WEBBER. BELFASf, IVUINE
flammatory, Arthritis, Muscular, Lumbago or Capt, Samuels.
Gout—get a bottle of RHEUMA from A. A. as one of the bullies ofjthe packet line. tinctly outlined and the movements of fell until nearly noon today called out the
snow
the
for
first
time
this
plow
the
As
municipal
Red Jacket and the Live Yankee the
Howes & Co. for 50 cents—it is guaranteed.
opposing armies can be clearly year. Sleighs were used this forenoon and
"For six years I was a cripple on crutches
were on the passage from New York to
traced today. The United States Com- slopes have been utilized for sliding places.
from Rheumatism. One bottle of RHEUMA
at the same time, and I one of
Liverpool
The first snow forts of the season have also
cured me completely."—J. K. Greenberg, 2238 the crew of the Live
I
Yankee, I am pret- missioners are now engaged in mapping appeared in Strathglass Park.
• _..
Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, 111.
out the relative
ty well acquainted with the facts.
positions of the Conffcd- i
During the summer of 1854 the above erate Boldiers with a view to
perpetuat- I
named ships were built in Rockland, the
taxed for the property he has accumuRed Jacket by Deacon Thomas, in the ing the desperate and heroic, though
honest
lated by
toil? The right to prop, > Successfully treated by the most approved and scientific method known to the Medical
at the Northend where now stands fruitless, efforts of the Confederates for
erty, we are taught to believe, rests in yard
Profession.
< >
the Crockett block; the Live Yankee
supremacy. The Gettysburg Battlefield
divine laws, not on those of any man.
a few hundred yards farther north
THREE TO FIVE DAYS
IS
A
CONSTANT
by
is
THREAT
that
has
TO
which
been
Memorial
THE
Only
property
Association was incorporated
Master Builder Merriam. The two
is all the time required for relief from the Drink Habit.
HEALTH
OF
ships
THE
the
When
a
work
of
man.
PEOPLE.
]
by
produced
by the Legislation of Pennsylvania to
were launched within a few days of the
man builds a fish weir, or a boat, or a
same time, the Red Jacket going all the hold and preserve the
THE ADAMS METHOD
battlegrounds of
house, or a shop, he has put his own
Dr. Hartman, of Columbus, Ohio,
across The Cove and striking a
with the natural and artifiof Liquor and Drug treatment secures by far the largest percent of
labor into it, and therefore has an ex- way
Gettysburg
(
permanent results
discusses
an important health topic.
schooner at Hunt’s wharf and crushing
of any known treatment.
< >
cial defences as they were at the time of I He says:
clusive right of ownership, which imin her side.
Both
these
< >
went
to
Profession.
Ask
Endorsed
the
Medical
ships
by
your
to investigate for
family
physician
plies the right to sell or rent or give it. ;| New York in
the battle, and to erect such memorial i
Yes, it is the climate, not the germs,
°
N» secret formula.
He KNOWS. N) hvoidermics
No sudden stopping of
you.
ballast; the Red Jacket
No man
But tne earth belongs to God.
*
that
we
have
to
fear
or
in
this
or
No
stimulants.
suffering
pain.
country.
drugs
being towed and the Live Yankee under structures as a generous and patriotic ;
can have any exclusive right of ownership
The germs are present, to be sure,
Call or address
sail. The Live Yankee was 50 hours
, >
in land since the rights of every man must
people may aid to erect, to commemorate ! and are of some
from
in
Rockland
signiiicance
to
New
York, going the heroic deeds and
be equal. Exclusive rights may be grant- only
'•
The Adams Institute, 777 State St.
i out through the South Channel into warm
struggles, and the j diagnosis.
Climate, a changeable
sprimasseld
ed for the purpose of sowing and reapis the true cause of disease.
of their brave defenders.
water to melt the ice off deck and
climate,
triumphs
!
:
rigAp- The
ing, but this right must be limited by the 1| ging and in
atmospheric pressure varies, the
equal right of all and should be contin- sure this is by Sandy Hook. I am quite | propriations from nearly all the States ! humidity of the
the fastest for that voyage whose
atmosphere changes.
gent on the payment to the community on record.
troops were engaged here, to- 1 Every day the temperature rises and
by the possessor of an equivalent for any
with
a
gether
sum
falls.
All
raised
this
the
The Red Jacket took cargo in New
sale of j
presents to the body
by
special valuable privilege accorded to York, while the Live Yankee
very great trials to adjust to.
loaded in certificates of stock, placed at the dispohim.
“The taxing of houses, crops, and
The
of
area
Atlantic
Docks
in
high
pressure forms in
Brooklyn. When we sal ,.f this association a total of $100,furniture or wealth in any form means
the northwest.
Mows rapidly southpulled out into the stream the Red J acket 000,all of which was
taking from individuals what rightfully was
in
expended the pur- east, subjecting millions of our
already there fitting for sea. There
belongs to them and is therefore a viola- are
population to its influence. The remany little incidents connected with chase, improvement and maintainance of
tion to the rights of property or robbery
sult is. thousands upon thousands of
the getting ready for sea of the Red the grounds, so tha: in
1895, when bycommitted in the name of the State.”
People catch cold. A small per cent,
Jacket that would bear telling, but I will deed of
conveyance their holdings were
Yes, I am talking single tax, and it is a
of these thousands do not get well of
speak of only one. A tall, rough and made over to the
mighty good doctrine. The taxing of
United States,
their cold.
It

■

j

The

One Who Sailed in the Live Yankee Con• tributes a Word.

ve

I

7

ROCKLAND CUPPRK SHIPS.

Mrs. George Putnam ie spending
in Boston and vicinity.

Opeechete stream was frozen
for light weight skaters.

a

over

few dayi

Saturday

She

was so

And

fair and sweet

Miss Annie G. Gilkey

*

over

was

at

t

Miss Alice Blanchard of Portland ia visiting
Mr and Mrs. Fred Swift on Elm street.
John H. Montgomery of Bucksport was in
last week, the guest of J. W. Black.

The first snow of the year fell Friday evening and rain began to fall at 1 a. m. Saturday.
Varney B. Smith moved Monday to Lake
View, where he has employment in the spool

So glad
And

I

he.

we.

She answered him aright.
If she’d said “nay”

Upon

mill.

that

urday 1,500 tons of anthracite coal for the PeCoal Co.

And carry

some

away
chain

For friendship's
Is linked again
This Golden Wedding Day.
—Elsie Cobb

Barnatd.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
C. Edward Britto, West Main street,
returned Nov. :5th from visits in Rockland,
having been absent from home several days.

Capt. D. C. Nichols returned Saturday from
Boston, where he spent Thanksgiving with his
eon, Mr. Robert P. Nichols.

Bucksport

Capt. C. N. Meyers of the barkentine Mabel
1. Meyers arrived Saturday from Boston fora
short stay with his family.
Prof. Wight of Bethel has a singing school
over 50 pupils which meets in the Congregational conference room, Church street.
class of

and Mrs. Herbert Kneeland and daughter Viola, who spent Thanks jivirg with Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Kneeland, returned to Boston
Mr.

Friday.
Williams and mother, Madam
Williams, of Islesboro, have moved into Miss
Georgia L. Ford’s house on Bay View Place for
Mrs. Lav on a

the winter.
Steamer Penobscot, Capt. Nickerson, arrived
from Newport News Friday with 3,770 tons of
coal to the Penobscot Coal and Wharf Co. at
Mack’s Point.
Mrs. Margaret Fletcher, who is living with
Capt. and Mrs. Wrilson N. West on Nichols
street, celebrated her 94th birthday Nov. 29th.
Mrs. Fletcher is Mrs. West’s mother.

Colcord, who has been the guest
of her son. Lincoln R. Colcord, has gone to
New York, where she will spend the winter
with her daughter, Miss Joanna C. Colcord.
Mrs. L. A.

Hawley and daughter. Miss Annie
Hawley, and Mrs. Margaret Twemlaw of
Waverly. Kirkby, England, who have been
of Mr. and Mrs. John Frame, have reJanies

guests
turned

tc Boston to visit

George Hawley.

Carver arrived Saturday from
Capt. Isaac
his steamer, the U.
Portsmouth, N. H where

collier Hector, is now stationed, and returnhis mother, Mrs.
ed Monday, accompanied by
who will spend several weeks
£ C. Carver,
'with him at Portsmouth.
I. Pendleton, president of the
Capt. Frank
Bank, who has been at the
Searsport National
in Boston for medical treatC-'rney Hospital
"and who later spent a few days with his
S

ment,
son,

Ur.

F. I. Pendleton, in Lewiston, arrived
very much improved in

given at
The p.ay ine
in Belfast under the
austhe Colonial Theater
Alliance, will be prepices f the Unitarian
sented in Union Hall, tomorrow, Friday, night,
The Bel. ast Ladies orchesby the same cast.
tra will iurnish music. Admission 25 and 30
Reserved seats are for sale at Holmes'
cents.

drug

Mrs. Annie
came

(Harris) Lowell ar.d son of
last Friday to visit with her

sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Nickerson, Church street,for a few days.
The Young Ladies’ Auxiliary Aid of the Uniparish, Mrs. Elmer E. Thompson, director, was entertained Tuesday afternoon by
Miss Ethel Colcord, East Main street.
versalist

Hichbern left on
Monday’s early train for their home in Cambridge, Mass., after spending Thanksgiving
week with Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Hichborn.
Dr. and

Mrs.

Herman G.

CaDt. Charles B. Devereaux of Rutherford,
N. J., and formerly of this town, and Miss
Eugene Reed of 44 Waverly i’lace, Waverly,
Mass.,

united

were

in

marriage Nov. 21, 1913.

The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universalist
will meet this, Thursday, afternoon with
Mrs. Herbert L. Hopkins, Church street, for

parish

sewing.
good

the

All

are

cordially

invited to assist in

work.

Sandypoint road, are receiving congratulations upon
the coming of a wee daughter, Elizabeth
Erma, into their home Nov. 30th. Mother and
babe are doing well.
Mr.

Mrs. Freeman Harriman,

and

W\ Collins of Rockland, the owner of
“The Stockton” and other property in our village, has been in town several days, having reMr. F.

cently leased his hotel to Mr. Milo L. Ingalls
Rockland, in whom he has great laith as a

of*

public

house manager.

Mrs. Charles Engstrom, wife of the engineer-in-chief of the large steamer Millyiocket,
who has been boarding with Mr. and Mrs. John

McLaughlin,

School street,

during

the

summer

and autumn, left for New York, Nov. 26th, cn
board the Millinccket, accompanying her husband to their city home.
November
month!

The

shine and

dence.

certainly gave
typical “Indian

warmth

Only

one

were

us

a

beautiful

Summe.

never more

slight snow-flirt

has

sun-

in

evi-

visited

the dull skies of Monday gave a little
rain.*, May December follow the example set
by the past month—be charmingly bright and

ua; and

health.;;

Monday

home

Mrs.

store.

The Ladies Aid of the M. E. Church will
hoid their annual Christmas sale in the vestry
Thursday afternoon and evening, Dec. 11th*
Miss Hersey, the well known reader, will give
the entertainment in the evening, assisted by
local talent. Miss Hersej has given entertainments here before and needs

no

introduction.

entertainment 25 cents.

Admission to the

C. Closson, who is in the E. M. G.
Hospital, Banger, desires U send her sincere
thanks to the members of Anchor Chapter, O.
Mrs. Kate

Mr. and Mrs. Everett S. Grant, of New
Haven, Conn., arrived Nov. 26th and were
the guests of Mrs. Gram’s sister and husband,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Emery, Maple street,

until Saturday, when they took the train fur
home. Many old friends in Stockton, enjoyed
meeting them again in their native town
“Come and stoy longer;" exclaim former asso“The Concert and Dance" given by the
band Thanksgiving evening in Denslow ball for the benefit of the organization

proved a genuine success,socially and financially. The attendance was large, the music
pleasing and the profits for “the band boys"
very satisfactory. The village rejoices with
its musical association in this goodly mark of
the appreciation of our citizens!

again,

ing, Monday evening, he is reported more
comfortable. Sympathy is felt for him in his
suffering, and for his estimable mother, Mrs.
Horace Staples, in her great anxiety for her
youngest child.

Golden Wedding Anniversary.
Mr.
Lorrimer were very pleas-

A

Mrs. Andrew

antly surprised Wednesday evening,Nov. 26th,
thirty-two friends called to help them
celebrate their fiftieth wedding anniversary.
An informal reception was h?ld and Mrs. Runnells presen .ed Mrs. Lorrimer with a beautiful
bouquet of yellow chrysanthemums in behalf
of the Ladios Aid of the M. E. Church. Miss
Violet Meyers sang “That Old Girl of Mine-’
which seemed very appropriate, and “Home
Sweet Home” was rendered by Mr. Frank Park
and R. N. Forter. Cake and coffee were served
when

by

several of the ladies.

A

pretty yelwas
presented by Mrs,
cut
Ix»rrimer
it
Porter.
with as much
pride as a new bride, and wel. she might after
fifty years of happiness. Mrs. O. G. Barnard
read the following poem, of which she was the

low

wedding

very

cake

Mrs.

as

parsonage, Walter E. Carroll and Nina G

the amount of your

drewa. both of Rockport.

An
n‘

Devereaux-Reed Iu Waverly, Maas K
vember 21. Capt. Charles B.
DevereauV
Rutherford, N. J.,forme ly of Stockton Sprin k 1
and Miaa Eugenie Reed of Waverly.
Emerson-Emerton. In North Penobsc
Novemcer 22, by Rev, E. A. Carter, Pear
Emerson and Miaa Lillian M. Emerton, both
Bluehill.
enter.
GRAY-KNEELAND. In Winterport, NovemNo employee will be allowed to solicit votes
ber 26, by Rev. A. J. Lockhart, Ev« rett 1
for any contestant.
^
and Mias Leonard A. Knee land, both of \V
terport.
Hanson-Hirsch. In Belfaat, NovemD
at the Methodist parsonage by Rev. I). B
lan, James Hanson of Waldo and Miss M.s
Hirsch of Belfaat, formerly of Morrill.
Mansur-Bahtlett. In Monroe, Nov,
26, by Rev. D Brackett, Leroy C. Mango
Miss Gladys Bartlett, both of Monroe.
McDonald Walker
In Freedom, N,
ber
by J. W. Dean. Esq., Lewis E. M
i aid 20,
and Miss Ethel Mildred Walker, b«
Freedom.
Parker-Smith.
In South Penobscot
vember 24, by Kev Chester Smith,
Henry
and Miss Annie May Smith, both of Cano;
CARD OF
Wescott-Howard. In North PenobscThe undersigned desire to express to their
Rev. E A. Carter, Walter W. Wescuf
neighbors and friends and the ladies Bible Miss Alice M.
Howard, both of Bluehill.
class of the Baptist church their
appreciation
nf the many kindnesses and s\
mpathy extended to them in the sickness and death of
nt i.o
their mother, Mrs. Mary Simmons
MR. AND MRS. W. J. UPHAM
In Orland, November 30, Mr
Buck
MR. AND MRS M C. MURCll’
bert R. Buck.
MR AND MRS ARTHUR WILLIAMS.
Hamor.
In Bar Harbor, November 'i
REV. AND MRS. WILLIAM HODGE,
gelia T., widow of John S Hamor and ..
ter of the late Edward and Elmenia (Th
aged 78 years
WATER COLOR PAINTINGS Hamor.
Higgins.
In Bar
Harbor, Novembt
••

••

THANKS.

■

HALF PRICE
$5 00 Fruit piece, now
$2.50
4.00 Flower piece.
2.00
1.00 Maine Motto Pictures, now
.50
.50 Local Views, now.25
....

....

SANBORN S

STUDIO.

BORN
Billings.
In Stonington, November 11. to
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Clayton
Billings, a son,
Pearl Everett.
Grindle. In Orland, November 24, to Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Grindle, twins; a son and

daughter.

Howard. In Cape Rosier, November 22, to
Mr. and Mrs. A. Wales Howard, a daughter.

i

C ASTORI a

I

Hyomei]

Mr. and Mrs. diaries H

f

Keyes. In Orland, November 24, Char
Keyes, aged 70 years, 2 days.
MUDGETT. in Albion, November 22
Dennis G. Mudgett, aged 72 years.
Mitchell. In Boston, Mass., Novemh
Mrs. Annie A. Cook Mitchell, formerly
fast, aged 55 years, 6 months and 22 days
Rowe In Palermo, December 2, Norri>
ler, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene C. Rowe
8 years, 7 months and 26 days.
SLEEPER In Rockland, November 2,
bert D. Sleeper, aged S2 years, 7 m
and 25 days.
Funeral from his residetx
Limerock Street, Sunday at 2 p. m.
SlMMONS. In Belfast, November 29.
widow of the late John Randall Simmons
75 years.
A.

Twitchell. In Burnham, November
Twitchell, aged 61 years.

Stock Taking Sale
January 1st we take stock, and to be sure that our
stock will be really reduced we are going to RLN
FROM THIS DA fE UNTIL XMAS a

!

j

I

Clayton, son of
aged 7 years.

1=2 Price Table
of RLtiULAR HOLIDAY tiOODS.
we

would

appreciate

a

YOU

are

the

judge

am!

call very much.

Yours trulv,

CARLE & JONES

I

-%-

I Scores of

People Came, Looked

and

Bought

at Our

Stockton

E.

ar.d

many votes

Be. purchase. 5 votes
10c
.10
'•
M
25c.
.25
These votes to be credited to anyone you
desire.
No children in the family of
any of the
employees of this store will be allowed to

ciates.

Flitner Staples, W est Main street, has been
confined several weeks to the house— much of
the time to his bed—from complications of

S., and others, for their Kind remembrance
in sending her a shower of post cards on
Thanksgiving day. She emends best wishes
to all with the good news that she is gaining
and hopes soon to be w’it.i her loved ones

Cry

as

purchaae.

j

Children

_

Berry-Gamble. In Belfast, November 26
by Rev. William Vaughan, Lester H Berrv :
Searsport and Mary J. Gamble of ProsnV'
Carroll-Andrews. In Rockport. Noven
commence Monday, Dec. 8th, 1913.
^*very
article purchased you will be en- ber 27, by Rev. A. G. Littlefield, at the Mooriv
*/j

titled to

Nov. 26th, steamer Millinocket)
New York.
The News of Belfast.
land, via Fall River.
sailed with a cargo of paper for New York.
Boston, Nov 26
Ar, §tm J H Devereaux,
The Wyman & Knowlton Real Estate tsangor; sch Fanny Bowen, Brooksville, Me;
Nov. 29th, sch. B. I. Hazard sailed with laths
27, ar, schs Fannie F Hall, Bangor; Susie P
! for New York. Dec. 1st, steamer Millinocket Agency have sold the C. L. Wright farm in
O.iver, do; 28, ar, schs James Slater, St John,
arrived with a general cargo from New York. Swanville to George A. Wood of Waterville.
N B; Annie R Lewis, Sullivan; 30, ar, sch
On the passage down the steamer put into
Heiald, Halifax, N S, for New York; Dec 1, ar,
Dr. C. W. Jennys tpoke before the 8th and
stm Miiiino.'ket, Stockton,
Providence because of a bad storm.
9th grades of the'city schools last Tuesday
Philadelphia, Nov 24 Cld sch James Rothj
Mr. Samuel A. Rendell, West Main street, morning, dealing principally with the care of well, Frankfort, Me; 25, cld, stm Penobscot,
!
them
of
the
teeth
and
the
28, ar, sch Major Pichards, Baiuror.
keeping
Searsport;
necessity
Last week
; continues in a serious condition.
Newport News, Nov 20 Sld, sch Theoline,
tapping of the abdomen was resorted to by Dr. in good order.
Savannah.
G. A. Stevens to give temporary relief to the
Mrs. Nettie Whitcomb Smart will speak at
Norfolk. Nov 26. Ar, stm F J Lisman, eastnext
who
has
the
suffered
from
attacks
Seaside
Sunday. ern port (and cld for do); 27, sld, sen Gen E S
patient,
recently
Spirituals meeting
Greeley, New haven; i.0, ar, stm Seaconnet,
of nausea—very debilitating. At his time in life
Clarence Hurd of Northport returned last
Searsport.
—nearly b6 years old—the result seems hardly week from a hunting trip in Northern Maine
Galveston, Nov 28. Sld, sch Fairfield, Tuxin doubt.
One of Stockton's best citizens with a dter. H. Keller of Camden, who acpan.
Key West, Nov 24. Ar, sch V* iiliam H Sumafter long years of faithful service to every
companied him, brought home two.
ner, Baltimore.
good cause seems nearing the sunset of earthNew Orleans, Nov 25. Ar, sch Margaret M
The D. A. R. John Cochran Chapter, D. A
Ford, Philadelphia; 28, sid, schs William H
ly existence; the slipping into the “Glorious ! R. held a
very enjoyable meeting in the Arts,
Moss Point; William E Burnham,
Sumner,
where
and
son await
Future,"
wife, daughter
Mrs.
and Crafts rooms last Monday evening.
Tampa.
him.
over
San
the
the
busiF. H. Mayo,
Juan, P R, Nov 17. Ar, sch Fred W
regent, presided
Mrs. Louis F, Murray, Sandypoint road, ar- ness meeting. A fine paper on “The Navy in ihe Ayer, Jacksonville.
San Francisco, Nov 24.
Ar, ship Aryan,
rived home last Thursday from her sad tarry War of 1812”, sent ly Mrs B. P. Hazeltine,
Baltimore, 174 days For 90 days after leaving
in Salem, Mass., whither she was called by
was read and much enjoyed.
Mrs. M. L. Slugg Baltimore had baffling winds and off Cape
the critical illness of her husband, whose deHorn in August lost three upper topsails, two
gave an enjoyable reading. It was announced
jibs and a fore and main sail.
cease
was chronicled in these columns last
that the prize given by the chapter to the
Providence, Nov 26. Ar, sch W E Litchweek. The interment was in Salem, Mass.,
High school juniors and seniors for the best field, Jacksonville.
the former home of the family.
Mr. Murray,
Mobile, Nov 26. Sld, sch Augustus H Bab?ssay on an historical .opic had been awarded
being in poor health from long confinement to ;o Miss Margaret Craig. The prize this year* cock, Boston.
New Havm, Nov 28. Ar, schs Ralph M
office work, came to Stockton several years vas a two volume book of Famous Orations,
j
Haywood, Hillsboro, N B; Oakes Ames, Banago and bought the place once owned by the
rhe judges were Miss Annie L. Barr, Mrs. E. P. gor; Hattie H Barbour, Norfolk.
late Capt. William McDonald, remaining in
Brunswick, Ga, Nov 28. Ar, sch Adelaide j
| ?rost and Rev, Charles B. Ames. Out of the
Barbour, San Juan; 30, sld, sch Edith, Port
town until a year or two ago, when he return‘orty essays submittec three others received Reading.
j
ed to Salem and was reinstated in his olden
j lonorable mention. They were written by
Bridgeport, Nov 28. Ar, sch C B Clark,
position in the electrical works as chief ac- ^gnes Coombs, Nellie Brown and Blanche Bangor; Dec 1, ar, 6ch Telumah, Bangor.
countant. Deepest sympathy is offered to
Apalachicola, Nov 28. Cld, sch Robert H |
fenneys. Tea and sandwiches were served at
.h ft close of the evening by the hostesses, Mrs. McCurdy, Boston.
the bereaved family in their irreparable loss.
Bangor, Nov 26. Sld, sch Harold C Beecher,
rrank R. Woodcock and Miss Lucy A. CochNew York*, Silver Spray, do; 27, ar, sch Lizzie
an, and plans were discussed for some social
vents in the near future.
The chapter roll is D Small, South Amboy; sid, sch Alice May,
W D
teadily growing, several new members having Davenport, Philadelphia; 28, sld, schs
FOR FLETCHER’S
Hilton, Bridgeport; Abbie S Walker, Salem;
>een admitted this fall.
28, ar, stmr L V Stoddard, Newport News;
29, ar, schs Dorothy Barrett, Newport News:
Sarah L Davis, Rockland; sld, sch Izetta, New
STOP CATARRH.
\rork; 30, sld, stmr L V Stoddard, Newport
WEDDING BELLS.
News.
I jnless ^Properly Treated With
Searsport, Nov 25 Ar. stmr Moh. wk, BosCony-Gartley. The marriage of Robert A.
ton; barge Greenwood, Elizabethport; 26, sld,
This Disease May Become Serious.
stm8
Seaconnet, Norfolk; Mohawk, east coast
Cony of Augusta to Miss Louise E. Gartley
If you have catarrh, indicated by sniffling,
ports; 28. ar, stmr Penobscot, Norfolk; 30, sld,
was solemnized, Wednesday evening, Nov. 26lh
s topped up head, dropping in the throat and I
1 barge Greenwood, Elizabethport.
in the presence of relatives and a few intimate r lorning choking, there is an irritated state of
Stockton, Nov 26. Sld, stmr Millinocket,
J le mucous membrane which affords an ideal
New Y'ork; 29, sld, sch B I Hazzard, New
friends at the home of the bride’s parents in
c andition for the growth of disease germs.
Dec 1, ar, stm Millinockett, New York.
Vork;
Do not allow these dangerous germ to begin
Bangor. Rev. W. F. Livingston of Augusta was
Calais, Nov 25. Sld, sch Brina P Pendleton.
the officiating clergyman, and the single
ring t le destruction of your health.
Weymouth, N S.
service was used.
The bride was attired in
The easiest, simplest, quickest, surest and
FOREIGN PORTS.
white chiffon trimmed with point lace, and
c leapest way to ch?ck catarrh is by breathing 1
carried white chrysanthemums, and the wed- l yomei. Tnis wonderful medicated air treatSalina Cruz, Nov. 26. 6 am. Ar, str Neding march was rendered by Miss Josephine n lent does not upset the stomach, but is breat
braskan, Knight, San Francisco; 28, 6 a m, sld,
Marguerite Gartley, the youngest sister of the e j in through the Hyomei inhaler, directly fol- stm Georgian, Nichols, San Diego.
bride. The entire house was decorated with h ding and surely destroying all disease germs
St John, N B, Nov 24.
Cld, sch James Slater,
evergreens and flowers, the ceremony taking ti lat may have been inhaled—the tissues of the ( Boston; sld schs Harold B. Cousens, City Island
place under a beautiful arch of evergreen and tl iroat, nose and lungs are quickly healed and I (for orders); General Adelbert Ames, New
chrysanthemums. Many beautiful presents v talized.
York; 25, ar, sch Lucia Porter, New York.
were received.
Mr. and Mrs. Cony left that
Puerto Mexico, Nov 29, 10 a m. Ar, stm
Money refunded by A. A. Howes & Co. to
night for Washington, L). C., where they will a lyone whom Hyomei fails to benefit. A com- I Dakoian, Simmons, New York; sld, 1 p m, stm
the
winter.
pass
p lete outfit costs but $1 00.
Kentuckian, Dow, Boston.

-—---4---

__MARRIED

Davis 5,10 & 25c Store,

■

i

Gilkey of the Deer Isle High
school is spending a short vacation with her
mother. Mrs. N. F. Gilkey.
Miss Henrietta

1

PORTO.

Sullivan; Crescent; Rockland; 28* ar, schs Mary
L Crosby, Bridgewater, N S; Mary A Hall, St
John, N B; Robert A Snyder, Bangor; Fannie
& Fay, do; Suaan N Pickering, Stonington;
Damietta & Joanna, do; Warner Moore, do via
New London; Henrietta Simmons, South Gardiner; Calvin P Harris, Swans Island; William D
Marvel, Halls Quarry; Annie B Mitchell, Long
Cove; Pei.dleton Sisteis, Portland; 29, sld, sch
Tarrantine, Edgewater, JN J, for Vinalhaven;
30. sld, sch Emma S Briggs, South Amboy for
Augusta; Dec 1, ar, sch American Team, Rock-

anHt?RU,AN.

-1—AT THE-

New York, Nov 26. Ar, schs Ella M Storer, |
j
City Island; Adelia T Carleton, Rockland; aid,
sch Hattie H Barbour; St John, N B; 27, ar,
schs Flora Condon, Digby, N S; Seguin, West

I_

But we are here
To bring you cheer

nobscot

AMERICAN

.In Stockton Spring., No»e^7_
80. to Ur. and lira. Freeman Harriman
a
daughter, Elizabeth Erma.
Rowell. In Center Montville, Novemhn
*
26. to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Rowell, i ion

Doll Contest

SHIP NEWS.

|

day

We’d not be here tonight.

Barge Greenwood finished discharging Sat-

Archer Gilkey of Hebron Academy spent
Thanksgiving with his mother, Mrs. N. F. Gilkey, on Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Atwood returned Saturday from Boston, where they spent Thanksgiving with relatives.

was

so are

the grocer all substitutes sent you for Royal Bakh
ing Powder. There is no subsdtute for ROYAL. Royal is a pure,
cream of tartar baking powder, and
healthful. Powders offered as substitutes are made froin alum.
to

RETURN

1 cannot tell
If ’twas in dell
Or in the somber wood,
But this is clear
That maiden dear'
Made answer as she should.

town

To the Editor of The Journal. Your
item in last week’s paper relative to the fertiliser factory might give to some
impression that I am the designer of the building
now under construction, which is not the fact.
Also as to the working capacity of the machine in the original factory it should be stated
as five barrels per minute instead oT three
H. P. Farrow

No Substitutes

For ’twas a lass
Not field of grasa
That thus engaged his heart.
So in due time
With faith sublime
He “popped” with manly art.

home from

Thanksgiving.

Mrs. C. M. Nichols returned Tuesday from
short visit in Boston and vicinity.

heat

The prettiest ever seen
’Twould be politei
To call her bright,
But not to call her green.

Mr. Charles S. Shute returned Thursday
from a few days in Bangor.

Bangor

The Coe-Mot timer Plant

the depths did yield
He loved the s^nd,
The pleasant land
And most of all a “Field.”

And**!!

SEARSPORT.

his

long-endured spinal

At this writ-

trouble.

Last Friday our hotel, “The Stockton”,
opened its doors to the public with Mr. Milo
L. Ingalls as proprietor. Thi6 is a convenience
much needed in our village and all residents
hope success may follow this attempt to give
Mr. and Mrs. Inus an up-to-date hostelry.
galls are young people from Rockland who
seem sufficiently full of the requisite spirit of
determination to bring the enterprise to a desired level of success! May all features prosper for the benefit of
and Mre. Ingalls!

F. C.

N

We

are

Giving You the Greatest Values

Pendleton sailed with lumber for

in

Suits, Coats and

Dresses That You Have Ever Seen
Dozens of Fashionable Garments at About One-third of their Actual Value
1,1

-—

the town, and for Mr.

From Cape Jellison piers the following shipping report was telephoned Monday evening:
Nov. 24th, steamer Millinocket arrived with a
general cargo from New York. Nov. 25th,
sch.

Great Money Saving Openin

We Want to Convince You That We Mean to Save You from $2.00 to $6.00
On Every Garment That You Buy Here

author:
THE

WEDDING

DAY.

In Searsport town
Of wide renown
Seme fifty years ago
There lived a youth
Who loved the truth
As all men do, you know.
A sailor he.
He loved the

I Ayer’s Pills
Gently

Laxative.

Dose,

one

Sugar-coated.

pill, only

$5.85, $7.85, $12.85,
fnatc
VUdU)
$16.85, $18.85, 22.85

one.

Sold for 60 years.

Silk

Ask Your Doctor.

sea

Suits

$12-50

Petticoats,1^1^85

Silk Waists,

t0 28.85

$40°

--

CANDY

Dresses

For Christmas Gifts

$^.85 to $25.85

Va,l|2 95
—

Children’s and Misses’ Coats
$3.85 to $16.85

*

m

If SHE likes

candy she will certainly appreciate

a

delicious chocolates, fresh this week.
“Apollo” and “Green Seal” goods of standard quality in attractive boxes suitable for gifts.
box of

our

We

anxious to

serve

you.

Come

early

so as

Manufacturers’ Outlet

PRICES TO SUIT ANY PURSE.

Old Corner

are

Drug Store

Main

Street, Belfast,

to be

sure

of the

largest selection

Company,
At Mrs.

•
%

Mudgett’s Store

j

